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(i) The 4 Apri11993 Ultimatum (Prlic's Sub-grounds 16.2.1 and 16.2.2)
486
;
486
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis :
489
(ii) Military operations following the 4 April 1993 Ultimatum (Prlic's Sub-grounds 16.2.3,
16.2.4, and 16.2.5)
492
~
493
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
493
(iii) Removal of Muslims from Doljani and Sovici (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.2.6)
495
496
(iv) Mens rea (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.2.7)
(c) Prlic's involvement in the campaign of mass arrest of Muslims beginning on 30 June 1993
in several municipalities (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.3)
;
497
(i) Arguments of the.Parties
498
;
500
(ii) Analysis
(d) Mostar Municipality (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.4)
502
(i) West Mostar
502
a. Alleged error in concluding that the Croatian culture was introduced (Prlic's Subground 16.4.1)
502
b. Alleged error regarding Prlic's acceptance of the arrest of Muslims that took place
around 9 May 1993 (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.4.2)
503,
i. Arguments of the Parties
503
ii. Analysis
504
c. Alleged errors regarding Prlic's contribution to the eviction process (Prlic's Subgrounds 16.4.3 and 16.4.4)
505
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i. Arguments of the Parties
505
ii. Analysis
507
(ii) East Mostar
509
a. The HVO campaign of fire and shelling of East Mostar (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.4.5) .. 509
i. Arguments of the Parties
509
ii. Analysis
510
b. The living conditions in East Mostar (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.4.6)
511
i. Arguments of the Parties
511
ii. Analysis
·
513
c. Prlic's contribution to blocking humanitarian aid to East Mostar (Prlic's Sub-ground
16.4.7)
516
i. Arguments of the Parties
517
ii. Analysis
519
(e) Displacement of Croats from Vares Municipality (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.5)
523
(i) Arguments of the Parties
524
(ii) Analysis
526
(f) Prlic's contribution to a policy of population movement (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.6)
529
(i) Arguments of the Parties
·
529
(ii) Analysis
:
533
(g) Prlic's authority over detention centres
537
(i) Prlic's general powers over detention centres (Prlic's Ground 13 in part)
537
537
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
539
(ii) The Heliodrom
542
a. Prlic's power over the Heliodrom (Prlic's Sub-grounds 16.7.1 and 16.7.3)
542
b. Prlic's facilitation of and support for the detention of civilians in the Heliodrom
(Prlic's Ground 13 in part and Sub-ground 16.7.2)
543
i. Arguments of the Parties
544
ii. Analysis
545
c. Prlic's facilitation and acceptance of the use of Heliodrom detainees for front line
labour (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.7.4)
546
i. Arguments of the Parties
546
ii. Analysis
547
d. Prlic's planning and facilitation of the organisation of the departure of about 2,500
detainees from the Heliodrom to Croatia (Prlic's Sub-ground 16.7.5)
548
(iii) Vojno Detention Centre (Prlic's Ground 13 in part and Sub-ground 16.8)
549
(iv) Dretelj Prison (Prlic's Ground 13 in part and Sub-ground 16.9)
551
551
. a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
553
(v) Gabela Prison (Prlic's Ground 13 in part and Sub-ground 16.11)
554
554
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
555
(vi) Prlic's facilitation of the departure of detainees to foreign countries via Croatia
(Prlic's Sub-ground 16.10)
556
(h) Denial, concealment, and encouragement of crimes and failure to prevent or punish crimes
(Prlic's Sub-grounds 16.12, 16.13, 16.14, and 16.15)
558
(i) Arguments of the Parties
558
(ii) Analysis
560
562
(i) Mens rea and actus reus of commission through a ICE (Prlic's Ground 18)
(i) Arguments of the Parties
563
(ii) Analysis
564
4. Conclusion
566
F. ALLEGED ERRORS IN RELATION TO BRUNO STone's PARTICIPATION IN THE JCE.
568
1. Introduction
568
2. Alleged errors in finding that Stojic commanded and had "effective control" over the
HVO (Stojic's Ground 20)
569
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(a) Stojic's administrative and logistical roles in the HVO
570
(b) Stojic's role in the establishment and organisation of the HVO
573
(c) Stojic's responsibility to inform the HZ(R) H-B Government of military operations and to
make proposals which were adopted
575
(d) Stojic's authority to send military-related Government decisions through the military
chain of command
577
(e) Stojic's authority to issue orders directly to the HVO and to ensure that they were carried
out
579
(i) Arguments of the Parties
579
(ii) Analysis
580
(f) Stojic's responsibility for the human, financial, and logistical resources of the HVO
584
(i) Arguments of the Parties
584
(ii) Analysis
587
a. The logistical needs of the HVO
587
b. The finances of the HVO
590
c. Human resources
593
(g) Stojic's authority to designate representatives of the HVO in ceasefire negotiations
595
(h) Conclusion
596
3. Alleged errors in finding that Stojic commanded and had "effective control" over the
Military Police (Stojic's Ground 21)
596
(a) Arguments of the Parties
596
(b) Analysis
599
(i) Stojic's involvement in appointments within the Military Police and his administrative
roles
599
(ii) The authority of the Military Police Administration
600
601
(iii) Stojic's issuance of orders to the Military Police
(iv) Stojic's receipt of reports on Military Police activities
603
(c) Conclusion
606
4. Alleged errors concerning Stojic's failure to prevent and punish crimes committed by the
HVO and the Military Police (Stojic's Ground 23)
606
607
(a) Stojic's defacto power to prevent and punish climes (Stojic's Sub-ground 23.1)
(i) Arguments of the Parties
607
(ii) Analysis
608
(b) Whether Stojic did not intend to prevent or punish crimes (Stojic's Sub-ground 23.3)
612
(c) Stojic's power to prevent or punish the crimes committed by Naletilic's troops (Stojic's
Sub-ground 23.2)
614
(d) Conclusion
615
5. Alleged errors concerning Stojic's powers and responsibilities (Stojic's Ground 24)
616
(a) Whether Stojic represented the Government in peace negotiations (Stojic's Sub-ground
24.1)
616
(b) Whether Stojic took part in formulating the defence policy of the HZ(R) H-B Government
(Stojic's Sub-ground 24.2)
618
(c) Whether Stojic exercised the functions of the Head of the Department of Defence until
15 November 1993 (Stojic's Sub-ground 24.3)
621
(d) Conclusion
622
622
6. Alleged errors in identifying the members of the ICE (StojiC's Ground 7)
7. Alleged errors in finding that Stojic made a significant contribution to the ICE in general
(Stojic's Ground 27)
624
(a) Alleged legal errors in the application of ICE liability (Stojic's Sub-ground 27.1, in part) 624
(b) Whether Stojic's assistance to military operations contributed to the ICE (Stojic's Subground 27.1 in part)
627
(i) Arguments of the Parties
627
(ii) Analysis
627
(c) Whether Stojic's role as a link between the armed forces and the Government contributed
to the ICE (Stojic's Sub-ground 27.2 in part)
630
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, (d) Whether Stojic used the HVO and Military Police to commit crimes (Stojic's Subgrounds 27.2 (in part) and 27.3)
631
(i) Arguments of the Parties
631
(ii) Analysis
632
(e) Conclusion
635
8. Alleged errors concerning Stojic's involvement in crimes committed in the municipalities
and detention centres
635
(a) Prozor Municipality and Ljubuski Prison (Stojic's Ground 28)
635
(i) Arguments of the Parties
635
'
636
(ii) Analysis
(iii) Conclusion
;
639
(b) Gornji VakufMunicipality (Stojic's Ground 29)
639
(i) Whether Stojic ordered Miro Andric to capture Gornji Vakufby force (StojiC's Sub,
'.. 640
ground 29.1)
(ii) Whether Stojic was aware of the commission of crimes based on reports from Zeljko
Siljeg (StojiC's Sub-ground 29.2)
643
(iii) Whether Stojic facilitated and closely followed the military operations in Gornji Vakuf
and intended the crimes to be committed (Stojic's Sub-ground 29.3)
646
,
648
(iv) Conclusion
~
648
(c) Jablanica Municipality (Stojic's Ground 30)
(i) Whether Stojic must have been aware of the plan in relation to the HVO military
operations in Jablanica Municipality (Stojic's Sub-ground 30.2)
649
t.;
649
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
650
(ii) Whether Stojic must have been aware of the crimes committed in Sovici and Doljani
(Stojic's Sub-ground 30.1)
653
653
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
654
(iii) Conclusion
.'
657
(d) The May 1993 operations in Mostar town (Stojic's Ground 31)
657
(i) Stojic's participation in preparing the troops and planning the HVO operations in
657
Mostar (StojiC's Sub-ground 31.1)
(ii) Alleged errors in the assessment of and reliance on Expert Witness Davor Marijan's
evidence (Stojic's Sub-ground 31.2)
660
(iii) Stojic' sparticipation in planning the acts of violence which accompanied the HVO
operations in Mostar (Stojic's Sub-ground 31.3)
663
(iv) Conclusion
664
(e) The eviction of the Muslim population from West Mostar (StojiC's Grounds 32 and 33) 664
(i) Whether Stojic received reports concerning the evictions of Muslims and crimes against
them, and was involved in organising and conducting the eviction campaigns (Stojic's
Sub-ground 33.1)
665
(ii) Whether Stojic and the HVO authorities genuinely intended to punish crimes against
Muslims in Mostar (Stojic's Sub-ground 33.2)
669
(iii) Alleged errors in the assessment of Stojic' s comments made on 17 July 1993 (Stojic's
Sub-ground 33.3)
671
(iv) Alleged errors regarding Witness DZ's credibility and evidence (StojiC's Grounds 32
and 33.4)
~
,
674
a. Alleged errors regarding the credibility of Witness DZ (Stojic's Ground 32)
675
b. Alleged errors in relation to Witness DZ's hearsay evidence (Stojic's Subground 33.4)
677
(v) Stojic's intention that mistreatment be committed against Muslims during the eviction
679
campaigns (Stojics Sub-ground 33.5)
(vi) Conclusion
680
(f) The siege of East Mostar (StojiC's Ground 34)
680
(i) Stojic's knowledge and acceptance of the harsh living conditions of the population in
East Mostar (Stojic's Sub-ground 34.1)
681
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(ii) Stojic's control over HVO snipers in West Mostar and knowledge of sniper attacks in
East Mostar (Stojic's Sub-grounds 34.2,34.3, and 34.4)
684
(iii) Whether Stojic facilitated the hindering of humanitarian aid access (Stojic's Subground 34.5)
687
a. Arguments of the Parties
687
b. Analysis
688
(iv) Conclusion
690
(g) Capljina Municipality (Stojic's Ground 35)
690
(i) Whether Stojic was aware of and facilitated the detention of men who did not belong to
any armed force (Stojic's Sub-ground 35.1)
691
a. Arguments of the Parties
691
b. Analysis
693
(ii) Whether Stojic was informed of evictions in Capljina and the manner in which they
were carried out (Stojic's Sub-grounds 35.2 and 35.3)
696
(iii) Conclusion
700
(h) Vares Municipality (Stojic's Ground 36)
700
(i) Stojic's facilitation of the military operations in Vares (Stojic's Sub-ground 36.2)
700
(ii) Stojic's knowledge and acceptance of crimes in Vares Municipality (Stojic's Subgrounds 36.1 and 36.3)
703
a. Arguments of the Parties
703
b. Analysis
704
(iii) Conclusion
707
(i) Detention Centres (Stojic's Ground 37)
707
(i) Whether Stojic was responsible for the detention centres (Stojic's Sub-ground 37.1, in
part)
707
a. Arguments of the Parties
708
b. Analysis
710
(ii) Stojic's involvement in the Heliodrom and awareness of detention conditions (Stojic's
Sub-grounds 37.1, in part, and 37.2)
713
a. Whether Stojic was responsible for crimes committed at the Heliodrom (Stojic's Subground 37.1, in part)
713
i. Arguments of the Parties
713
ii. Analysis
715
b. Whether Stojic was aware of the conditions at the Heliodrom (Stojics Sub-ground
37.2)
717
(iii) Stojic's involvement in Dretelj Prison and Gabe1a Prison (StojiC's Sub-ground 37.1, in
part)
719
i. Arguments of the Parties
720
ii. Analysis
722
(iv) Conclusion
724
9. Alleged errors regarding Stojic's mens rea and related challenges
725
(a) Alleged errors in finding that Tudman and others directly collaborated in, and shared the
intent for, the ICE (Stojic's Grounds 6 and 14)
725
(b) Alleged errors concerning Stojic's knowledge of the ICE and its common criminal
purpose (Stojic's Ground 15)
727
(c) Alleged errors in finding that Stojic had the shared intent of the ICE (Stojic's Sub-ground
25.1)
~
729
(d) Alleged error in law in failing to make a specific finding on Stojic's intent to participate in
the ICE (Stojic's Sub-ground 25.2)
731
(e) Alleged errors in inferring Stojic's intent from his general logistical assistance (Stojic's
Sub-ground 25.3)
732
(f) Alleged errors concerning Stojic's intent to commit certain crimes (Stojic's Sub-ground
25.4)
733
(i) Arguments of the Parties
733
(ii) Analysis
734
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a. Alleged errors regarding Stojic's intent to commit crimes under Counts 2, 3, 19,20,
and 21 of the Indictment
734
b. Alleged errors regarding Stojic's specific intent to commit the crime of unlawful
infliction of terror on civilians
737
(iii) Conclusion
744
(g) Alleged errors concerning Stojic's specific intent to discriminate against the Muslim
population (StojiC's Sub-ground 25.5)
744
(h) Alleged errors concerning Stojic's intent to commit the crimes in Prozar, Jablanica, East
Mostar, Capljina, Vares, and the detention centres (Stojic's Sub-ground 25.6)
749
(i) Conclusion
752
10. Conclusion
752
G. ALLEGED ERRORS INRELATION TO SLOBODANPRALJAK'S PARTICIPATIONINTHEJCE
754
1. Introduction
754
755
2. Alleged errors concerning the military chain of command (Praljak's Ground 37)
(a) The OZ and HVO brigade commanders' authority over the Military Police in carrying out
their "daily duties" (Praljak's Sub-ground 37.1)
756
(i) Arguments of the Parties
,
~
756
(ii) Analysis
758
(b) The Main Staff's command authority over the KB (Praljak's Sub-ground 37.2)
763
(i) Arguments of the Parties
763
(ii) Analysis
764
(c) Conclusion
768
3. Alleged errors relating to Praljak's functions and authority (Praljak's Ground 38)
768
(a) Praljak's defacto command before 24 July 1993 (Praljak's Sub-ground 38.1)
768
(i) Arguments of the Parties
768
(ii) Analysis
771
(b) Praljak's command authority and "effective control" over the HVO as of 24 July 1993
(Praljak's Sub-ground 38.2)
776
(i) Arguments of the Parties
776
(ii) Analysis
777
(c) Praljak's command authority and "effective control" over the Military Police as of
24 July 1993 (Praljak's Sub-ground 38.3)
780
(i) Arguments of the Parties
780
(ii) Analysis
,
781
(d) Conclusion
785
4. Alleged errors relating to Praljak's significant contribution to the JCE (Praljak's
785
Ground 40)
(a) Whether Praljak's JCE contribution was properly established (Praljak's Sub-ground 40.1
in part)
786
(b) Whether Praljak' s involvement in military operations amounted to a significant
contribution and furthered the JCE (Praljak's Sub-grounds 40.2, 40.3, and 40.7)
788
(c) Whether Praljak's role as a conduit between Croatia and the HZ(R) H-B was in
furtherance of the JCE (Praljak's Sub-grounds 40.1 in part, 40.4, 40.5, and 40.6)
791
(i) Praljak's conduct prior to the existence of the JCE
793
(ii) The Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence and Praljak' s participation in meetings794
(iii) Praljak's efforts to obtain logistical support from Croatia
798
(iv) Whether Praljak's link to the Croatian government furthered the CCP
800
(v) Conclusion
801
5. Praljak's mens rea and related challenges
801
(a) Alleged errors in finding that Praljak was a member of the JCE (Praljak's Ground 39 and
Sub-ground 5.4 in part)
802
(i) Whether Croatian officials participated in the JCE (Praljak's Sub-ground 5.4 in part) 802
(ii) Praljak's awareness of the CCP (Praljak's Sub-ground 39.1)
804
a-. Arguments of the Parties
804
b. Analysis
:
;
805
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(iii) Alleged failure to establish Praljak's shared criminal intent with all members of the
JCE (Praljak's Sub-ground 39.2)
807
(iv) Alleged errors in finding that Praljak shared the criminal intent of the JCE members
(Praljak's Sub-ground 39.3)
808
(b) Alleged errors in finding that Praljak had the necessary mens rea (Praljak's Ground 41) .. 809
(i) Alleged errors in finding that Praljak knew that the HVO committed crimes (Praljak's
Sub-ground 41.1)
809
(ii) Alleged errors in deducing Praljak's intent from his military functions and activities
(Praljak's Sub-ground 41.2)
812
(iii) Alleged errors in finding that Praljak possessed discriminatory intent (Praljak's Subground 41.3)
813
(iv) Alleged errors in finding that Praljak had the necessary intent for each JCE crime
(Praljak's Sub-ground 41.4)
815
(c) Conclusion
818
6. Alleged errors concerning Praljak's involvement in, knowledge of, and intent with regard
to, crimes committed in the municipalities and detention centres
818
(a) Gornji Vakuf Municipality (Praljak's Ground 42)
818
(i) Praljak's involvement in planning the events in Gornji Vakuf..
819
(ii) Praljak's knowledge of events in Gornji Vakuf and his intent
820
820
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
822
c. Conclusion
824
(b) Prozor Municipality (Praljak's Ground 43)
824
(i) Whether Praljak knew that detainees were being used for unlawful labour (Praljak's
Sub-ground 43.1)
825
(ii) Whether Praljak had the required intent for crimes committed in Prozor (Praljak's Subground 43.2)
828
(iii) Conclusion
829
(c) Mostar Municipality (Praljak's Ground 44, Ground 21 in part, Ground 23 in part, and Sub830ground 40.7 in part)
(i) Praljak's involvement in the events in Mostar (Praljak's Ground 23, Sub-grounds 40.7
and 44.1 all in part)
831
831
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
833
i. Praljak's responsibility before 24 July and after 9 November 1993
833
ii. Praljak's responsibility between 24 July 1993 and 9 November 1993
836
a- Orders issued by Praljak
836
b- Praljak's attendance at the 7 November 1993 meeting
837
c- Praljak's responsibility for the shelling and sniping campaigns in East Mostar 840
d- Praljak' s responsibility for the destruction of or severe damage to the ten
mosques in East Mostar
842
iii. Conclusion
844
(ii) Praljak's knowledge of the crimes committed in Mostar (Pra1jak's Sub-grounds 44.1 in
part, 44.2)
844
844
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
846
(iii) Praljak's intent for the crime of unlawful infliction of terror on civilians under
Article 3 of the Statute (Count 25) (Ground 21 (in part))
850
850
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
851
c. Conclusion
855
~
855
(d) Vares Municipality (Praljak's Grounds 45 and 54)
856
(i) Alleged errors regarding the credibility of Witness EA (Praljak's Ground 54)
856
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
857
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(ii) Whether Praljak planned and/or directed the Vares operations (Praljak's Subground 45.1)
859
a. Arguments of the Parties
859
;
861
b. Analysis
(iii) Praljak's role in and knowledge of crimes committed in Stupni Do (Praljak's Sub:
865
ground 45.2 and 45.3)
(iv) Praljak's participation in concealing the crimes committed in Stupni Do (Praljak's Subground 45.4)
868
:
868
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
870
i. Alleged errors in finding that Praljak sought to prevent UNPROFOR from accessing
Stupni Do
870
ii. Alleged errors in finding that Praljak intended to conceal the crimes in Stupni Do
871
by signing the order of 8 November 1993
iii. Conclusion
872
(v) Conclusion
872
(e) Dretelj Prison and Gabela Prison (Praljak's Ground 46)
873
(i) Arguments of the Parties
874
(ii) Analysis
876
7. Conclusion
881
H. ALLEGED ERRORS IN RELATION TO MILIVOJ PETKOVIC'S PARTICIPATION IN THE JCE
882
1. Introduction
882
2. Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's powers and functions (Sub-grounds 5.1 and 5.2 both
in part)
884
884
(a) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's de jure command authority over the HVO
(i) Alleged errors regarding de jure command and control (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.1.1.1)885
(ii) Alleged errors in respect of changes of competences of the Commander of the Main
Staff (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.1.1.2)
886
(iii) Alleged errors regarding the role of the HVO Supreme Commander (Petkovic's Subground 5.1.1.3)
887
887
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
888
(iv) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's dejure command authority over the KB and its
ATGs as Chief and Deputy Commander of the HVO Main Staff (Petkovic's Subground 5.1.1.4)
890
a. Arguments of the Parties
890
:
892
b. Analysis
(v) Conclusion
893
(b) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's powers within the Command of the HVO (Petkovic's
Sub-grounds 5.1.1.6,5.2.3.1 in part, and 5.1.1.5)
893
(i) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's "command and control authority and effective
control" over the HVO (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.1.1.6)
894
894
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
895
(ii) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's effective control over the KB and its ATGs as well
897
as the Bruno Busic Regiment (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.3.1 in part)
897
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
898
(iii) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's use of the HVO in military operations to commit
crimes (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.1.1.5)
899
899
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
900
(c) Conclusion
901
3. Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's involvement in, knowledge of, and intent with regard
to crimes committed in the municipalities and detention centres (Petkovic's Sub-ground
5.2.2 in part)
;
901
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(a) Prozor Municipality (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.1 in part)
902
(i) Alleged errors regarding crimes committed in April 1993
902
903
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
903
(ii) Alleged errors regarding crimes committed in June 1993
904
905
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
905
(iii) Alleged errors regarding crimes committed in July 1993
906
907
a. Arguments of the Parties
:
908
b. Analysis
(ivjConclusion
910
(b) Gornji VakufMunicipality (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.2 in part)
910
(i) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's involvement in the HVO operations
911
911
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
913
(ii) Alleged errors regarding the finding that Petkovic had no genuine intention to punish
perpetrators of crimes
:
917
,
,
918
a. Arguments of the Parties ,
b. Analysis
919
(iii) Conclusion
920
(c) Jablanica Municipality (Petkovic's Sub-grounds 4.3.1 in part, 4.3.2.2, and 5.2.2.3)
920
(i) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic' s contribution to planning and directing the HVO
operations
921
922
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
:
923
(ii) Alleged errors regarding the destruction of Muslim houses and mosques
924
924
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
:
925
(iii) Alleged errors concerning the obstruction of passage of international observers
926
927·
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
927
(iv) Alleged errors regarding the detention and relocation of Muslims from Sovici and
Doljani
928
929
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
930
(v) Conclusion
933
(d) Mostar Municipality (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.4)
933
(i) Alleged errors regarding the evictions and removal of the Muslim population of
West Mostar
:
934
935
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
937
(ii) Alleged errors regarding the siege of East Mostar
938
a. Shelling of East Mostar
939
i. Petkovic's issuance of the 8 November 1993 Order
939
940
a- Arguments of the Parties
b- Analysis
941
ii. Petkovic's planning of the shelling of East Mostar
943
944
a- Arguments of the Parties
b- Analysis
944
b. Blocking of access of humanitarian aid and international organisations to East Mostar945
i. Arguments of the Parties
946
ii. Analysis
947
c. Conclusion
949
(iii) Failure to provide a reasoned opinion with respect to Petkovic's convictions under
Counts 2 and 3
949
950
a. Arguments of the Parties
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b. Analysis
95.0
(iv) Conclusions..
951
(e) Vares Municipality (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.6 in part)
951
(i) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's contribution, and knowledge of crimes related to the
operations in Vares Municipality
952
953
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
954
i. Contribution to the crimes in Vares Municipality
954
ii. Knowledge of crimes committed during the operations in Vares Municipality
957
(ii) Alleged errors regarding Petkovic's contribution to the launch of a fake investigation
into the crimes in Stupni Do
959
~
959
a. Arguments of the Parties
b. Analysis
961
(iii) Conclusion
962
(f) Gabela Prison (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.7.1)
962
(i) Arguments of the Parties
963
(ii) Analysis
964
(g) Dretelj Prison (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.7.2)
966
(i) Arguments of the Parties
966
(ii) Analysis
:
;
967
(h) The Heliodrom (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.7.3 in part)
968
(i) Arguments of the Parties
969
(ii) Analysis
970
(i) Vojno Detention Centre (Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.7.4 in part)
971
(i) Arguments of the Parties
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.

The Appeals Chamber of the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons

Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory
of the former Yugoslavia since 1991 ("Appeals Chamber" and "ICTY", respectively) is seised of
the appeals filed by Jadranko Prlic ("Pdic"), Bruno Stojic ("Stojic"), Slobodan Praljak ("Praljak"),
Milivoj Petkovic ("Petkovic"), Valentin Coric ("Corie"), and Berislav Pusic ("Pusic"), and the
Office of the Prosecutor ("Prosecution") against the judgement rendered by Trial Chamber III of the
Tribunal ("Trial Chamber") on 29 May 2013 in the case Prosecutor v. ladranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic,
Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Corle, and Berislav Pusic, Case No. IT-04-74-T

("Trial Judgement").

A. Background
2.

The events giving rise to this case took place in eight municipalities and five detention

camps in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina ("BiH") claimed as part of the Croatian
Community and Republic of Herceg-Bosna ("HZ(R) H-B") between 1992 and 1994.1 The
Prosecution charged Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic with: (1) grave breaches of the
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 ("Geneva Conventions") pursuant to Article 2 of the
Statute, namely wilful killing (Count 3), inhuman treatment (sexual assault) (Count 5), unlawful
deportation of a civilian (Count 7), unlawful transfer of a civilian (Count 9), unlawful confinement
of a civilian (Count 11), inhuman treatment (conditions of confinement) (Count 13), inhuman
treatment (Count 16), extensive destruction of property, not justified by military necessity and
carried out unlawfully and wantonly (Count 19), and appropriation of property, not justified by
military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly (Count 22);. (2) violations of the laws or
customs of war pursuant to Article 3 of the Statute, namely cruel treatment (conditions of
confinement) (Count 14), cruel treatment (Count 17), unlawful labour (Count 18), wanton
destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity (Count 20),
destruction or wilful damage done to institutions dedicated to religion or education (Count 21),
plunder of public or private property (Count 23), unlawful attack on civilians (Mostar) (Count 24),
unlawful infliction of terror on civilians (Mostar) (Count 25), and cruel treatment (Mostar siege)
(Count 26); and (3) crimes against humanity pursuant to Article 5 of the Statute, namely
persecution on political, racial and religious grounds (Count 1), murder (Count 2), rape (Count 4),
deportation (Count 6), inhumane acts (forcible transfer) (Count 8), imprisonment (Count 10),

1 Trial

Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 1.

1
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inhumane acts (conditions of confinement) (Count 12), and inhumane acts (Count 15).2 The
Indictment alleges Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic to be responsible for these
crimes pursuant to both Article 7(1) (committing, including through participation in a joint criminal
enterprise ("JCE"), planning, instigating, ordering, or aiding and abetting) and Article 7(3) (failing
to prevent or punish the crimes committed by their subordinates) of the Statute. 3
3.

The Trial Chamber concluded that crimes occurred across the BiH municipalities of Prozor,

Gomji Vakuf, Jablanica (Sovici and Doljani), Mostar, Ljubuski, Stolac, Capljina, and Vares as well
as the five detention centres, namely, the Heliodrom Camp in Mostar Municipality ("Heliodrom"),
the buildings clustered in the Vojno sector in Mostar Municipality ("Vojno Detention Centre"), the
military remand prison in Ljubuski town ("Ljubuski Prison"), the Dretelj Military District Prison in
Capljina Municipality ("Dretelj Prison"), and the Gabela Military District Prison in Capljina
Municipality ("Gabela Prison") during the relevant time under the Indictment. 4 The Trial Chamber
found that as early as mid-January 1993, a single JCE existed with a common criminal purpose
which was the domination by the Croats of the Croatian Republic of Herceg-Bosna ("HR H-B")
through etlmic cleansing of the Muslim population.' The Trial Chamber further found that the JCE
was set up in order to create a Croatian entity in BiH reconstituting in part the borders of the
Croatian Banovina, facilitating the reunification of the Croatian people." The Trial Chamber
concluded that Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic were members of that JCE.?
Specifically, it found that: (1) Prlic, Petkovic, and Coric contributed to the JCE from January 1993

Indictment, para. 229. In discussing the underlying offences of rape as a crime against humanity under Article 5 of the
Statute and inhuman treatment (sexual assault) as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions under Article 2 of the
Statute in the Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber employed the phrases "sexual abuse" C'sevices sexuels") or "sexual
. violence" ("violences sexuelles") as umbrella terms to refer to those offences. See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras
70, 72, 434, 437, 826, 830, 1014. Similarly, in discussing the underlying offences of appropriation of property, not
justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions
under Article 2 of the Statute and plunder of public or private property as a violation of the laws or customs of war
under Article 3 of the Statute in the Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber employed the phrase "thefts" ("vols") as an
umbrella term to refer to those offences. See, e.g., Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 70, 72, 445-447,838, 840,842, 845,
1010-1011. While it would have been preferable for the Trial Chamber to precisely refer to these offences as the crimes
they constitute under the Statute, for consistency and readability, the Appeals Chamber will likewise use these umbrella
terms in this Judgement.
3 Indictment, paras 218-228.
4 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 655-1741.
5 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 41, 65-66. Specifically, the Trial Judgement found that the members of the JCE
("implemented an entire system for deporting the Muslim population of the HR H-B consisting of the removal and
placement in detention of civilians, of murders and the destruction of property during attacks, of mistreatment and
devastation caused during eviction operations, of mistreatment and poor conditions of confinement as well as the
widespread, nearly systematic use of detainees on the front lines for labour or even to serve as human shields, as well as
murders and mistreatment related to this labour and these shields, and lastly, the removal of detainees and their families
outside of the territory of the HZ(R) H-B once they were released").
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 66. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 44-65,67-73.
6 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 24, 43-44. This Croatian territorial entity in BiH was either to be united with Croatia, or
become an independent state within BiH with ties to Croatia. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 24.
7 TriaIJudgement, Vol. 4, paras 66-67, 276, 429, 627-628, 818,1004,1209,1217-1231.
2
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to April 1994;8 (2) Stojic and Praljak contributed to the JCE from January 1993 to
November 1993;9 and (3) Pusic contributed to the JCE from April 1993 to April 1994.10
4.

Prlic was born on 10 June 1959 in Dakovo, Socialist Republic of CroatiaY On

14 August 1992, Prlic was appointed President of the executive organ of the Croatian Community
of Herceg-Bosna ("HVO HZ H-B") and as of 28 August 1993, he exercised duties of the President
of the Government of the HR H_B. 12 In June 1994, he became Vice-President of the Government
and Minister of Defence of BiH and of the Federation of BiH. 13 Pursuant to Article 7(1) of the
Statute, the Trial Chamber found Prlic guilty of Counts 1 to 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 21 to 25 of the
Indictment, 14 Prlic was sentenced to a single sentence of 25 years of imprisonment. IS
5.

Stojic was born on 8 April 1955 in the village of Hamzici, Citluk Municipality, the Socialist

Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina ("SRBiH,,).16 From July 1992 until 15 November 1993, Stojic
was Head of the Department of Defence and subsequently became the Head of the HR H-B
Department for the Production of Military Equipment, where he remained until 27 April 1995.17
Pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber found Stojic guilty of Counts 1 to 13, 15,
16, 18, 19, and 21 to 25 of the Indictment, 18 Stojic was sentenced to a single sentence of 20 years of
imprisonment, 19
6.

Praljak was born on 2 January 1945 in Capljina, Capljina Municipality, the SRBiH. 2o

Between March 1992 and 15 June 1993, Praljak was Assistant Minister and later Deputy Minister
of Defence of Croatia?! With respect to his functions in the Croatian Defence Council ("HVO"),
from April 1992 to mid-May 1992, Praljak was the commander of the South-Eastern Herzegovina
operations group and, following that period, he remained in BiH alongside the HVO without

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1225, 1230.
Trial Judgement,. Vol. 4, paras 1227-1228, 1230.
10
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1229-1230.
11 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 78.
12 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 82.
13 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 83.
14 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 278-279, 2;88. On the basis of
the principle of cumulative convictions, the Trial Chamber did not enter a conviction for Counts 14, 17, and 20 of the
Indictment. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
15 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
16 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 292.
17 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 293, 1227.
18 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 431-432,450. On the basis of
the principle of cumulative convictions, the Trial Chamber did not enter a conviction for Counts 14, 17, and 20 of the
Indictment. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
19 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
20 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 456 & fn. 91, referring to, inter alia, Prosecutor v. Slobodan Praljak,
Case No. IT-04-74-I, Warrant of Arrest and Order for Surrender (confidential), 4,Mar 2004.
21 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 457.
8
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holding official functions until 24 July 1993.22 From 24 July 1993 until 9 November 1993, Praljak
was Commander of the HVO Main Staff, before returning to Croatia to serve as advisor to the
Croatian Minister of Defence. 23 Pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber found
Praljak guilty of Counts 1 to 3, 6 to 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 21 to 25 of the Indictment. 24 Praljak was
acquitted of Counts 4 and 5 of the Indictment. 25 He was sentenced to a single sentence of 20 years
imprisonment. 26
7.

Petkovic was born on 11 October 1949 in Sibenik, Croatia. 27 Between 14 April 1992 and

23 July 1993, Petkovic was Chief of the HVO Main Staff and subsequently served as Deputy
Commander unti126 Apli11994.2 s From 26 April 1994 to 5 August 1994 he served again as Chief
of the HVO Main Staff. 29 Pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber found Petkovic
guilty of Counts 1 to 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 21 to 25 of the Indictment. 3o Petkovic was sentenced to
a single sentence of 20 years imprisonment."
8.

COlie was born on 23 June 1956 in the village of Paoca, Citluk Municipality, the SRBiH. 32

As of 24 June 1992, Corie was Chief of the Military Police Administration before becoming
Minister of the Interior of the HR H-B in November 1993.

33

On 16 February 1994, Corie was

appointed as a member of the Presidential Council of the HR H_B.34 Pursuant to Article 7(1) of the
Statute, the Trial Chamber found Coric guilty of Counts 1 to 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 21 to 25 of the
Indictment. 35 Pursuant to Article 7(3) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber also found Colic guilty of
Counts 15, 16, 19, and 23 of the Indictment with respect to the climes that occurred in Prozor

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 459.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 459.
24 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 630-631, 644. On the basis of
the principle of cumulative convictions, the Trial Chamber did not enter a conviction for Counts 14, 17, and 20 of the
Indictment. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
25 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
26 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 430.
27 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 650.
28 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 651.
29 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 652.
30 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 820-821, 853. On the basis of
the principle of cumulative convictions, the Trial Chamber did not enter a conviction for Counts 14, 17, and 20 of the
Indictment. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431.
31 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431.
32 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 860.
33 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 861.
34 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 861.
35 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1006-1007, 1021.
22
23
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Municipality in October 1992. 36 Coric was sentenced to a single sentence of 16 years of
imprisonment. 37
9.

Pusic was born on 8 June 1952 in Mostar, Mostar Municipality, the SRBiH. 38 The

Trial Chamber found that between February and July 1993, Pusic occupied various positions in the
HVO Military Police, and was a "control officer" within the Department of Criminal Investigations
of the Military Police Administration. 39 At the same time, he also represented the Military Police
Administration and the HVO in negotiations for the exchange of detainees or bodies. 4o From at least
25 May 1993, Pusic was a member of the Commission for the Exchange of Prisoners and Other
Persons ("Exchange Commission") and, from 5 July 1993, he was the Head of the Service for the
Exchange of Prisoners and Other Persons, ("Exchange Service"), the executive organ of the
Exchange Commission. 41 Pursuant ~o Article 7(1) of the Statute, the Trial Chamber found Pusic
guilty of Counts 1 to 3, 6 to 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, and 25 of the Indictment. 42 Pusic was
acquitted of Counts 4, 5, 22, and 23' of the Indictment. 43 He was sentenced to a single sentence of
ten years 0 f iimprisonment. 44
B. The Appeals
1. PdiC's appeal
10.

Prlic advances 21 grounds of appea1. 45 Prlic requests that the Appeals Chamber reverse the

convictions entered by the Trial Chamber and acquit him on all counts.l? Alternatively, he submits
that the Trial Chamber committed discernible errors in determining the sentence against him and
the Appeals Chamber should therefore reduce it. 47 In response, the Prosecution submits that the

36 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1245-1251. On the basis of the
principle of cumulative convictions, the Trial Chamber did hot enter a conviction for Counts 14, 17, and 20 of the
Indictment. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431.
37 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431.
38 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1027.
39
'
Trial Judgement,
Vol. 4, para. 1028.
40 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1029.
41 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1030.
42 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1211-1212, 1216.
43 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431. On the basis of the principle of cumulative convictions, the
Trial Chamber did not enter a conviction for Counts 14, 17, and 20 of the Indictment. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4,
Disposition, p. 431.
44 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, Disposition, p. 431.
45 The Appeals Chamber notes that, in his appeal brief, Prlic does not develop the arguments contained in his notice of
appeal in sub-grounds of appeal 10.9, 10.11, and 21.3. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, pp. 96-98, 197. Accordingly, the
Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic has abandoned these contentions.
46 Prlic's Notice of Appeal, para. 11; Prlic's Appeal Brief, p. 197.
47 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 682.
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Appeals Chamber should dismiss Prlic's appeal, with the exception of part of his ground of
appeal 20. 48
2. StojiC's appeal
11.

Stojic presents 44 grounds of appeal. 49 Stojic requests that the Appeals Chamber overturn

his convictions on all counts or, alternatively, overturn his convictions on specific counts and
reduce his sentence. 50 The Prosecution responds that Stojic's appeal should be dismissed, with the
exception of part of his ground of appeal 55.

51

3. Praljak's appeal
12.

Praljak advances 45 grounds of appeal.

52

He requests that the Appeals Chamber acquit him

of all charges or, alternatively, quash the Judgement and remand his case to the Trial Chamber for a
trial de novo." The Prosecution responds that Praljak's appeal should be dismissed with 'the
exception of part of his ground of appeal 2.54
4. Petko viC's appeal
13.Petkovic presents seven grounds of appeal.

55

Petkovic requests that the Appeals Chamber

quash and reverse his conviction on all counts or, in the alternative, order a corresponding reduction
of his sentence if his appeal partly succeeds.i" In further alternative, .he requests the
Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 15, 429. In relation to Prlic's ground of appeal 20, the Prosecution
requests that the Appeals Chamber either partly reverse Prlic's conviction under Count 19 and substitute it with a
conviction under Count 20 or otherwise dismiss the relevant appeal. Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 429.
49 Stojic originally advanced 57 grounds of appeal, but withdrew his grounds of appeal9, 18-19, 22, 38, 43-44, 46,
48-49,51-53. See Stojic's Appeal Brief, pp. 32, 48, 64, 127, 134, 136, 138-139. The Appeals Chamber also observes
that Stojic withdrew his sub-ground of appeal 56.1. See Stojic's Appeal Brief, p. 147.
50 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 7,p. 152.
51 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), 'paras 8, 410. In relation to Stojic's ground of appeal 55, the Prosecution
requests that the Appeals Chamber either partly reverse Stojic's conviction under Count 19 or otherwise dismiss the
relevant appeal. Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 410.
52 Praljak originally advanced 58 grounds of appeal, but withdrew his grounds of appeal 16-19, 22, 29-31, 33, 52, and
56-58. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, Annex 1, pp. 4-8. The Appeals Chamber also observes that Praljak withdrew his
sub-grounds of appeal 20.2 to 20.13, and 28.2. See Praljak's Appeal Brief, Annex 1, pp.4-5; Praljak's Notice of
Appeal, p. 46, sub-ground of appeal 28. 2.
53 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 5-6, 603-604.
54 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 5, 334. In relation to Praljak's ground of appeal 2, the Prosecution
requests that the Appeals Chamber either partly reverse Praljak's conviction under Count 19 and substitute it with a
conviction under Count 20 or dismiss it. Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 5, 334.
55 The Appeals Chamber notes that in his appeal brief, Petkovic uses Roman numerals to number his grounds of appeal
and Arabic numerals to number the sub-headings pertaining thereto, and that these numbers do not correspond. For
example, Petkovic titles one section of his appeal brief "Ground IV: Errors Pertaining to Actus Reus of ICE", but the
sub-headings pertaining thereto are numbered "5.1 Errors regarding Petkovic's 'Powers" through "5.3 Conclusions and
Relief Sought". For ease of reference, the Appeals Chamber will adhere to the numbering of Petkovic's brief
throughout this Judgement. In general, it will use the numbering of the sub-headings, except where it is necessary to
refer to a ground of appeal in its entirety. There, the Appeals Chamber will use the pertinent Roman numeral used by
Petkovic.
56 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 470-471.
48
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Appeals Chamber to reduce his sentence. 57 The Prosecution responds that Petkovic's appeal should
be dismissed with the exception of part of his ground of appeal 6.58
5. Corie's appeal
14.

Corio presents 17 grounds of appeaL Coric requests that the Appeals Chamber acquit him of

all counts or, if any of his convictions are upheld, reduce his sentence. 59 The Prosecution responds
that Corio's appeal should be dismissed in its entirety.i"
6. PusiC's appeal
15.

Pusic advances eight grounds of appeal.?' Pusic requests the Appeals Chamber to reverse

the Trial Judgement or, in the alternative, to reduce his sentence.v' The Prosecution responds that
the Appeals Chamber should dismiss Pusic's appeal in its entirety.f"
7. Prosecution's appeal
16.

The Prosecution advances four grounds of appeaL It argues that the Trial Chamber erred in

partly acquitting Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic and in failing to: (1) convict them
of the climes under the third form of joint criminal enterprise liability ("JCE III"); (2) consider and
adjudicate their liability under Article 7(3) of the Statute; and (3) enter convictions for wanton
destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity
(Count 20).64 The Prosecution also submits that the Trial Chamber erred in imposing manifestly
inadequate sentences and requests that the Appeals Chamber increase them. 65 Prlic, Praljak,
Petkovic, and Pusic respond that the Appeals Chamber should dismiss the Prosecution's appeal in
its entirety.i" Stojic submits that the Appeals Chamber should dismiss the Prosecution's appeal or,
in the alternative, should the Appeals Chamber grant any of the Prosecution's grounds, decline to
increase his sentence.f" Similarly, Corie responds that the Appeals Chamber should dismiss the

Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 472.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 8, 323. In relation to PetkoviC's ground of appeal VI, the Prosecution
requests that the Appeals Chamber either partly reverse Petkovic's conviction under Count 19 or otherwise dismiss the
relevant challenge. Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 323.
59 CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 5,340.
60 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), paras 6,373.
61 The Appeals Chamber observes that Pusic withdrew part of his ground of appeal 3. Pusic's Appeal Brief, para. 107.
62 Pusic's Appeal Brief, paras 6-7.
63 Prosecution's Response Brief (Pusic), paras 7,241.
64 Prosecution's Appeal Brief, paras 2, 420-422, 424.
65 Prosecution's Appeal Brief, paras 2, 424.
66 Prlic's Response Brief, para. 25, p. 103; Praljak's Response Brief, para. 215; Petkovic's Response Brief, para. 120;
Pusic's Response Brief, para. 1.
67 Stojic's Response Brief, p. 83.
57

58
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Prosecution's appeal or, in the alternative, remit the case to the Trial Chamber for a new
determination of the sentence.f"

c. Appeal Hearing
17.

The Appeals Chamber heard the oral submissions of the Parties regarding their appeals from

20 March 2017 to 28 March 2017 ("Appeal Hearing"). Having considered their written and oral
submissions, the Appeals Chamber hereby renders its Judgement.

68

Corle's Response Brief, paras 4, 9, 153, p. 72.
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II. STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW
18.

Article 25 of the Statute states that the Appeals Chamber may affirm, reverse, or revise the

decisions taken by the trial chamber. On appeal, the parties must limit their arguments to errors of
law that invalidate the decision and to factual errors that result in a miscarriage of justice.l" These
criteria are set forth in Article 25 of the Statute and are well established in the jurisprudence of both
the Tribunal and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for
Genocide and Other Serious Violations of, International Humanitarian Law Committed in the
Territory of Rwanda and Rwandan Citizens Responsible for Genocide and Other Violations
Committed in the Territory of Neighbouring States between 1 January 1994 and 31 December 1994
.('lCTR")?O In exceptional circumstances, the Appeals Chamber will also hear appeals in which a
party has raised a legal issue that would not lead to the invalidation of the trial judgement, but that
is nevertheless of general significance to the Tribunal's jurisprudence."
19.

A party alleging an error of law must identify the alleged error, present arguments in

support of its claim, and explain how the error invalidates the decision.F An allegation of an error
of law that has no chance of changing the outcome of 'a decision may be rejected on that ground. 73
However, even if the party's arguments are insufficient to support the contention of an error, the
Appeals Chamber may still conclude for other reasons that there is an error of law." It is necessary
for any appellant claiming an error of law on the basis of the lack of a reasoned opinion to identify
the specific issues, factual findings, or arguments that the appellant submits the trial chamber
omitted to address and to explain why this omission invalidates the decision.I''
20.

The Appeals Chamber reviews the trial chamber's findings of law to determine whether or

not they are correct.i? Where the Appeals Chamber finds an error of law in the trial judgement
arising from the application of the wrong legal standard, the Appeals Chamber will articulate the
69 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Yasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para. 5. See Furundiija Appeal Judgement, paras 35-37.
70 Stanisic and ZllPUanin Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal vJudgement, para. 15;
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Yasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para. 5. See Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal
Judgement, para. 29; Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 7.
71 Stanisic and Zllpljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 15; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 8; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 247.
72 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 10.
73 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 10.
74 Stanisic and ZupUanin Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Stanisic and Sunatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Furundiija Appeal Judgement, para. 35.
75 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 16; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 9; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 25, referring to Kordic and Cerke:
Appeal Judgement, para. 21.
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correct legal standard and review the relevant factual findings of the trial chamber accordingly." In
. so doing, the Appeals Chamber not only corrects the error of law, but, when necessary, applies the
correct legal standard to the evidence contained in the trial record and determines whether it is itself
convinced beyond reasonable doubt as to the factual finding challenged by an appellant before the
finding is confirmed on appeal. 78 The Appeals Chamber will not review the entire trial record de

novo. Rather, it will in principle only take into account evidence referred to by the trial chamber in
the body of the judgement or in a related footnote, evidence contained in the trial record and
referred to by the parties, and, where applicable, additional evidence admitted on appeal.i"
21.

When considering alleged errors of fact, the Appeals Chamber will apply a standard of

reasonableness.i" In reviewing the findings of the trial chamber, the Appeals Chamber will only
substitute its own finding for that of the trial chamber when no reasonable trier of fact could have
reached the original decision. 81 The Appeals Chamber applies the same reasonableness standard to
alleged errors of fact regardless of whether the finding of fact was based on direct or circumstantial
evidence.Y Further, only an error of fact which has occasioned a miscarriage of justice will cause
the Appeals Chamber to overturn a decision by the trial chamber. 83
22.

In determining whether or not a trial chamber's finding

Appeals Chamber will not lightly disturb findings

was reasonable,

the

of fact by a trial chamber. 84 The

Appeals Chamber recalls, as a general principle, that:
Pursuant to the jurisprudence of the Tribunal, the task of hearing, assessing and weighing the
evidence presented at trial is left primarily to the Trial Chamber. Thus, the Appeals Chamber must
give a margin of deference to a finding of fact reached by a Trial Chamber. Only where the
evidence relied on by the Trial Chamber could not have been accepted by any reasonable tribunal

Stanish! and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 10.
77 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 15.
78 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 15-.
79 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 10; Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 21 & fn. 12.
80 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 64.
81 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 64.
82 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Galic Appeal Judgement, para. 9 & fn. 21.
83 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 11; Furundiija Appeal Judgement, para. 37.
84 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Furundiija Appeal Judgement, para. 37.
76
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of fact or where the evaluation of the evidence is "wholly erroneous" may the Appeals Chamber
substitute its own finding for that of the Trial Chamber. 85

23.

The same standard of reasonableness and the same deference to factual findings applies

when the Prosecution appeals against an acquittal. 86 Thus, when considering an appeal by the
Prosecution, the Appeals Chamber will only hold that an error of fact was committed when it
determines that no reasonable trier of fact could have made the impugned finding. 87 Considering
that it is the Prosecution that bears the burden at trial of proving the guilt of an accused beyond
reasonable doubt, the significance of an error of fact occasioning a miscarriage of justice is
somewhat different for a Prosecution appeal against acquittal from that of a defence appeal against
conviction. 88 An accused must show that the trial chamber's factual errors create reasonable doubt
as to his guilt. 89 The Prosecution must show that, when account is taken of the errors of fact
committed by the trial chamber, all reasonable doubt of the accused's guilt has been eliminated. 9o
24.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that it has inherent discretion in selecting which submissions

merit a detailed reasoned opinion in writing, and may dismiss arguments which are evidently
unfounded without providing detailed reasoning." Indeed, the Appeals Chamber's mandate cannot
be effectively and efficiently carried out without focused contributions by the parties. 92 In order for
the Appeals Chamber to assess a party's arguments on appeal, the party is expected to present its
case clearly, logically, and exhaustively." The appealing party is also expected to provide precise
references to relevant transcript pages or paragraphs in the decision or judgement to which the
challenges are being made. 94 The Appeals Chamber will not consider a party's submission in detail

85 Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 30. See Stanisic and Zupijanin Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Stanisic and
Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 19; Tolimir Appeal Judgement, para. 12; Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 20.
See also Tadic Aypeal Judgement, para. 64.
.
86 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Dordevic
Appeal Judgement, para. 18; Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 14.
87 Stanisic and Zupijanin Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 20;
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, para. 14.
88 Stanisic and Zupijanin Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 20;
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Lima) et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 13.
89 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 20;
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 13.
90 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 20;
Popovic et al. Apyeal Judgement, para. 21; Limaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 13.
91 Stanisu: and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 47-48.
92 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 21;
Popovic et al. Apyeal Judgement, para. 22; Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 43.
93 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 43.

94 Practice Direction on Formal Requirements for Appeals from Judgement, IT/20l, 7 March 2002 ("Practice Direction
on Formal Requirements"), paras l(c)(iii)-(iv), 4(b)(ii). See also Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 24;
Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Tolimir Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Kunarac et al. Appeal
Judgement, para. 44.
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when. they are obscure, contradictory, vague, or suffer from other' formal and obvious
insufficicncica."
25.

When applying these basic principles, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it has identified the

types of deficient submissions on appeal which need not be considered on the merits. 96 In particular,
the Appeals Chamber will dismiss without detailed analysis: (1) arguments that fail to identify the
challenged factual findings, that misrepresent the factual findings or the evidence, or that ignore
other relevant factual findings; (2) mere assertions that the trial chamber must have failed to
consider relevant evidence, without showing that no reasonable trier of fact, based on the evidence,
could have reached the same conclusion as the trial chamber; (3) challenges to factual findings on
which a conviction does not rely, and arguments that are clearly irrelevant, that lend support to, or
that are not inconsistent with the challenged finding; (4) arguments that challenge a trial chamber's
reliance or failure to rely on one piece of evidence, without explaining why the conviction should
not stand on the basis of the remaining evidence; (5) arguments contrary to cornmon sense;
(6) challenges to factual findings where the relevance of the factual finding is unclear and has not
been explained by the appealing party; (7) mere repetition of arguments that were unsuccessful at
trial without any demonstration that their rejection by the trial chamber constituted an error
warranting the intervention of the Appeals Chamber; (8) allegations based on material not on
record; (9) mere assertions unsupported by any evidence, undeveloped assertions, or failure to
articulate an error; and (10) mere assertions that the trial chamber failed to give sufficient weight to
evidence or failed to interpret evidence in a particular manner."

Stanish! and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Stanish! and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 21; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 13; Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 43 & fn. 21.
96 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 25; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras 17-27; Brdanin Appeal Judgement, paras 17-31.
97 Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 25; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Tolimir
Appeal Judgement, para. 14; Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras 17-27.
95
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III. CHALLENGES CONCERNING FAIR TRIAL AND THE INDICTMENT
A. Applicable Law
1. Applicable law on the Right to a Fair Trial
26.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, where a party alleges on appeal that its right to a fair trial

has been infringed, it must prove that the trial chamber violated a provision of the Statute and/or the
Rules and that this caused prejudice to the alleging party, such as to amount to an error of law
invalidating the trial judgement." Trial chambers enjoy considerable discretion in relation to the
management of the proceedings before them." The Appeals Chamber will only overturn a trial
chamber's discretionary decision where it is found to be: (1) based on an incorrect interpretation of
governing law; (2) based on a patently incorrect conclusion of fact; or (3) so unfair or unreasonable
as to constitute an abuse of the trial chamber's discretion.l" The Appeals Chamber will also
consider whether the trial chamber has given weight to extraneous or irrelevant considerations or
has failed to give weight or sufficient weight to relevant considerations in reaching its decision.i'"
2. Applicable law on the Indictment
27.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that, in accordance with Article 21(4)(a) of the Statute, an

accused has the right "to be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of
the nature and cause of the charge against him".102 In application of this right, Rule 47(C) of the
Rules states that an indictment must set forth "a concise statement of the facts of the case and of the
crime with which the suspect is charged.,,103 The Appeals Chamber recalls that in determining
whether an accused was adequately rut on notice of the nature and cause of the charges against
him, the indictment must be considered as a whole.i'" In order to provide proper notice to the
accused, the Prosecution is required to plead in an indictment all of the charges and the

Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 29; Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 17; Krajisnik
Appeal Judgement, para. 28, referring to Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 119.
99 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 29; Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 17, referring to Krajisnik
~peal Judgement, paras 81, 99.
I
Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 29; Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 17, referring to Krajisnik
Appeal Judgement, para. 81.
10 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 29; Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 17, referring to Krajisnik
AP12eal Judgement, para. 81.
10 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 213.
103 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 213.
104 Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1263, 2512; Karemera and Ngirumpatse Appeal Judgement,
para. 370.
98
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underpinning material facts with sufficient precision, but is not required to set out the evidence by
which the material facts are to be proven. lOS
28.
case.

Whether or not a fact is considered material depends on the nature of the Prosecution's
106

The Prosecution's characterisation of the alleged criminal conduct and the proximity of the

accused to the underlying crimes are decisive factors in determining the degree of specificity with
which the Prosecution must plead the material facts of its case in the indictment in order to provide
the accused with adequate notice. 107 The Appeals Chamber recalls the distinction between those
material facts upon which the Prosecution relies, which must be pleaded in an indictment, and the
evidence by which those material facts will be proved, which need not be pleaded. 108
29.

An indictment which fails to set forth the specific material facts underpinning the charges

against the accused is defective.l'" The Appeals Chamber has held: "[a]n indictment may also be
defective when the material facts are pleaded without sufficient specificity, such as, unless there are
special circumstances, when the times refer to broad date ranges, the places are only generally
indicated, and the victims are only generally identified."l1o The prejudicial effect of a defective
indictment may only be "remedied" if the Prosecution provided the accused with clear, timely,and
consistent information that resolves the ambiguity or clarifies the vagueness, thereby compensating
for the failure of an indictment to give proper notice of the charges. 11l In this regard, defects
concerning vagueness in an indictment can be cured in certain circumstances and through
post-indictment documents such as the pre-trial briefs, Rule 65ter witness summaries, and witness
statements. 112
30.

A defective indictment which has not been cured causes prejudice to the accused.t':' The

defect may only be deemed harmless through a demonstration that the accused's ability to prepare

105 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 574; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 213; Martie Appeal Judgement
para. 162; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 20; Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 27; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 88.
10 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 575; Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 89; Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 292;
Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 322.
107 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 575; Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 89.
10 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 47; Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para. 210. See Dordevic Appeal Judgement,
f<ara. 331; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 213; Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 29.
09 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 114; Renzaho
A~peal Judgement, para. 55; Karera Appeal Judgement, para. 293; Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 22.
11 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 31.
.
111 Martie Appeal Judgement, para.
163; Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 23; Naletilic and Martinovic
Appeal Judgement, para. 26; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 33; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 114.
11 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 574. See Simic Appeal Judgement, para. 24; Naletilic and Martinovic
Appeal Judgement, para. 27; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 33.
11
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 66; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 262; Renzaho
Appeal Judgement, para. 125. See Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 576.
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his or her defence was not materially impaired. 114 Where an accused has previously raised the issue
of lack of notice before the Trial Chamber, the burden rests on the Prosecution to prove on appeal
that the ability of the accused to prepare his defence was not materially impaired.l " When,
however, the accused raises indictment defects for the first time on appeal, the burden of proof
shifts from the Prosecution to the Defence who is then required to demonstrate the existence of the
said prejudice. 116

B. Alleged Errors Concerning Reliance on Evidence Related to Franjo Tudman
(StojiC's Ground 17)
31.

The Trial Chamber found that for all times relevant to the Indictment, the Ultimate Purpose

of the HZ(R) H-B leaders, as well as Franjo Tudman, was to set up a Croatian entity that
reconstituted, at least in part, the borders of the Banovina of 1939, and facilitated the reunification
of the Croatian people ("Ultimate Purpose,,).1l7 It further found that a JCE was established to
implement the Ultimate Purpose of the JCE from at least as early as mid-January 1993, the common
criminal plan of which was "domination by the HR H-B Croats through ethnic cleansing of the
Muslim population" (the "Common Criminal Plan" or "CCp,,).118
32.

Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by basing this finding almost exclusively

on evidence related to Tudman, which remained untested since he died before the proceedings in
this case started.!" Stojic further submits that his passing, as well as that of the other alleged JCE
members Janko Bobetko, Gojko Susak, and Mate Boban, rendered the trial unfair as Stojic did not
have access to the critical evidence that they could have provided.V" Stojic argues that the
Trial Chamber's legal error invalidates the judgement as it "relates to" the Trial Chamber's finding
on the common purpose of the alleged JCE constituting an essential component of the further

114 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 66; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 262; Renzaho
Appeal Judgement, para. 125. See Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 576.
11 See, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1105, 2738; Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 30;
Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, fn. 189; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 200; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement,
paras 122-123.
.
16 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 573; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 223-224. See Nyiramasuhuko et al.
Afpeal Judgement, para. 2738.
11 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 24. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 6-23.
118 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 41, 65-66. Specifically, the Trial Judgement found that the members of the JCE
"implemented an entire system for deporting the Muslim population of the HR H-B consisting of the removal and
placement in detention of civilians, of murders and the destruction of property during attacks, of mistreatment and
devastation caused during eviction operations, of mistreatment and poor conditions of confinement as well as the
widespread, nearly systematic use of detainees on the front lines for labour or even to serve as human shields, as well as
murders and mistreatment related to this labour and these shields, and lastly, the removal of detainees and their families
outside of the territory of the HZ(R) H-B once they were released". Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 66. See also
.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 44-65,67-73.
119 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 133, paras 134-138. See also Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 133.
120 Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 134-136, 138 & fn. 349.
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finding that a JCE existed, which he alleges was decisively based on evidence related to Tudman. 121
He requests that the Appeals Chamber acquit him on all Counts. l 22
33.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on evidence related to

Tudman's statements and conduct,123 The Prosecution asserts that Stojic fails to demonstrate that he
was unable to challenge such evidence, which is not by definition hearsay from an absent
witness. 124 The Prosecution further submits that Stojic's conviction and the finding on the Ultimate
Purpose are not decisively based on evidence related to Tudman. 125 It asserts that Stojic fails to
consider other findings and supporting evidence unrelated to Tudrnan' s statements and conduct,
which underpin the Trial Chamber's finding on the CCP. 126
34.

In alleging that the Trial Chamber erred in law in basing its finding on the common purpose

of the alleged ICE decisively on evidence related to Tudman, Stojic neither refers to a single
paragraph in the relevant section of the Trial Judgement.F" nor identifies or addresses any factual
findings within it that rely on untested evidence related to Tudman. The Appeals Chamber therefore
finds that Stojic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber's finding on the CCP of the ICE
was decisively based on such evidence, and has failed to explain how the alleged error would
invalidate the decision of the Trial Chamber. 128
35.

With regard to Stojic's argument that he was deprived of tendering allegedly critical

evidence of Tudman, Bobetko, Susak, and Boban, rendering the trial unfair, the Appeals Chamber
notes that the authorities that Stojic cites to show unfairness deal with distinctly different issues 129
or are otherwise not pertinent to the issues at hand. Particularly, it is not alleged in this case that the
conviction is solely or to a decisive degree based on hearsay evidence from an absent witness
(i. e. one

of the deceased persons), rendering the proceedings

unfair. 130 Nor does the

Stojic's Appeal Brief, beading before para. 133, paras 137-138.
Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 138.
123 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 102.
124 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 102.
125 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 103-104.
126 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 103-104.
127 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 25-73.
128 In alleging that the Trial Chamber erroneously based its finding on the Ultimate Purpose almost exclusively on
evidence about Tudman, Stojic misrepresents factual findings and the evidence and ignores other relevant factual
findings when he incorrectly alleges that only two findings in the Ultimate Purpose chapter are not "about Tudman".
Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 134, 137, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 18-19. Cf, e.g., Trial Judgement,
Vol. 4, paras 13-16, 18, 20-21 at fns 28-30, 36-40, 48-49, 58-59, 66-72. In any event, Stojic only alleges that the
Trial Chamber based its finding on the Ultimate Purpose almost exclusively on evidence about Tudman, but not that
this evidence consisted of hearsay evidence. See infra, fn. 130. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses this
argument.
129 Namely with disclosure. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 136 & fn. 351, refering to A. and others Decision, para. 220.
130 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 136 & fn. 350, referring to Prosecutor v. Milan Martie, Case No. IT-95-11-AR73.2,
Decision on Appeal against the Trial Chamber's Decision on the Evidence of Witness Milan Babic, 14 September 2006,
para. 20, Al-Khawaja and Tahery Decision, paras 117, 147. Stojic's submissions rather challenge only that the
121

122
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Appeals Chamber find that the case at hand can be likened to two cases holding that fair trial may
be impacted because witnesses central or crucial to the Defence fail to testify due to State
interference.i" The Appeals Chamber notes in this regard that no fair trial violation was found in
either of these cases. 132 Moreover, while general evidentiary rules limit the use of hearsay
emanating from absent persons.i'" there is no categorical bar to eliciting evidence on deceased
persons. The Appeals Chamber observes that a wealth of evidence, both hearsay and non-hearsay, is
examined in two voluminous chapters of the Trial Judgement on the Ultimate Purpose and the CCP,
including evidence on the deceased persons. 134 In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds
that the mere possibility that the deceased persons could have tendered evidence, had they remained
alive and been charged with the same crimes as JCE members.I" cannot render the trial unfair. In
this regard, it notes in particular that the nature of the evidence that could potentially have been
tendered by the deceased persons is uncertain. His allegation that the trial was unfair is therefore
dismissed.
36.

Thus, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Stojic's ground of appeal17.

c.

Alleged Errors Concerning PrliC's Right to Have Adequate Time and Facilities
for the Defence (PrliC's Ground 7)

37.

Prlic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by systematically denying him

adequate time and facilities to question witnesses, thereby invalidating the Trial Judgement and
occasioning a miscarriage of justice. 136 Specifically, referring to the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on
Cross-Examinarion.l'" Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber violated his right to confront witnesses

and present a defence, limiting the time for cross-examination by adopting a "mathematical

one-sixth-solution", in which, as a rule, each Defence Counsel would have one-sixth of the time
allocated to the Prosecution for direct examination.F" Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber's
Trial Chamber relied on evidence "relating to" or "about" Tudman and other deceased persons. Stojic's Appeal Brief,
heading before para. 133, paras 134, 137-138 (emphases added). The Appeals Chamber notes that Stojic does not allege
that this evidence does not include direct evidence that he had the opportunity to challenge.
131 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 136 & fn. 352, referring to Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 55, Simba Appeal Judgement,
ara. 4 1.
.
32 Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 55; Simba Appeal Judgement, paras 40-61.
133 See, e.g., Rule 92 bis and Rule 92 quater of the Rules.
134'Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 6-24 (Ultimate Purpose), 41-66 (CCP). The Appeals Chamber further finds that the
case at hand is therefore distinct from the other cases that Stojic cites where a violation of fair trial due to important
unavailable evidence was established in the particular circumstances of those cases. StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 136 &
fn. 353, referring to Papageorgiou Decision, paras 35-40, Genie-Lacayo Judgement, para. 76.
135 Cf Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1231.
136 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 213,216.
m Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Coric, and Berislav Pusic,
Case No. IT-04-74-T, T. 1475-1476, 1485-1486 (8 May 2006) ("Pdic et al. Trial Decision on Cross-Examination").
138 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 208-209,211,213. See T. 1475-1476, 1485-1486 (8 May 2006). Prlic also argues that the
Trial Chamber: (1) erredin law by treating him as a member of a group, not an individual as required by Rule 82(A) of
the Rules; and (2) failed to provide sufficient reasons why it did not adopt a "less restrictive approach" to time

r
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subsequent attempt to remedy the lack of time by allocating additional time upon the Defence's
request was not appropriate, since a thorough and proper cross-examination must be prepared in
advance in full knowledge of the available time. 139 Prlic contends that the Trial Chamber committed
factual errors by relying on the testimony of witnesses who were not properly cross-examined. 140
Prlic requests that the Appeals Chamber acquit him on all counts of the Indictment. 141
38.

The Prosecution responds that Prlic fails to demonstrate any error in the Prlic et al.

Trial Decision on Cross-Examination. 142 The Prosecution argues that: (1) Prlic reiterates trial
arguments which were already considered and dismissed by the Appeals Chamber; and (2) Prlic's
challenge is tantamount to a request for reconsideration without showing any clear error of
reasoning or that "particular circumstances" would justify reconsideration in order to avoid an
injustice. 143 The Prosecution submits that, in any event, the Trial Chamber applied the one-sixth
approach flexibly and repeatedly granted him additional cross-examination time. 144 According to
the Prosecution, Prlic disregards instances where he did not use part of his allocated time as well as
an occasion where he rejected an offer of additional time. 145 The Prosecution further submits that
Prlic used significantly more than one-sixth of the time used by the Prosecution for its
examination-in-chief and that, in any event, he fails to substantiate the prejudice allegedly
caused. 146 The Prosecution requests that Prlic's ground of appeal 7 be dismissed. 147
39.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber recalls that in the Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on

Cross-Examination, it dismissed the joint Defence interlocutory appeal against the Prlic et al.
Trial Decision on Cross-Examination. 148 In its decision, the Appeals Chamber concluded that the
Trial Chamber did not "impose rigid time limits on the cross-examination" and that it adopted a
"sufficiently flexible approach", preserving the right of cross-examination by each of the Defence
counsel and complying with the right to cross-examine witnesses provided under Article 21(4) of

.

management,. considering that he had to defend against a different case than the other accused. Prlic's Appeal Brief,
paras 212, 214. Prlic further submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by violating his right to equality of arms,
rutting him at a disadvantage vis-a-vis the Prosecution. PrliC's Appeal Brief, para. 215.
39 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 210, 213 .
140 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 213, 216.
141 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 217.
142 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 124.
143 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 125, referring to Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan
Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Coric, and Berislav Pusic, Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.2, Decision on Joint Defence
Interlocutory Appeal against the Trial Chamber's Oral Decision of 8 May 2006 Relating to Cross-Examination by
Defence and on Association of Defence Counsel's Request for Leave to File an Amicus Curiae Brief, 4 July 2006
C'Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Cross-Examination"), pp. 2,4.
144 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 126.
145 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 126. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 127.
146 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 126-128.
147 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 129.
148 Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Cross-Examination, pp. 1,5.
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the Statute. 149 In this light, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it may reconsider a previous
interlocutory decision under its inherent discretionary power to do so if a clear error of reasoning
has been demonstrated or if it is necessary to do so to prevent an injustice. 150 To the extent that Prlic
challenges the approach upheld on appeal, the Appeals Chamber considers that he provides no
reason for reconsideration of that appeal decision. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses all
arguments relating to the approach set out in the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Cross-Examination.
40.

Regarding the Trial Chamber's alleged subsequent attempt to remedy the lack of time by

allocating additional time upon the Defence's request, the Appeals Chamber recalls that following
the Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Cross-Examination, the Trial Chamber issued a decision
implementing the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Cross-Examination.l'" Underscoring the flexibility
of its approach, the Trial Chamber allowed for the possibility of allocating additional time for
cross-examination upon the Defence's request "if one or several accused are directly concerned by
the testimony of a witness".152 To this end, the Trial Chamber ordered the Prosecution to submit to
the Trial Chamber and to the Defence a schedule of witnesses it intended to call for the month in
question and announced that it: (1) would estimate the time to be allocated for cross-examination
upon receipt of the schedule; and (2) would examine the preliminary witness statements and
summaries "in order to establish to what extent one or several accused are directly concerned by the
hearing of witnesses".153 The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber enjoys considerable
discretion in setting the parameters of cross-examination and in outlining the exercise of this right,
as well as in allocating time to the parties for the presentation of their cases. 154 In these
circumstances, there is no indication that the Trial Chamber did not act within the reasonable
exercise of its discretion when adopting measures to allocate additional time for cross-examination
upon the Defence's request. The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that Prlic has failed to show that
the Trial Chamber's subsequent attempt to remedy the lack of time by allocating additional time
upon the Defence's request was inappropriate. Finally, since Prlic has not shown any error relating

et al. Appeal Decision on Cross-Examination, p. 4.
See, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 56, 127; Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case
No. IT-04-74-AR73.16, Decision on Jadranko Prlic's Interlocutory Appeal Against the Decision on Prlic Defence
Motion for Reconsideration of the Decision on Admission of Documentary Evidence, 3 November 2009 C'Prlic et al.
Appeal Decision on Motion for Reconsideration"), para. 6; Prosecutor v. Vojislav SeSelj, Case No. IT-03-67-AR72.1,
Decision on Motion for Reconsideration of the 'Decision on the Interlocutory Appeal Concerning Jurisdiction' dated 31
August 2004, 15 June 2006 ("SeSelj Appeal Decision on Motion for Reconsideration"), para. 9.
151 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Coric, and Berislav Pusic,
Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on the Implementation of the Decision of 8 May 2006 on Time Allocated for
Cross-Examination by Defence, 18 July 2006 (French original 12 July 2006) ("Prlic et al. Trial Decision on
Implementation").
152 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Implementation, p. 2.
153 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Implementation, pp. 2-3.
154 Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 123, 171.
149 Prlic
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to cross-examination, his argument concerning factual errors also fails. Accordingly, the
Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's ground of appeal 7.
D. Alleged Errors Concerning the lCE Theory (StojiC's Ground 13, PetkoviC's
Sub-ground 3.1)

41.

The Indictment alleges that a joint criminal enterprise existed "[fJrom on or before

18 November 1991 to about April 1994" to "politically and militarily subjugate, permanently
remove and ethnically cleanse Bosnian Muslims and other non-Croats who lived in areas on the
territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina't.F' In addressing the forms of lCE liability
applicable, the Indictment specifies that the Appellants are responsible under all three forms. I56
42.

Regarding the individual criminal responsibility of the Appellants, the Indictment alleges

that each Appellant committed the crimes charged in the Indictment.F" Specifically in relation to
the first form of joint criminal enterprise liability ("lCE l"), paragraph 221 of the Indictment states
that:
The crimes charged in this indictment were part of the joint criminal enterprise described in
Paragraphs 2 to 17 (including 17.1 to 17.6) and 39 and were committed in the course of the
enterprise [... ]. Pursuant to Article 7(1), each of the accused [Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic,
Coric, and Pusic] is criminally responsible for the crimes which were committed as part of the
joint criminal enterprise, in the sense that each of the accused committed these crimes as a member
of or participant in such enterprise. 158

43.

The Indictment also alleges the second form of joint criminal enterprise liability ("lCE IT")

for each Appellant's: (1) participation in a system of ill-treatment involving "a network of HercegBosna/HVO prisons, concentration camps and other detention facilities which were systematically
used in arresting, detaining and imprisoning thousands of Bosnian Muslims [... ] which amounted to
or involved the commission of crimes charged in this indictment't.F" and (2) participation in a
system of ill-treatment which "deported Bosnian Muslims to other countries or transferred them to
parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina not claimed or controlled by Herceg-Bosna or the HVO [... ]
which amounted to or involved the commission of crimes charged in this indictment".I6o
44.

With regard to the pleading of the lCE ITl form of responsibility, paragraph 227 of the

Indictment alleges that "[i]n addition or in the alternative, as to any crime charged in this indictment
which was not within the objective or an intended part of the joint criminal enterprise, such crime

Indictment,
Indictment,
157 Indictment,
158 Indictment,
159 Indictment,
160 Indictment,
ISS

156

para. 15.
paras 221, 224-225,227. See Indictment, para. 222.
para. 218.
para. 221. See Indictment, para. 222 (setting out the mens rea).
para. 224.
para. 225.
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was the natural and foreseeable consequence of the joint criminal enterprise [... ] and each accused
was aware of the risk of such crime or consequence and, despite this awareness, willingly took that
risk [... ] and is therefore responsible for the crime charged". 161
45.

In the Prosecution's Final Brief, the Prosecution qualified Counts 1, 6-9, and 19-20 as the

"core" JCE crimes. 162 Similarly, the Prosecution qualified the "expanded" JCE crimes as:
(1) Counts 10-18 as of 1 July 1993/ 63 (2) Counts 22-23 as of 15 June 1993;164 and (3) Counts 24-26
as of 1 June 1993. 165 In respect of Counts 2-5 and 21, these crimes were qualified as JCE III crimes
in the Prosecution's Final Brief. 166 Moreover, the Prosecution alleged that, as of 1 July 1993,
Counts 10-18 for incidents identified in paragraph 224 of the Indictment as well as Counts 6-9 for
incidents identified in paragraph 225 of the Indictment were JCE II crimes.i'"
46.

The Trial Chamber, after noting that the Prosecution alleged the existence of several JCEs,

considered that "the evidence demonstrate[d] that there was only one, single common criminal
purpose - domination by the HR H-B Croats through ethnic cleansing of the Muslim population"
from mid-January 1993 until April 1994. 168 It found that a JCE was established to accomplish the
political purpose and was carried out in stages. 169
47.

The Trial Chamber, after summarising its factual findings on the events of the JCE based on

the evidence, also determined which crimes fell "within the framework of the common plan of the
Form 1 JCE"; and found that these crimes included all counts with the exception of the following
JCE III crimes: (1) Counts 2 and 3 (murder and wilful killing) committed during evictions or
closely linked to evictions and as a result of mistreatment and poor conditions of confinement
during detentions; (2) Counts 4 and 5 (rape and inhuman treatment through sexual assault);
(3) Count 21 (destruction or wilful damage to institutions dedicated to religion or education)
committed before June 1993; and (4) Counts 22 and 23 (appropriation of property and plunder).17o
Indictment, para. 227.
Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 7-18. The Prosecution also alleged that if extensive destruction as charged in
Counts 19-20 were found not to be "core" crimes, these crimes should be considered as JCE III crimes, however the
Prosecution did not make a similar statement regarding Counts 1, and 6-9. Prosecution's Final Brief, para. 18. See
Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 7-15.
163 Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 19-46. The Prosecution also alleged that Counts 10-18 committed prior to
1 July 1993 were attributable to the Appellants as JCE III crimes, and for the crimes committed as of 1 July 1993,
JCE III was alleged in the alternative. Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 26-27, 33-34,45-46.
164 Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 47-53. The Prosecution also alleged that Counts 22 and 23 committed prior to
15 June 1993 were attributable to the Appellants as JCE III crimes, and for the crimes committed as of 15 June 1993,
JCE III was alleged in the alternative. Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 52-53.
165 Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 54-56.
166 Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 57-62, 516, 636,850,970, 1179, 1276.
167 Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 63-70. The Prosecution, however, noted that these incidents also formed part of the
"larger Herceg-Bosna JCE". Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 65,69, fn. 111.
168 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 41,44,65. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 26-38,66,68.
169 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 44-45. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 46-66.
170 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 68, 70-73, 342, 433, 1213.
161
162
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In addition, the Trial Chamber found that Counts 2 and 3 committed during attacks and by virtue of
forced labour as well as Count 21 committed as of June 1993 were JCE I crimes. l7l The
Trial Chamber also considered that the JCE "expanded" to include Counts 24 and 25 (unlawful
attack on civilians and unlawful infliction of terror on civilians) as of June 1993. 172
48.

Stojic and Petkovic both present grounds of appeal alleging that the Trial Chamber erred by

modifying the JCE theory pleaded by the Prosecution.
1. Arguments of the Parties
49.

Stojic contends that the Trial Chamber erred in law by entering convictions based on a JCE

theory which was not "pleaded by the Prosecution in the Indictment and in its Final Trial Brief',
thereby impermissibly altering the charges against him. 173 Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber's
characterisation of the JCE is fundamentally different from that advanced by the Prosecution, which
alleged that there were at least three different JCEs. 174 He argues that as the Trial Chamber applied
a different theory - the existence of a single JCE by placing all the alleged crimes under JCE I or
JCE III liability - clear distinctions between the Trial Judgement and the Indictment resulted. 175 In
this regard, Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber: (1) placed Counts 2, 3, and 21 within JCE I while
the Prosecution alleged that Counts 2-5 and 21 fell under JCE ill; and (2) found that none of the
crimes fell under a JCE II form of liability. 176
50.

Stojic further contends that the Trial Chamber violated his right to a fair trial as he was not

put on notice of its re-characterisation of the JCE. Stojic argues that he suffered prejudice as had he
been aware of this re-characterisation, his arguments, strategy, and evidence presented would have
been different.i" Stojic requests that the Trial Chamber's finding that a JCE existed be
overturned.V"

51.

Petkovic submits that the Trial Chamber rejected the Prosecution's theory of multiple JCEs

and changed the starting date of the JCE to mid-January 1993 resulting in significant differences

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 66, 68,342,433, 1213.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 59, 68.
173 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 109, paras 114, 116.
174 Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 112, 114. See Appeal Hearing, AT. 253-254 (21 Mar 2017). Stojic contends that the
Prosecution alleged a "Herceg-Bosna criminal enterprise which was a JCE Form I and which expanded to include
additional crimes around June 1993, a JCE Form II (prisoners) which was created on 1 July 1993 and a deportation and
forcible transfer JCE which came into being on 1 July 1993". Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 112.
175 Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 112-114.
176 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 112 & fn. 299.
177 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 115.
178 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 116.
171
172
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between the Prosecution's case and the "Chamber's case". 179 According to Petkovic, these
differences relate to, inter alia, the alleged common criminal purpose, the temporal scope, the
alleged mens rea, the number and categories of core crimes, and the classification of certain crimes
as falling under JCE I or JCE III. 180 Petkovic argues that he was prejudiced as he was denied a fair
opportunity to prepare for, and confront at trial, the theory of a single JCE. 181 He further contends
that the Trial Chamber had no power to replace the Prosecution's "failed case" and in effect
182
transformed its adjudicative function into a prosecutorial one.
Petkovic contends that the
Trial Chamber's reformulation of the Prosecution's case is impermissible and violates: (1) his right
to adequate notice of charges; (2) the presumption of innocence; and (3) his right to an impartial
tribunal. 183

52.

Petkovic further submits that the Trial Chamber "pronounced its verdict contrary to the case

as presented by the OTP in their final brief'. While agreeing with the Prosecution "that [this] does
not impact on the right [of the] accused to a fair trial in the sense that they were informed in a
timely fashion of the counts of their indictment because the indictment did cover all the possible
time modalities and types of liability",184 Petkovic argues that the Trial Chamber erred as it went
"beyond the framework of the [Ijndictment", 185 He requests that the Appeals Chamber quash the
Trial Chamber's JCE findings and acquit him of "the case pleaded at trial". 186
53.

In response to contentions from both Stojic and Petkovic, the Prosecution argues that the

Indictment provided them with sufficient notice of the relevant crimes,187 and that the
Trial Chamber did not depart from the Indictment by finding the existence of a single common
criminal purpose. 188 The Prosecution argues that at no point relevant to Stojic's notice did it nan-ow
the scope of its case from what was pleaded in the Indictment,189 It also submits that its opening
statement and Rule 98 his submissions were consistent with the Indictment.i'" The Prosecution
179 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 17-18. See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 15-16; Appeal Hearing, AT. 487-489,
500-501 (23 Mar 2017).
180 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 18-19. See Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 5-6; Appeal Hearing, AT. 489
(23 Mar 2017).
181 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 20. Petkovic also argues that he Was denied the opportunity to properly litigate the
inadequate pleading of the JCE in the Indictment as his request for certification to appeal a decision by the Trial
Chamber was denied. Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 5(iii). As Petkovic raises this point for the first time in his reply
brief, the Appeals Chamber will not consider it any further. See Practice Direction on Formal Requirements, para. 6.
182 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 21.
183 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 22.
184 Appeal Hearing, AT. 490 (23 Mar 2017).
185 Appeal Hearing, AT. 490 (23 Mar 2017).
186 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 23.
187 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 86; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 19. See
Appeal Hearing, AT. 550 (23 Mar 2017).
.
18 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 87, referring to Indictment, para. 15, Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 24,
41,44,65; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 18.
189 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 88.
190 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 19.
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submits that it is immaterial that the Trial Chamber did not adopt the allegation that there were two
lCEs under lCE II liability as the Indictment alleged responsibility for all charged crimes under
lCE r. 191

54.

The Prosecution also contends that: (1) its final trial brief contains submissions on the

evidence at the end of the trial and is not relevant for the preparation of an accused's case; and (2) it
is irrelevant that it "took a narrower view of the core lCE I crimes" in its final trial brief than what
the Trial Chamber found. 192 It also submits that it is the Indictment which sets the parameters of the
case and not the Prosecution's Final Brief and that the Trial Chamber did not reformulate the
.charges as its findings were within the scope of the Indictment.i'" The Prosecution further responds
that both Appellants fail to show any prejudice resulting from any possible lack of notice as they
categorically rejected any criminal enterprise in their closing submissions at trial. 194
2. Analysis

55.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that "[i]n order for an accused charged with joint criminal

enterprise to fully understand which acts he is allegedly responsible for, the indictment should
clearly indicate which form of joint criminal enterprise is being alleged".195 The Appeals Chamber
considers that it is patent from the relevant paragraphs of the Indictment that liability under the first
form of lCE was pleaded for all the Climes charged.l'" Further, the Appeals Chamber considers that
the operative pleading of the crimes under lCE III is that they were "in the alternative" to falling
under lCE

r.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that while the three forms of lCE are mutually

incompatible to the extent that a defendant may not be convicted for the same criminal incident
under multiple forms, an indictment may charge a defendant cumulatively with multiple forms of
lCE. 197 The Appeals Chamber notes that the Prosecution may "alternatively rely on one or more
legal theories, on condition that it is done clearly, early enough and,' in any event, allowing enough
time to enable the accused to know what exactly he is accused of and to enable him to prepare his
defence accordingly't.!" In this case, the Appellants were clearly on notice that a common criminal
purpose was expressly pleaded in the Indictment and that they were alleged to be responsible for
crimes committed pursuant to this criminal plan under all three forms of lCE liability based on

Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 87.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 88; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 21.
193 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 20-21.
194 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 89; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 22.
195 Ntagerura et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 24. See Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 66; Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 28; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, paras 115-117; Niieyimana Appeal Judgement, para. 315.
19 Indictment, para. 221. See Indictment, paras 15, 17,39,222. See also supra, paras 41-44.
197 Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 77. See also CeIebiCi Appeal Judgement, para. 400.
198 Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 115. See Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 117.
191
192
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alternative theories. 199 The Appeals Chamber finds that the Trial Chamber did not exceed the scope
of the Indictment in concluding that a legal theory expressly pleaded by the Prosecution in the
Indictment - a common criminal plan resulting in JCE I liability, and alternatively JCE III liability
for crimes ultimately found not to have fallen within the CCP - was established on the evidence.
56.

Further, the Appeals Chamber considers Petkovic's argument concerning the differences in

the JCEs pleaded in the Indictment and the one the Trial Chamber found to have existed to be
unpersuasive. In the Appeals Chamber's view, the findings of the Trial Chamber concerning the
CCP, the time-frame of the JCE, the mens rea of the participants, and the number and categories of
crimes are within allegations pleaded in the Indictment.t'" Notably, for example, paragraphs 15, 17,
39, 221, and 222 of the Indictment allege that Counts 2-3 and 21 are pleaded as JCE I crimes, and
alternatively as JCE III crimes?Ol The Appeals Chamber thus finds that Stojic and Petkovic have
not shown that the Trial Chamber exceeded the scope of the Indictment regarding the theory of the
JCE and the climes falling within the common criminal purpose as pleaded in the Indictment.
57.

As noted above,202 the Prosecution qualified certain crimes in various circumstances as
JCE I (core or expanded) crimes, JCE II crimes, or JeE III crimes in its final trial brief. 203

The Appeals Chamber also notes, that the Pre-Trial Chamber dismissed Prlic's challenge that the Indictment failed to
specify which form of JCE liability the Prosecution was charging under Article 7(1) of the Statute. In doing so, it relied
in particular on paragraphs 15, 224-225, and 227 of the Indictment, and held that they sufficiently informed the
Appellants of "the nature, time frame, geographical frame, criminal objective, form of the ICE and whether the crimes
not included in the objective of the ICE could be the natural and foreseeable consequence of the alleged criminal
enterprise", Prosecutor v. ladranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-PT, Decision on Defence Preliminary Motions
Alleging Defects in the Form of the Indictment, 22 July 2005, paras 18-21 (emphasis added). See Prosecutor v.
Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74~PT, Preliminary Motion to Dismiss the Defective Indictment Against Jadranko
Prlic Pursuant to Rule 72(A)(ii), 15 December 2004, para. 7; Prosecutor v. ladranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74PT, Jadranko Prlic's Reply to Prosecutor's Response to Defence Motions on the Form of the Indictment,
4 February 2005, para. 5.
200 The Indictment states that from on or before 18 November 1991 to about Apri11994 various persons established and
participated in the JCE, while the Trial Chamber found that the JCE was established "at least as early as
mid-January 1993". Indictment, para. 15; Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 44. For the CCP, see Indictment, paras 15-16,
23-28; Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 41-44, 65. Regarding the charges and categories of crimes, see Indictment, paras
17, 39, 221, 229; Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 66, 68. Concerning the mens rea requirements, see Indictment, para.
222; Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 43,67.
201 The .Indictment pleads that each accused participated in the JCE ·in one or more ways including by organising,
commanding, directing, ordering, facilitating, participating in, or operating the HVO military and police forces through
which the objectives of the JCE were pursued and implemented and by which various crimes charged such as
"persecutions, killing [... ] and destruction of property, were committed". Indictment, 'para. 17(b). See Indictment,
paras 17.1(n)-(0), 17.1(u) (Pdic), 17.2U)-(k), 17.2(m) (Stojic), 17.3(h), 17.3(k) (Praljak), 17.4 (h)-U) (Petkovic), 17.5(f),
17.5(i) (Corio), 17.6(c) (Pusic). See also Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief, para. 17. At paragraph 39 of the Indictment, it is
pleaded that all the Accused engaged in the use of force, intimidation, terror, forced labour, and destruction of property
which specifically included killings during mass arrests, evictions, and forced labour as well as destruction of mosques.
Indictment, para. 39(b), (c), (f). See Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief, paras 39(b)-(c), 39(f). Lastly, the Indictment alleges
that each Accused was responsible for Counts 2, 3, and 21 "punishable under Statute Articles 5(a), 7(1) and 7(3)"
followed by a list of each paragraph in the Indictment which outlined the factual narrative of each incident of killing
and destruction of mosques, including paragraph 39. Indictment, para. 229.
202 See supra, para. 45.
203 In its closing arguments, the Prosecution did not address the categorisation of Counts 2-3, 10-18, and 21 as JCEI or
JCE III crimes. See, generally, Prosecution Closing Arguments, T. 51765-51873 (7 Feb 2011), 51874-51975
(8 Feb 2011), 51976-52080 (9 Feb 2011),52081-52171 (10 Feb 2011), 52819-52898 (1 Mar 2011).
199
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Specifically, the Prosecution qualified Counts 2, 3, and 21 as JCE III crimes, and qualified
Counts 10-18 as being part of the CCP only as of 1 July 1993 in its final trial brief. The
Appeals Chamber will now address whether the Trial Chamber impermissibly transformed the
Prosecution's case as alleged in the Prosecution's Final Brief.

58.

The core argument presented by Petkovic is that the Trial Chamber impermissibly changed

the Prosecution's theory of the case as articulated only in the Prosecution's Final Brief. In this
regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that Petkovic does not refer to any post-Indictment disclosure or
the presentation of evidence.i'" Moreover, the Appeals Chamber recalls that "Prosecution final trial
briefs are only filed at the end of a trial, after the presentation of all the evidence, and are therefore
not relevant for the preparation of an accused's case".205 In this regard, Petkovic and Stojic had
sufficient notice that the case against them included charges of Counts 2-3, 10-18, and 21 under the
JCE I form of liabilit/06 from the Indictment, Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief and throughout the
presentation of the evidence.Y' Thus, as conceded by Petkovic.f" the Prosecution's categorisation
of these counts as falling only under ICE III liability (Counts 2, 3, and 21) and under ICE III
liability prior to 1 July 1993 (Counts 10-18) in its final trial brief does not affect this notice. 209
Therefore, Petkovic's and Stojic's argument that they did not have adequate notice is dismissed.r'"

See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 15-23; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 5-6.
Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 73. See Simba Appeal Judgement, para. 69. The ICTR Appeals Chamber concluded
in the Mugenzl and Mugiraneza case that "closing submissions cannot constitute proper notice. Accordingly, the
Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that any minor ambiguity at that stage demonstrates that the notice provided by the
Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief and opening statement lacked clarity or consistency". Mugenzi and Mugiraneza
Appeal Judgement, para. 124. See Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, para. 80; Ntawukulilyayo Appeal Judgement,
fcara.202.
06 The Appeals Chamber will focus only on Counts 2, 3, 10-18, and 21 because these were the counts which the Trial
Chamber found fell within the CCP from January 1993 contrary to the Prosecution's submission in its final brief that, in
the period between January and July 1993, they were in fact JCE III crimes. In other words, the Appeals Chamber will
not consider Counts 22 and 23 for which the Trial Chamber followed the Prosecution's submission in the alternative
when it found that crimes encompassed by Counts 22 and 23 were JCE III crimes throughout the relevant period.
207 See supra, para. 57. A reading of Petkovic's final trial brief indicates that he understood the case against him to be
that all crimes charged fell under JCE I liability, with JCE III and the other modes of liability charged in the alternative.
A reading of Stojic's final trial brief also leads to a similar conclusion. PetkoviC's Final Brief, paras 513-557,568-570,
664-665; Stojic'.s Final Brief, paras 548-556. See Praljak's Final Brief, paras 5, 606-610. See also CoriC's Final Brief,
fcaras 136-139, 772; Pusic's Final Brief, paras 27-36, 54-63.
08 Appeal Hearing, AT. 490 (23 Mar 2017). See supra, para. 52.
209 Similarly, the closing arguments on this issue would not affect the notice given to Petkovic and Stojic that the case
against them included charges of Counts 2-3, 10-18, and 21 under JCE 1. See Petkovic Closing Arguments, T. 5252652527 (21 Feb 2011) (Petkovic noted in his closing arguments that the "Prosecution, in its final trial brief, stated that
the crimes of murders and wilful killings were not planned by the HVO or in the context of JCE, that these crimes were
not part of the criminal common plan"). Other than Petkovic, the Accused did not address the categorisation of Counts
2 and 3 as JCE I or JCE III crimes in the closing arguments. Further, none of the Accused addressed the categorisation
of Counts 10-18, 21. At times, the Appellants briefly mentioned killings or raised other issues where the Prosecution
departed from the Indictment in its final trial brief, but did not mention the mode of liability applicable. See Stojic
Closing Arguments, T. 52399 (16 Feb 2011); Praljak Closing Arguments, T. 52508 (17 Feb 2011); Corie Closing
Arguments, T. 52636 (22 Feb 2011); Pusic Closing Arguments, T. 52789-52790 (24 Feb 2011).
210 See supra, paras 50-51.
204
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59.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber is of the view that the primary purpose of requiring the

parties to file a final trial brief is to benefit a trial chamber as such briefs will set out the parties'
factual and legal arguments.r!' Notably, the ICTR Appeals Chamber in Semanza stated that the
purpose of a final trial brief is for each party "to express its own position regarding the charges set
out in the indictment and the evidence led in the case".212 In this context, and having reviewed the
Prosecution's relevant submissions in its final brief, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting,
observes that in qualifying the crimes at issue as JCE III crimes rather than JCE I crimes, the
Prosecution is merely putting forward what it believes can be established on the evidence beyond a
reasonable doubt.213
60.

As the Prosecution did not expressly and formally withdraw JCE I as a form of liability that

could possibly be applied to all counts.i'" the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers
that the Prosecution's Final Brief cannot be reasonably interpreted to mean that the Prosecution
abandoned JCE I as a possible mode of liability for some crimes by qualifying those crimes as only
211 See International Criminal
Procedure: Principles and Rules, Goran Sluiter, Hakan Friman, Suzannah
Linton, Sergey Vasiliev, Salvatore Zappala, aUF Oxford, 21 March 2013, pp. 675, 679. See also International
Criminal Trials: A Normative Theory, Vasiliev, S. (2014), p. 830.
212 Semanza Appeal Judgement, para. 36. In the Setako case, the ICTR Trial Chamber first stated that the Prosecution's
final trial brief contained a comprehensive list of the events on which it was seeking a conviction for a particular count.
It then considered based on a number of factors, including the comprehensive list, that "although the Prosecution
expressly withdrew only paragraph 62 of the Indictment", it left the strong impression that it is equally not pursuing two
other events which were not referred to in its final trial brief as part of its case. It therefore decided not to address them
"in detail". However, it went on to state that "it suffices to note" that the evidence presented in support of the relevant
events is uncorroborated, explaining its concerns regarding the reliability of the evidence and declined to accept it in the
absence of corroboration. See Setako Trial Judgement, paras 71-72.
213 See, e.g., Prosecution's Final Brief, para. 516 ("The evidence proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the crimes of
murder/wilful killing, rape/inhuman treatment and destruction of religious and educational institutions, as charged in
Counts 2-5 and 21, were the natural and foreseeable consequence[s] of [the] implementation of the Herceg-Bosna
JCE").
214 The Appeals Chamber further notes that the Prosecution did not request leave to amend the indictment to withdraw
Counts 2, 3, and 21 as JCE I crimes and Counts 10-18 as JCE I crimes prior to 1 July 1993 in accordance with Rule of
50 of the Rules. See, e.g., Popovic et al. Trial Judgement, fns 1614 (noting that the Prosecution dropped allegations
from the Indictment and referred to the corrigendum to the Prosecution's final trial brief where it was stated that some
killings were "no longer charged" as "the Prosecution recognises that there is insufficient evidence upon this record for
a finding beyond reasonable doubt" (see Prosecutor v Vujadin Popovic et al., Case No. IT-05-88-T, Corrigendum to the
Prosecution Final Trial Brief, 1 September 2009, para. 9»,2866 (noting that the Prosecution dropped allegations on two
killings referred to in the same corrigendum where the Prosecution noted that it previously dropped these allegations in
a separate filing (see Prosecutor v Vujadin Popovic et al., Case No. IT-05-88-T, Prosecution Submission Concerning
Paragraphs 31.1b and 31.1c of the Indictment, 18 February 2008, "withdrawing" the latter charges»; The Prosecutor v.
Edouard Karemera et al., Case No. ICTR-98-44-AR73, Decision on Prosecutor's Interlocutory Appeal Against Trial
Chamber III Decision ofS October 2003 Denying Leave to File an Amended Indictment, 19 December 2003, paras 12,
15, 25, 27; The Prosecutor v. Emanuel Ndindabahizi, Case No. ICTR-2001-71-I, Decision on Prosecution Request to
Amend Indictment, 30 June 2003, paras 2, 4 (the Prosecution requested leave to amend the indictment so as to withdraw
charges and allegations, including superior responsibility as a mode of liability); Prosecutor v. Stanislav Galic, Case
No. IT-98-29-AR72, Decision on Application by Defence for Leave to Appeal, 30 November 2001, paras 14-16. The
Appeals Chamber recalls that Rule 50(A)(i)(c) of the Rules provides that after a case has been assigned to a Trial
Chamber, the Prosecutor may amend an indictment with leave of that Trial Chamber or a Judge of that Chamber after
having heard the parties. See Prosecutor v. Vujadin Popovic et al. and Prosecutor v. Milorad Trbic, Case Nos.
IT-05-88-PT & IT-05-88/l-PT, Decision on Rurther Amendments and Challenges to the Indictment, 13 July 2006,
paras 6-11 ("Under Rule 50, a Trial Chamber has wide discretion to allow an indictment to be .amended, even in the late
stages of pre-trial proceedings, or indeed even after trial has begun. Nevertheless, [...] such leave will not be granted
unless the amendment" meets various conditions (see, para. 8».
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JCE III crimes or as JCE I crimes only as of 1 July 1993 in its final trial brief. The
Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, is of the view that the Prosecution merely articulated its
view on the more appropriate mode of liability.
61.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, considers that the Trial Chamber,

after summarising the Prosecution's positions in its final trial brief, did not interpret the
Prosecution's qualifications as reflecting a decision not to pursue the relevant crimes as JCE I
crimes.i" In this respect, the Appeals Chamber recalls the Prosecution's submission, made in
response to Stojic's and Petkovic's arguments, that it is the Indictment that sets out the parameters
of the case and not the Prosecution's Final Brief. 216 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting,
further notes that the Prosecution stated that the relevant section in its final trial brief "described the
crimes involved in the JCEs" and that the "accused are also responsible for those crimes pursuant to
other modes of liability contained in Article 7(1) and 7(3)".z17 Thus, the Appeals Chamber, Judge
Pocar dissenting, considers that the Prosecution's qualification of some crimes as only JCE III
crimes in its final trial brief was not binding on the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence.
The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, therefore finds that the Trial Chamber was entitled
to exercise its discretion to characterise the Appellants' form of responsibility for incidents of
Counts 2-3, 10-18, and 21 as JCE I liability once it was satisfied that this was the most appropriate
mode of liability based on the evidence.
62.

Under these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that, for the

same reasons discussed above, the Trial Chamber cannot be seen as acting partially or in a
prosecutorial manner merely because its assessment of the evidence at the end of the trial led it to
conclude that one of the modes of liability alleged in the Indictment is more appropriate than the
one articulated in the Prosecution's Final Brief. Thus, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar
dissenting, dismisses as unsubstantiated Petkovic's arguments on the violation of his rights to the
presumption of innocence and to an impartial tribunal. 218
63.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting, finds that Stojic and

Petkovic have failed to demonstrate that they were not put on notice of the JCE liability allegations,
that their fair trial tights were violated, or that the Trial Chamber impermissibly altered the

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 28-38.
See supra, para. 54.
217 Prosecution's Final Brief, fn. 2.
218 See supra, para. 51.
215
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Prosecution's case. 219 The Appeals Chamber, Judge Pocar dissenting in part, dismisses Stojic's
ground of appeal 13 and Petkovic's sub-ground of appeal 3.1.

E. Alleged Error Concerning the Attack on the Village of Skrobucani
(Petkovic's Sub-ground 5.2.2.1 in part)
64.

The Indictment alleges that between June and mid-August 1993, HVO forces attacked
Bosnian Muslim civilians and destroyed and looted Muslim property in, inter alia, Skrobucani. 22o
The Indictment also states that HVO forces burned down the mosque in Skrobucani.r" After noting
the time-period alleged in the Indictment and considering evidence from Witness BS, the
Trial Chamber found that the attack on Skrobucani occurred "probably in Mayor June 1993,,222 and
that the Skrobucani mosque was burned down in Mayor June 1993. 223
65.

Petkovic argues that the Trial Chamber erroneously "modified the Prosecution case" by

finding, without evidence, that the village of Skrobucani in Prozor Municipality was attacked in
May.z24 He contends that the Prosecution did not allege that any HVO military action was launched,
or crimes committed, in May 1993. 225
66.

The Prosecution responds that Petkovic had sufficient notice and that the discrepancy

between the Indictment and the Trial Chamber's findings regarding the date of the attack was
immaterial.V" It also submits that Petkovic presented a defence on the substance of the evidence
and the timing of the attack. 227
67.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that charges against an accused and the material facts

supporting those charges must be pleaded with sufficient precision in an indictment so as to provide
notice to an accused. 228 Moreover, the Appeals Chamber recalls "that, in general, minor differences
The Appeals Chamber considers that it is unnecessary to address the arguments on prejudice or remedies.
Indictment, para. 53.
221 Indictment, para. 53.
222 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 95, referring to Witness BS, T(F). 8189-8190 (closed session) (11 Oct 2006). See
Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 92,96-97, Vol. 4, para. 695.
223 Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 97, Vol. 4, para. 695.
224 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 218, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 95-97, Vol. 3, para. 1564.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 695. The Appeals Chamber notes that as Petkovic does not refer to the Indictment or
the subsequent trial proceedings, it is not clear whether Petko vic argues that the Indictment does not plead that
Skrobucani village was attacked in May 1993 or that the Trial Chamber impermissibly exceeded the scope of the
Prosecution's case as presented during the trial. See Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 218. However, as the presentation of
the Prosecution's case on this issue is consistent with the Indictment, the lack of clarity in Petkovic's argument is
immaterial. See infra, para. 68.
225 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 218.
226 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 162, referring to, inter alia, Indictment, para. 53, Trial Judgement,
Vol. 2, paras 96-97, Witness BS, T. 8189-8190, 8238-8239 (closed session) (11 Oct 2006).
227 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 162, referring to Witness BS, T. 8238-8240 (closed session)
(11 Oct 2006).
228 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 65; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 225.
219
220
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between the indictment and the evidence presented at trial are not such as to prevent the trial
chamber from considering the indictment in light of the evidence presented at trial" .229
68.

In the instant case, it is clear that the attack on Skrobucani referred to in the Indictment was

a single, clearly identifiable event which included the destruction of property belonging to Muslims
and the burning of the village rnosque.r'" As to the alleged discrepancy between the material facts
pleaded in the Indictment and the Trial Chamber's ultimate conclusions concerning the date of the
attack, the Appeals Chamber considers that this discrepancy does not constitute a significant
variation in this case. Therefore, although the Indictment and the Trial Judgement refer to different
but partially overlapping date ranges, the material facts as pleaded in the Indictment were sufficient
to inform Petkovic of the charge as ultimately found by the Trial Chamber. 231 Thus, Petkovic was
provided with timely and clear notice of the attack on Skrobucani and approximately when it
occurred, and that this event formed part of the charges against him. Moreover, the evidence
adduced by the Prosecution in relation to the incident was consistent with the Indictment and
Petkovic cross-examined the relevant witness, particularly on the date of the attack. 232 His
sub-ground of appeal5.2.2.l is therefore dismissed in relevant part.

F. Alleged Errors in Concluding That the Existence of a State of Occupation was
Pleaded (Code's Sub-ground 3.2.1)
69.

The Indictment states that at the relevant time, "a state of armed conflict, international

armed conflict and partial occupation existed in Bosnia and Herzegovina [...]. All acts and
omissions charged in this indictment as Grave Breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, [...]
occurred during and in nexus with such international armed conflict and partial occupation",z33 The
Trial Chamber noted that a state of partial occupation was alleged in the Indictment before
considering specific arguments from Praljak and Petkovic and concluding that "the Defence teams
were adequately informed of the allegations brought against the Accused Praljak and Petkovic as
commanding officers in a zone of occupation't.r'" The Trial Chamber later found that the HVO
occupied the villages of Dusa, Hrsanica, Zdrimci, Uzricje, Sovici, Doljani, and Stupni Do; Vares

Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 478.
Indictment, para. 53. See also Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief, para. 53 (The Prosecution referred to the attack on
Skrobucani and the destruction of the mosque as occurring between June and mid-August 1993).
231 See Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 436. Cf Dordevic Appeal Judgement, paras 598, 615.
232 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, paras 95-97, and references cited therein; Ex. 2D00200, pp. 2-3 (confidential);
Witness BS, T. 8192, 8209, 8238-8240 (closed session) (11 Oct 2006).
233 Indictment, para. 232. See Indictment, paras 235-238; Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 569, 577.
234 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 91, referring to, inter alia, Indictment, paras 8, 10, 218-228. See Trial Judgement,
Vol. 1, para. 90.
229
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town; West Mostar; as well as the municipalities of Prozor, Ljubuski, Stolac, and Capljina, all
during different time spans. 235
70.

Coric argues that the Trial Chamber erred in law and in fact by concluding that the Defence

teams were adequately informed that a state of occupation was pleaded in the Indictment,z36 Coric
contends that this conclusion is unsupported by the TrialChamber's reliance on paragraphs 8 and
10 of the Indictment and that, unlike its reference to Petkovic and Praljak, the Trial Chamber was
silent on allegations against Coric in relation to the state of occupation due to lack of notice. 237
Coric submits that the Trial Chamber erred by entering convictions based on what he refers to as
"full occupation" when the Indictment referred only to the existence of a state of partial occupation,
thereby exceeding the scope of the Indictment.238
71.

The Prosecution responds that Coric had notice that a state of occupation formed part of the

case against him and that his failure to object at trial to any lack of notice amounts to waiver. 239
72.

Corie replies that as the issue of occupation, which he objected to, was not clearly stated in

the Prosecution's final trial brief and closing arguments, waiver is not an available argument.t''"
73.

The Appeals Chamber will first consider whether the Indictment was defective with regard

to the pleading of a state of occupation. It is recalled that an indictment which fails to set forth the
specific material facts underpinning the charges against th~ accused is defective.t'" As noted
above,242 the Indictment pleaded that at the relevant time, "a state of armed conflict, international
armed conflict and partial occupation existed in Bosnia and Herzegovinav.e'" The material facts
supporting the allegations on the existence of a state of occupation and the relevant crimes
committed in occupied territory are also clearly set out in the Indictment.244 The Trial Chamber
noted the reference to "partial occupation" in the Indictment.t" and proceeded to enter findings after discussing the evidence - on whether certain municipalities, towns, and villages were

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 577-589.
Carie's Appeal Brief, paras 75,80. See Carie's Appeal Brief, paras 76, 79. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 579-580
(24 Mar 2017).
237 Carie's Appeal Brief, para. 80. See Appeal Hearing, AT. 580 (24 Mar 2017).
238 Carie's Appeal Brief, para. 80. See Carie's Reply Brief, para. 26.
.
239 Prosecution's Response Brief (Carie), para. 69.
240 Carie's Reply Brief, para. 26. See Appeal Hearing, AT. 580 (24 Mar 2017). See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 609-611,
626-628 (24 Mar 2017).
241 Kvocka et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 28. See supra, para. 29.
242 See supra, para. 69.
243 Indictment, para. 232.
244 Indictment, paras 45-59 (Prozor Municipality), 66-72 (Dusa, Hrsanica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje), 73-87 (Sovici and
Doljani), 100, 105, 107, 118 (West Mostar), 150 (Ljubuski Municipality), 159, 162, 164-168 (Stolac Municipality),
175, 177, 179-180, 182-183, 185 (Capljina Municipality), 211, 213 (Vares Municipality). See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3,
paras 577-588.
245 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 91. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 569.
235
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occupied by the HVO. 246 The Appeals Chamber considers that the Indictment clearly provided
notice to the Appellants that they were charged with responsibility for certain crimes committed
during an international armed conflict and partial occupation.
74.

Turning to the question of whether the Trial Chamber's findings were within the scope of

the Indictment, the Appeals Chamber notes that although the Trial Chamber did not use the specific
term "partial" in its findings, its analysis on whether specific geographical areas within the BiH
were occupied is consistent with the allegations in the Indictment. There is nothing in the
Trial Judgement which suggests that the Trial Chamber considered a state of "full occupation" as
argued by Corie. 247 The Appeals Chamber thus finds Corio's argument that the Trial Chamber
exceeded the scope of the Indictment to be unsubstantiated and unpersuasive.r"
75.

Further, the Appeals Chamber finds that Corio's contention concerning the Trial Chamber' s

observation that "the Defence teams were adequately informed of the allegations brought against
th~ Accused Praljak and Petkovic as commanding officers in a zone of occupation'<'" to be

irrelevant to the notice given to Carie on the charges against him concerning the state of occupation.
In this respect, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not find that there was
"full occupation" as Coric suggests,250 but rather made this observation in response to Petkovic's
argument at trial that the Prosecution gave no notice of allegations that Praljak and Petkovic were
responsible as commanding officers of an occupied territory in various municipalities in the BiH. 251
76.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Corio has failed to demonstrate that

he lacked adequate notice that a state of occupation was alleged and that the Trial Chamber
exceeded the scope of the Indictment. Corio's sub-ground of appeal 3.2.1 is thus dismissed.
G. Alleged Errors Regarding Notice of the Protected Status of Muslim HVo.
Members (CoriC's Ground 4 in part)
77.

The Trial Chamber found that HVO Muslims, detained by the HVO from 30 June 1993

onwards, had fallen into the hands of the enemy power and were thus persons protected within the
meaning of Article 4 of Geneva Convention IV. 252

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 577-589.
Contra Carie's Appeal Brief, para. 80.
248 To the extent that it can be interpreted that Carie argues that there is a legal distinction between "full occupation"
and partial occupation, the Appeals Chamber notes that he provides no support for this assertion and will not consider
it. See Carie's Appeal Brief, para. 80.
249 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 91, referring to, inter alia, Indictment, paras 8, 10,218-228.
250 See supra, para. 70.
251 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 90.
252 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 611. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 591-601.
246
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78.

Coric argues that the Trial Chamber's holding "overstepped" the Indictment, which

purportedly only alleged that the HVO's Muslim members were protected under Additional
Protocol I and Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions.v '
79.

The Prosecution argues that the Trial Judgement did not overstep the Indictment, which
gave the Appellants sufficient notice of the charges brought under Article 2 of the Statute. 254
80.

The Appeals Chamber considers that the Indictment provided the Appellants notice of the

charges against them under Article 2 of the Statute,255 and specifically alleged that "[a]ll acts and
omissions charged as crimes against persons were committed against or involved persons protected
under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (and the additional protocols thereto) and the laws and
customs of war".256 The Indictment referred clearly to the arrest and detention of "Bosnian Muslim
military-aged men (including many who had served in the HVO),,257 as part of the pattern of the
HVO's actions. The Indictment also specified that during the time from 30 June 1993 until
mid-July 1993, the HVO conducted mass arrests of Bosnian Muslim men, including Muslim
members of the HVO, and detained many of them at Dretelj Prison. 258 Thus, the Indictment gave
clear notice to the Appellants that their responsibility covered crimes committed against detained
Muslim members of the HVO in contravention of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which included
Geneva Convention IV, and the Additional Protocols thereto.
81.

To the extent that Coric argues that the Indictment alleged that detained Muslim members of

the HVO were protected only under Additional Protocol I and Common Article 3 of the Geneva
Conventions, he fails to support this argument. Corie does not refer to any statement in the
Indictment or post-Indictment documents which could indicate that allegations were limited to
breaches of Additional Protocol I and Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions. Further, Corie
extensively addressed the status of detained Muslim HVO members under Geneva Convention IV
at tria1. 259 Notably, the Trial Chamber summarised CoriC's arguments concerning this issue, but
nonetheless concluded that detained Muslim members of the HV0 were protected under Geneva
Convention IV as they had fallen into the hands of the enemy power. 260

Cone's Appeal Brief, para. 90.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 86.
255 Indictment, paras 229, 235-238.
256 Indictment, para. 236.
257 Indictment, para. 38. See Indictment, para. 39.
258 Indictment, para. 189. See Indictment, para. 197.
259 CoriC's Final Brief, paras 352-368.
260 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 593-594, 597, 606-611, referring to, inter alia, Cone's Final Brief, paras 352-360,
373-375.
253
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82.

Therefore, the Appeals Chamber rejects Corio's assertion that the Trial Chamber's finding

on the HVO Muslims' protected status under Geneva Convention IV overstepped the Indictment.
Corio's ground of appeal 4 is dismissed in part.

H. Alleged Errors Concerning CoriC's Notice of Allegations Regarding His
Responsibility as Minister of the Interior (CoriC's Ground 11 in part)
83.

The Trial Chamber concluded that on 24 June 19~n, at the latest, Corio became Chief of the

Military Police Administration, where he remained until 10 November 1993, when he was
appointed Minister of the Interior of the HR H_B?61 The Trial Chamber examined Corio's powers
throughout the Indictment period and found that as Minister of the Interior he had the: (1) ability to
participate in fighting crime within the HVO; and (2) power to control the freedom of movement of
people and goods in the territory of the HZ(R) H-B, including humanitarian convoys.262 The Trial
Chamber also examined whether, in the exercise of his powers in both positions, Corie acted or
failed to act resulting in a significant contribution to the achievement of the CCP. 263 In this regard,
the Trial Chamber referred to Corio's powers as Minister of the Interior once in relation to
movement of people and convoys, but subsequently found that regarding this power he only
contributed to the CCP through his actions concerning the blockade of the Muslim population of
264
East Mostar and of humanitarian aid until April 1994.
The Trial Chamber found that Corie
remained a member of the JCE after he became Minister of the Interior and continued to carry out
265
important functions supporting the CCP until April 1994.
Corie appeals against the Trial
Chamber's consideration of his powers and actions as Minister of the Interior for lack of notice.

1. Arguments of the Parties
84.

Corie submits that the Trial Chamber erred by considering the exercise of his powers as

Minister of the Interior from 10 November 1993 to April 1994 as contributing to the JCE since this
was not charged in the Indictment. 266 Colic argues that the Trial Chamber erroneously found that
the Prosecution could address his responsibility as Minister of the Interior in its final trial brief, as
no reasonable trial chamber could conclude that he had adequate notice. 267 In this regard, Coric
contests the Trial Chamber's interpretation of his reference in his own final trial brief to his power

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 861.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 863-887, 917.
263 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 918-1006.
264 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 939-945, 1003. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 919-938,946-1002, 1004-1005.
265 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1226.
266 Carie's Appeal Brief, paras 248, 250,258.
267 Carie's Appeal Brief, para. 250. See Carie's Appeal Brief, para. 253; Carie's Reply Brief, para. 60.
261
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over civilian police as Minister of the Interior since he was simply comparing a request he issued in
that capacity to one he issued as Chief of the Military Police Administration.f"
85.

Coric further submits that the Trial Chamber exceeded the scope of the Indictment and

"impermissibly tried to cure pleading deficiencies".269 Coric argues that the Indictment is-defective
as it failed to specify the material facts concerning allegations for the period after he was appointed
Minister of the Interior. These material facts include: (1) his alleged conduct; (2) the crimes
committed; and (3) how his actions in this position led to the commission of the crimes. 270 He
argues that no appropriate notice was given throughout the trial which would have allowed him to.'
lead evidence on this issue or to rebut the allegations.Y' Coric contends that his right to a fair trial
was violated as he was not fully informed of the charges until final briefs and closing arguments. 272
86.

The Prosecution responds that the Indictment provided Coric with clear notice that charges
against him encompassed crimes committed after his appointment as Minister of the Interior. 273 It
argues that the Indictment specifically mentions Corio's position as Minister of the Interior and that,
apart from one paragraph which limits his acts to his role as Chief of the Military Police
Administration, all other paragraphs speaking to his actions are general and without reference to his
specific position.V" The Prosecution also contends that the Indictment pleaded the material facts,
including many which arose after 10 November 1993,275 as well as the nature of his participation in
the JCE which was not limited to the time-period when Coric was Chief of the Military Police
Administration.276
87.

Referring to its pre-trial brief, operung statement, and witness summaries pursuant to

Rule 65ter of the Rules, the Prosecution submits that Coric suffered no prejudice as any perceived
defect was cured through timely, clear, and consistent notice of the case against him?77 The
Prosecution also contends that as Coric never objected to evidence being led at trial concerning his
role as Minister of the Interior, he must now demonstrate that his ability to prepare his defence was

CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 253.
CariC's Appeal Brief, para. 254.
270 CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 254-255, 257-258. See Carie's Reply Brief, para. 57.
271 CariC's Appeal Brief, para. 256. See Corle's Appeal Brief, para. 258; CoriC's Reply Brief, paras 57-59.
272 CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 258. See Cone's Appeal Brief, para. 256; CoriC's Reply Brief, para. 58.
273 Prosecution's Response Brief (Carie), paras 272, 275, 279, 285.
274 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), paras 276-277, referring to, inter alia, Indictment, paras 11-12, 15,
17.5(a)-(n).
275 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 276-277, referring to, inter alia, Indictment, paras 60, 118, 135, 143,
153,203. The Prosecution also argues that several paragraphs of the Indictment detail allegations which continued after
November 1993. Prosecution's Resyonse Brief (Corie), para. 277 & fn. 1044.
276 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 278.
277 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), paras 272, 280.
268
269
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materially impaired.I" It argue's that Carie fails to meet this burden as he presented a defence
concerning his actions as Minister of the Interior. 279 The Prosecution further responds that the
Trial Chamber did not misconstrue Carie's arguments in his final brief and was not seeking "to cure
a pleading deficiency". 280
88.

Coric replies that as soon as he had notice of the defect in the Indictment, he raised it before

the Trial Chamber, which erred in its assessment of the matter. He argues, therefore, that the burden
is with the Prosecution to prove that his ability to prepare his defence was not materially
impaired.f"
2. Analysis
89.

In order to determine whether the Trial Chamber ened in considering Carie's powers and

actions as Minister of the Interior, the Appeals Chamber will assess whether: (1) the Indictment was
defective in this regard; (2) any defect was curable and, if so, whether it was cured; and (3) Carie
suffered any prejudice.
(a) Whether the Indictment was defective
90.

The Appeals Chamber notes that at trial Coric submitted that the Prosecution alleged his

responsibility as Minister of the Interior for the first time in its final brief and closing arguments.Y"
The Trial Chamber - relying on, inter alia, paragraphs 12 and 17.5(b)-(n) of the Indictment considered that the Prosecution could do so as allegations of Corio's responsibility in the Indictment
were not limited to the time-period when he was Chief of the Military Police Administration.Y' The
Appeals Chamber will first consider whether the Trial Chamber erred in its consideration of this
issue.
91.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that when the Prosecution alleges ICE liability in an

indictment, it must plead, among other material facts, the nature of the accused's participation in the
joint criminal enterprise.i'" The Appeals Chamber recalls the distinction between the material facts
upon which the Prosecution relies, which must be pleaded in an indictment, and the evidence by

Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 273, 281-283. According to the Prosecution, CoriC's failure to object
also amounts to waiver. Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 282.
279 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), para. 283.
280 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 284.
281 CoriC's Reply Brief; para. 60.
282 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 863, fn. 1595.
283 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 863, fn. 1597, referring to Indictment, paras 12, 17.5(a)-(n).
284 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 47, 58; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 214; Simic
Appeal Judgement, para. 22; Karemera and Ngirumpatse Appeal Judgement, para. 105.
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which those material facts will be proved, which need not be pleaded. 285 A decisive factor in
determining the degree of specificity with which the Prosecution is required to particularise the
facts of its case in the indictment is the nature of the alleged criminal conduct of the accused.286 The
Appeals Chamber further recalls that in determining whether an accused was adequately put on
notice of the nature and cause of the charges against him, the indictment must be considered as a
whole. 287
92.

The Appeals Chamber considers that since a large component of the case against Corio

concerned the exercise of his powers and functions - both in relation to ICE liability and superior
responsibilityf" - facts concerning his acts and conduct after the change of an official position
should have been clearly pleaded in the Indictment as material facts. 289 The Appeals Chamber will
now consider whether the Indictment sufficiently pleaded Corle's role as Minister of the Interior as
material facts.
93.

The Appeals Chamber notes that Coric was generally alleged to have participated in the ICE

by, inter alia, acting ~hrough his "positions and power",29o· but the sole mention of Corio's position
as Minister of the Interior is found in paragraph 11 of the Indictment. In this regard, paragraph 11 of
the Indictment only states that "[i]n November 1993, [COlic] was appointed Minister of Interior in
the Croatian Republic of Ilerceg-Bosna'Y" The Appeals Chamber also notes that the
Trial Chamber relied on paragraphs 17.5(a)-(n), which set out Corie's acts and conduct by which he
participated in the ICE, to state that his position was not specified except in paragraph 17.5(a).292
This paragraph refers to Coric as Chief of the Military Police Administration.Y' Further, while the
Indictment states that Coric was a member of the ICE, which was alleged to be in existence from on
or before 18 November 1991 to about April 1994,294 it is not apparent whether his contributions to
the ICE spanned this entire time-period.i'" Thus, while the Indictment clearly alleges that Coric's

285 Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 47; BtaskicAppeal Judgement, para. 210. See Dordevic Appeal Judgement,
gara. 331; Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 213; Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 29.
86 Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 65; Krnojelac Appeal Judgement, para. 132; Bagosora and Nsengiyumva
Afpeal Judgement, para. 132. See Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 575.
28 See, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 1263, 2512. See also supra, para. 27.
.
288 Indictment, paras 12, 17, 17.5, 218-223, 228. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 854-855, 915-918, 1000-1006,
1247-1251.
289 Cf Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 214-215.
290 Indictment, para. 17.
291 Indictment, para. 11.
292 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 863, fn. 1597, referring to Indictment, paras 12, 17.5(a)-(n).
293 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, fn. 1597. While other passages in the Indictment could be interpreted as referring to bodies
under Corie's authority as Minister of the Interior, the Appeals Chamber considers them to be vague as they relate to
Carie's alleged responsibility for his conduct as Minister of the Interior. See Indictment, paras l7.5(b), 25. See also
Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 652, Vol. 4, para. 883.
294 Indictment, para. 15.
295 Indictment, paras 17, 17.5. The Indictment alleged that crimes continued to be committed after 10 November 1993
and generally state that Carie was responsible. The Appeals Chamber, though, notes that this is ambiguous regarding
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ICE acts and conduct stemmed from his position as Chief of the Military Police Administration, it
is unclear whether his conduct as Minister of the Interior was also pleaded in this respect.
94.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber notes that paragraph 12 of the Indictment states that "[i]n

his various positions and functions, [Corie], from at least April 1992 to November 1993, played a
central role in the establishment, administration and operation of the HVO Military Police",296
before setting out his control and influence over the Military Police. The Appeals Chamber
considers that this paragraph is limited to Corio's powers or functions as Chief of the Military
Police Administration. This conclusion is based on the limited time-frame stated ("to
November 1993") and the explicit mention of his role regarding the Military Police. 297 Based on the
generality of the remaining relevant paragraphs of the Indictment.F" the Appeals Chamber finds
that paragraph 12 of the Indictment would lead Corie to understand that the Prosecution's case
against him, as set out in the Indictment, based on the exercise of his powers and functions was
confined to his acts and conduct as Chief of the Military Police Administration. The
Appeals Chamber therefore finds that the Indictment itself did not provide clear notice to Corie that
his alleged responsibility extended to his acts and conduct as Minister of the Interior between
10 November 1993 and April 1994.
95.

In light of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that the ambiguous nature of the

Indictment on Corie's alleged responsibility for crimes committed based on the exercise of his
powers and functions as well as his control over the perpetrators as Minister of the Interior renders
the Indictment vague and defective. 299 However, the Appeals Chamber considers that this defect is
curable as the allegations of Corio's acts and conduct as Minister of the Interior do not constitute a
new charge but fell within the broader allegations on his authority over and use of the perpetrators
of crimes. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Prosecution's case against Coric
primarily concerned: (1) his authority over the perpetrators of crimes; (2) his knowledge of crimes;
(3) his failure to prevent crimes or punish the perpetrators as well his use of them, particularly, the
Military Police; and (4) his control over checkpoints and the provision of humanitarian assistance

whether CoriC's alleged responsibility arose before 10 November 1993 or throughout the Indictment period. See
Indictment, paras 35,37,54,59-60,117-119,128,135-136, 143, 148, 153, 188, 194, 196,203.
296 Indictment, para. 12 (emphasis added).
297 The Appeals Chamber further considers that the phrase "his various positions", read in light of the remainder of
paragraph 12 of the Indictment as well as the allegations that most of the Appellants acted in accordance with their
"various positions and functions", to be at best ambiguous. See Indictment, paras 8, 10, 12, 14.
298 See supra, para. 93. Notably, the Indictment does not set out his functions and powers as Minister of the Interior.
Cf. Indictment, para. 12.
299 The Appeals Chamber recalls that an indictment which fails to set forth the specific material facts underpinning the
charges against the accused is defective. Popovic et aZ. Appeal Judgement, para. 65; Dordevic Appeal Judgement,
paras 574,576; Karemera and Ngirumpatse Appeal Judgement, para. 371.
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and public services. 30o These factors then formed the basis of Corie's responsibility as a JCE
member and the crimes committed as charged under the relevant Counts of the Indictment. Notably,
the Trial Chamber discussed his role and actions as Minister of the Interior in relation to his
communications with the Military Police Administration.Y' his power to control the freedom of
movement of people and goods, including humanitarian convoys,302 and his ability to participate in
fighting crime. 303 Thus, the material facts concerning Corio's acts and conduct as Minister of the
Interior do not, on their own, support separate cbarges.r'" The Appeals Chamber will now consider
whether this defect has been subsequently cured.
(b) Whether the defect in the Indictment was cured
96.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the omission of a material fact underpinning a charge in

the indictment can, in certain cases, be cured by the provision of timely, clear and consistent
information detailing the factual basis underpinning the charges.305 This can be done in
post-indictment documents such as the pre-trial briefs, Rule 65ter witness summaries, as well as in
opening statements.r'"
97.

In its pre-trial brief, the Prosecution provides no clear notice to Coric that his alleged

responsibility extended to his acts and conduct as Minister of the Interior, as its references relate to
the time-period when Coric was Chief of the Military Police Administration.t'" Likewise, the
Prosecution's opening statement does not make it apparent that the allegations against Coric
extended beyond 10 November 1993.308 The Appeals Chamber also notes that the Prosecution's
Rule 65ter witness summaries did not provide clear information on this issue. 309 The Prosecution
refers to the Rule 65ter witness summary of Marijan Biskic to support its argument that it provided
notice.l'" However, the Appeals Chamber notes that while the summary of Biskic's evidence speaks

300 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 4, paras 854-855, referring to Indictment, paras 17, 17.5(a), 17.5(d), 17.5(g)-(l), 17.5(n),
Prosecution's Final Brief, paras 981-1175.
301 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 872. See supra, para. 83; infra, para. 103
302 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 886-887. See supra, para. 83; infra, para. 103.
303 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 883. See supra, para. 83; infra, para. 103.
304 See Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 575; Nyiramasuhuko et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 2785.
305 Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 66; Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 262; Karemera and Ngirumpatse
Appeal Judgement, para. 371; Bizimungu Appeal Judgement, para. 46.
30 See Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 574, and references cited therein. See also Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement,
fcara. 263; Ndindiliyimana et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 187-189.
07 See Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief, paras 146.5, 189.2, 189.4, 196.2, fns 49-56,287.
308 See Prosecution Opening Statement, T. 880-881 (26 Apr 2006) (The Prosecution summarised Corie's functions and
powers as Chief of the Military Police Administration and stated that "he continued in this position until approximately
the 20th of November of 1993, at which time he was appointed the minister of interior [... ]"). The Prosecution did not
elaborate on Corie's functions and powers as Minister of the Interior and all mention of Corio's acts relate to the
time-period before this appointment.
309 See Prosecution's List of Viva Voce Witnesses; Prosecution's List of Rule 92 bis Witnesses.
310 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 280.
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to events occurring between 6 November 1993 and December 1993,311 this information did not
provide Coric with adequate notice that his alleged responsibility also covered the period after
10 November 1993 when he was appointed Minister of the Interior. 312 Notably, any specific
reference to Corio in the witness summaries relates to his position as Chief of the Military Police
Administration.l':'
98.

The Appeals Chamber will now address Cone's challenge to the Trial Chamber's use of a

reference in his final brief to his capacity as Minister of the Interior as support for its conclusion
that his powers as Minister of the Interior could be considered.v" In this regard, the Trial Chamber
noted that Coric raised the issue of his power over the civilian police in his capacity as Minister of
the Interior in his final briet,315 Notably, the single reference in Corio's Final Brief cited by the
Trial Chamber speaks to Coric issuing a request to the civilian police, which, he argued, showed his
lack of criminal intent and genuine belief that he was participating in legitimate practices to enforce
the law and prevent crirnes.r" Thus, the context of this reference does not clearly support a
conclusion that Coric was aware that his acts and conduct as Minister of the Interior were alleged to
be part of his lCE contribution. While an accused's understanding of the nature of the Prosecution's
case can also be observed in their final trial briefs and closing arguments.t'" the Appeals Chamber
finds that the Trial Chamber erred in considering the reference in paragraph 221 of Carie's Final
Brief to his position as Minister of the Interior as support for its conclusion that the Prosecution
could present allegations on Corio's responsibility in this capacity.

99.

The Appeals Chamber thus finds that the defect in the Indictment was not subsequently

cured through post-Indictment disclosures. The Appeals Chamber will now consider whether Coric
suffered any prejudice as a result.
(c) Whether Corie suffered any prejudice
100.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that a defective indictment which has not been cured causes

prejudice to the accused. The defect may only be deemed harmless through a demonstration that the

Prosecution's List of Viva Voce Witnesses, pp. 38-39.
The Appeals Chamber notes that this conclusion relates to various witness summaries. See, e.g., Prosecution's List
of Viva Voce Witnesses, pp. 32-34,255,339-343; Prosecution's List of Rule 92 his Witnesses, pp. 98-99.
313 See, e.g., Prosecution's List of Viva Voce Witnesses, pp. 23-24, 49-53, 81-83, 271-272, 311-314, 331-339.
314 See supra, para. 84.
315 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 863, referring to Carie's Final Brief, para. 211.
316 Corie's Final Brief, paras 210-212.
317 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 53. See Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 27 ("an accused's
submissions at trial, for example the motion far judgement of acquittal, final trial brief or closing arguments, may in
some instances assist i~ assessing to what extent the accused was put on notice of the Prosecution's case and was able
to respond to the Prosecution's allegations").
3ll

312
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accused's ability to prepare his or her defence was not materially impaired.i'" Where an accused
has previously raised the issue of lack of notice before the Trial Chamber, the burden rests on the
Prosecution to prove on appeal that the ability of the accused to prepare his defence was not
materially impaired.i'" However, "[i]n the case of-objections based on lack of notice, the Defence
must challenge the admissibility of evidence of material facts not pleaded in the indictment by
interposing a specific objection at the time the evidence is introduced".320 The Appeals Chamber
also recalls that "where the Trial Chamber has treated a challenge to an indictment as being
adequately raised, the Appeals Chamber should not invoke the waiver doctrine".321 When, however,
the accused raises indictment defects for the first time on appeal, the burden of proof shifts from the
Prosecution to the Defence who is then required to demonstrate the existence of the said
. diIce.322
preju
10 1.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered that "in its Closing

Arguments, the Code Defence cdticised the Prosecution for having raised the issue of Valentin
Corio's responsibility as Minister of the Interior for the first time in its Final Brief and its Closing
Arguments".323 The Trial Chamber concluded that the Prosecution could do SO.324 As Coric raised
the issue in his closing arguments and the Trial Chamber addressed his claim without considering it
untimely, the Appeals Chamber considers that the burden of proof rests with the Prosecution to
demonstrate COliC's ability to prepare his defence was not materially impaired.
102.

The Prosecution argues that Code never objected to the evidence it led on his role as

Minister of the Interior and that Coric, in fact, presented a defence concerning his actions in this
position. 325 The Prosecution relies on Corio's submission on his power over the civilian police in
his capacity as Minister of the Interior in his final bdef. 326 As noted above, this reference speaks to
Code issuing a request to the civilian police which, he argued, showed his lack of criminal intent
and genuine belief that he was participating in legitimate practices to enforce the law and prevent
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 66; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 262; Renzaho
Appeal Judgement, para. 125. See Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 576; Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement,
~ara. 2738.
19 See, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1105, 2738; Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 30;
Ntabakuze Appeal Judgement, fn. 189; Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 200; Kupreskic et al. Appeal Judgement,
f:aras 122, 123.
20 Niyitegeka Appeal Judgement, para. 199. See Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 51; Ndindiliyimana et al. Appeal
Judgement, paras 196, 230.
321 Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement, para. 54, referring to Ntakirutimana Appeal Judgement, para. 23.
322 Dordevic Appeal Judgement, para. 573; Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 223-224. See Nyiratnasuhuko et al.
Appeal Judgement, para. 2738.
32
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 863, fn. 1595, referring to Corie Closing Arguments, T(F). 52639-52640
(22 Feb 2011). See Carie Closing Arguments, T. 52636 (22 Feb 2011).
324 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 863, fn. 1597, referring to Indictment, paras 12, 17.5(a)-(n).
325 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 281, 283-285.
326 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), paras 283-284, referring to Carie's Final Brief, paras 210-211. See supra,
para. 98.
318
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crimes. 327 In making this submission, Corie relied on the Prosecution's evidence - Exhibit P06837
- which the Trial Chamber also considered when discussing Prlic's powers. In this regard, the
Trial Chamber noted that Coric informed Mate Boban.Prlic, and others on 28 November 1993 that
he planned on implementing a Government decision that active police be replaced by HVO reserve
units on the front lines. 328
103.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that Corio's only submission in his final trial brief and closing

arguments at trial on his role as Minister of the Interior was .limited to showing his lack of criminal
intent as it concerns one issue. 329 Thus, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the Prosecution
has shown on appeal that this trial submission is sufficient to show that Corie mounted a defence to
allegations on his responsibility as Minister of the Interior.
104.

Moreover, in its conclusions on Corio's JCE I and JCE III responsibilities.F" the

Trial Chamber's only express reference to the exercise of his powers as Minister of the Interior or
events after 10 November 1993 concerned his power to control the freedom of movement of people
and goods, including the movement of humanitarian convoys, until April 1994 - particularly by
way of HVO checkpoints.r" In this regard, the Trial Chamber primarily considered the evidence of
Defence Witness Martin Raguz, head of the Office for Displaced Persons and Refugees ("ODPR"),
that he asked Corie on 31 January 1994 for assistance in providing an escort for a convoy
transporting a field hospital to a checkpoint.Y' Notably, the Corie Defence did not cross-examine
this witness despite this evidence.r" The fact that Corie did not call any witness or make any
CoriC's Final Brief, paras 210-212, referring to Ex. P06837, p. 1. See supra, para. 98.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 110, referring to Ex. P06837 (discussing Prlic's powers in military matters, but
r:roviding no indication that this evidence was considered in relation to CoriC's responsibilities).
29 See supra, paras 98, 102.
.
330 The Appeals Chamber also notes that CoriC's only conviction for superior responsibility stemmed from events in
Prozor in October 1992, and thus, is irrelevant to this discussion. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 1245-1251.
331 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 1003. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 886-887,1000-1002, 1004-1006, 1008-1020.
Notably, in analysing Corio's powers, contributions, and knowledge in relation to the JCE, the Trial Chamber referred
to his role and actions as Minister of the Interior after 10 November 1993 in the following circumstances by noting that
he: (1) that he received daily bulletins compiled by the Military Police Administration but there was no evidence that he
still retained some power over the Military Police units subordinated to the HVO (Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 872,
referring to Marijan Biskie, T(F). 15054-15056 (5 Mar 2007), Ex. P06722, pp. 6-7 (tendered through Marijan Biskie).
See Marijan Biskic, T. 15054-15056 (5 Mar 2007»; and (2) that he had the ability to participate in fighting crimes until
at least February 1994 as he participated in several meetings about the security situation in the HR H-B territory until
that time, and as he was instructed to work with the Minister of Defence to improve collaboration between the civilian
police and the Military Police. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 883, referring to Ex. P07850, Marijan Biskic, T(F). 15063,
15073-15074 (5 Mar 2007). See Marijan Biskie, T. 15060-15063, 15073-15074 (5 Mar 2007). The Appeals Chamber
notes that in finding that Coric had the ability to fight crime as Minister of the Interior, the Trial Chamber relied on
Prosecution Witness Marijan Biskic, who was cross-examined by the Corie Defence and Coric himself on the
co-operation between Military Police stations and the Ministry of the Interior. Marijan Biskic, T. 15061-15063,
15072-15074, 15256-15311, 15309-15310 (7 Mar 2007).
332 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 886, referring to Martin Raguz, T(F). 31339 (26 Aug 2008), Ex. lD02182.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 635, referring to Martin Raguz, T(F). 31353-31355 (26 Aug 2008), Exs. lD02025,
Art. 1, P05926, p. 2.
.
333 Martin Raguz, T. 31414 (26 Aug 2008). The Appeals Chamber also notes that Raguz was called as a witness by
Pdie.
327
328
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attempt at trial to refute any allegation concerning his power - as Minister of the Interior - to
control the freedom of movement of people and goods, including the movement of humanitarian
convoys, demonstrates his lack of preparation to address this issue. Thus, Corie did not mount a
defence on this 'power as Minister of the Interior as his ability to defend against the allegations on
this power was materially impaired due to a lack of notice. The exercise of this power was
eventually considered to be part of Corle's significant contribution to the ICE, and in fact, his only
explicit contribution to the ICE after 10 November 1993.334 Therefore, Corie suffered prejudice in
this regard.
105.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Prosecution has failed to

demonstrate that Corie's defence was not materially impaired in relation to his role in the ICE as
Minister of the Interior, thus, it has not met its burden on appeal. Considering the prejudice suffered
by Coric, the Appeals Chamber grants his ground of appeal 11 in part, reverses the Trial Chamber's
findings on his role in the ICE as Minister of the Interior as of 10 November 1993, and vacates his
convictions in relation to his ICE responsibility as Minister of the Interior. The impact,if any, on
Corle's sentence will be addressed in the relevant sections below. 335

I. Conclusion
106.

The Appeals Chamber has granted Coric's ground of appeal 11 in part, and dismissed all

other challenges relating to the fair trial rights of the Appellants and the Indictment covered in the
present chapter.

334 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 918-1004. Cf Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 934 (the evidence showed "that
from at least mid-June 1993, Valentin Corie was aware that members of the HVO were committing crimes during the
eviction operations in Mostar. By avoiding to take measures against those HVO members, Valentin Corie facilitated
and encouraged the commission of crimes which continued until February 1994"), 1000 (Corie "as Chief of the HVO
Military Police Administration [...] while having the duty to fight crime [... ] knowingly turned a blind eye to crimes
perpetrated by the HVO members against Muslims in West Mostar during eviction operations [... ] which continued to
be carried out with impunity until September 1993").
335 See infra, para. 3364.
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IV. ADMISSIBILITY AND WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE
A. Introduction

107.

Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, and Coric challenge various decisions by the Trial Chamber to admit

evidence (documentary and testimonial) or to deny admission of evidence. They further challenge
the Trial Chamber's evaluation of the evidence, purportedly resulting in erroneous findings.
B. The Mladic Diaries (PrliC's Ground 5, StojiC's Ground 16, Praliak's Ground 50)
1. Introduction

108.

On 6 October 2010, the Trial Chamber, by majority, partially granted the Prosecution's

request to reopen its case on the basis of the discovery of Ratko Mladic's diaries ("Mladic
Diaries"), admitting eight of the 18 tendered documents, including four excerpts from the diaries. 336
On 23, 24, and 25 November 2010, the Trial Chamber denied Prlic's, Praljak's, and Stojic's
requests for reopening their cases to admit evidence, and partially granted Petkovic's request. 337

109.

Prlic, Stojic, and Praljak challenge the Trial Chamber's: (1) admission into evidence of

extracts of the Mladic Diaries in a reopening of the Prosecution's case; (2) decisions to deny
Defence requests to reopen their cases and to present evidence in rebuttal; and/or (3) assessment of
the evidence from the Mladic Diaries. The Prosecution responds that their arguments should be
dismissed.
2. Arguments of the Parties
(a) PdiC's, Stoiic's, and Praliak's submissions
110.

Prlic and Praljak submit that the Trial Chamber erred in admitting and relying on evidence

from the Mladic Diaries, while denying them the opportunity to tender evidence in response.l"

Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 1, pp. 28-29 (Disposition). The Trial Chamber
admitted Exhibits Pl1376, Pl1377, Pl1380, P11386, Pl1388, Pl1389, Pl1391, and Pl1392, of which the following are
diary entries: Exhibits Pl1376, P11380, P11386, and P11389. Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening the
Prosecution's Case, fn. 1, p. 28 (Disposition).
337 Prlic et al. TJ;ia1 Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case; Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Petkovic's Case;
Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal; Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening
Stojic's Case. In reopening Petkovic' s case, the Trial Chamber admitted into evidence three excerpts of the Mladic
Diaries. Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Petkovic's Case, para. 1 & fn. 1, paras 22-23, p. 11 (Disposition).
338 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 160-161, 165, 168, 174-176; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51; Praljak's Appeal Brief,
paras 545-546,549,559,562,565; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 125; Appeal Hearing, AT. 170-171, 173 (20 Mar 2017);
AT. 472-473 (22 Mar 2017); AT. 796 (28 Mar 2017). See also StojiC's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 127,
para. 129. Prlic and Praljak submit in this regard that the Trial Chamber applied a double standard in the admission of
evidence. Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 174; Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 119-120. See also Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 164;
336
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Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber did not establish' exceptional circumstances justifying the
admission of the diaries and did not properly consider the prejudice to the Appellants in admitting
the evidence at a late stage of the trial proceedings.F" Praljak further argues that the Trial Chamber
did not properly establish the authenticity of the diaries as it: (1) declined a graphological analysis
of the diaries; (2) improperly relied on a decision of another trial chamber; and (3) did not
sufficiently establish the circumstances in which the diaries were written.l'"
Ill.

Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he was not diligent in requesting to

reopen his defence case, considering that: (1) he had filed a notice of intent to reopen his case
conditioned on the reopening of the Prosecution's case; (2) only once the Trial Chamber had
decided on whether to grant the Prosecution's request to reopen the case could he make an informed
decision about whether to reopen his own case; and (3) it is the Prosecution that bears the burden of
prooe41 Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber also erred in denying, without a reasoned opinion,
admission of evidence, including additional excerpts from the Mladic Diaries, that he presented in
rebuttal to the Prosecution's new evidence, even though: (1) the documents met the
Trial Chamber's criteria for rebuttal; (2) they were relevant as recognised in large part by at least
one of the Judges; and (3) the Prosecution had no objection to many of the tendered diary entries. 342
Specifically with regard to documents lD03193 and lD03194, Prlic argues that he became aware of
their significance after the admission of the Prosecution's entries from the Mladic Diaries, and that
the Trial Chamber admitted Prosecution documents on the same basis. 343
112.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred by denying him the opportunity to challenge

entries of the Mladic Diaries that dealt with his own acts and conduct. 344 Prlic and Praljak argue that
in denying Praljak's request to reopen his case, the Trial Chamber conceived of Praljak's Counsel's
submissions in his final brief and closing arguments as a substitute for Praljak's viva voce

Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51. Prlic and Praljak contend that by denying the reopening of their cases, the Trial Chamber
violated their rights to equality of arms, to confrontation, to present an effective defence, and/or to a fair triaL Prlic's
Appeal Brief, paras 160, 163, 174-175; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 548, 559-562, 565. See also Stojic's Appeal Brief,
~ara, 129.
'
39 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 547; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472-473 (22 Mar 2017). See Praljak's Appeal Brief,
p,aras 557, 565.
40 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 550-552; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472 (22 Mar 2017). Stojic alleges that the
Trial Chamber did not give proper consideration to the authenticity of the Mladic Diaries. Stojic's Appeal Brief,
heading before para. 127.
341 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 161-163; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51; Appeal Hearing, AT. 171 (20 Mar 2017). See also
Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 165. Prlic further submits that "there was a lack of clarity on a host of issues related to the
Mladic Diaries". Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 162.
342 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 160-161,163-164,166,174-175; PdiC's Reply Brief, para. 51; Appeal Hearing, AT. 171
(20 Mar 2017); AT. 796 (28 Mar 2017).
343 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 164. See also Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 166.
344 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 548, 563; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 119; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472-473 (22 Mar
2017). Praljak adds that the Mladic Diaries were not available when he previously testified. Praljak's Appeal Brief,
para. 563; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 119.
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testimony, thereby wrongly conflating evidence and submissions. 345 Prlic argues that by denying
Praljak's request to testify, the Trial Chamber denied Prlic his right to confront Praljak in
cross-examination to test the uncorroborated hearsay statements attributed to Praljak in the
Mladic Diaries. 346 Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber incorrectly found that the material he
tendered aimed to refute allegations that did not fall within the scope of the motions to reopen the
case, as it proceeded to use the Mladic Diaries to prove those same allegations in the
Trial Judgement.r'" Finally, Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber wrongly denied- his application to
reopen his case, thereby depriving him of an opportunity to challenge the Mladic Diaries. 348
113.

Praljak contends that the Trial Chamber did not apply to the Mladic Diaries the principles it

announced it would apply to documentary evidence, evidence not subjected to adversarial argument
in court, and hearsay evidence.t'" Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned
opinion on the probative value of the Mladic Diaries and their impact on its findings, despite basing
key findings regarding the existence of the JCE and the Appellants' role in it solely on these
diaries. 350 Prlic also argues that the Trial Chamber assessed two entries from the Mladic Diaries
(Exhibits Pl1376 and Pl1380) without the context of other evidence and the material that was
denied admission. 351 He submits that it thereby failed to consider "alternative explanations" for
these two entries and that it drew unsustainable conclusions regarding his membership and
participation in a JCE. 352
114.

Stojic submits that in finding that no later than October 1992 he knew that the

implementation of the CCP would involve the Muslim population moving outside the tertitory of
the Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna ("HZ H-B"), the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact and

Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 167; Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, para. 563; Appeal Hearing, AT. 171-172 (20 Mar 2017);
AT. 472 (22 Mar 2017). See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 161; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51. Prlic also submits that the
Trial Chamber denied without a reasoned opinion Praljak's request for certification to appeal the decision on the request
to reopen his case. Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 167. See also Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 161.
346 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 160-161; PdiC's Reply Brief, para. 51; Appeal Hearing, AT. 172 (20 Mar 2017).
See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 167.
347 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 564; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472-473 (22 Mar 2017).
348 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 127, para. 129; Appeal Hearing, AT. 284-285 (21 Mar 2017).
349 Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, paras 553-556; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472 (22 Mar 2017).
350 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 553, 557-558; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472-473 (22 Mar 2017). Praljak argues that the
Trial Chamber was obliged to provide a reasoned opinion on this because: (1) these documents were admitted at a very
late stage of the trial; (2) the Accused strongly opposed their admission; and (3) they contested, inter alia, their
authenticity. Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, para. 557. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 558.
351 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 160, 168, 172-174, 176; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51.
352 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 160, 168-174, 176; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 167. As
for Exhibit P11376, Prlic claims that the meeting discussed in the diary entry was about pressing issues, such as the
exchange of prisoners, the shelling of Slavonski Brod, the conflict around Jajce in BiH and implications for the
electricity supply, the need for international involvement, and not about Prlic discussing the partition of BiH to
re-establish the 1939 Banovina. Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 169. According to Prlic, Exhibit P11380 records his remark
at a follow-up meeting, made in light of the developments around Jajce, that he considered further discussions with the
Serbian side to be futile if there was no intention to respect agreements reached, implying that the meeting was not
about the division of BiH. PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 170-176.
345
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failed to give a reasoned opimon by failing to consider contradicting evidence and defence
arguments.P" He further submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and violated his right to a fair
trial by basing this finding solely on alleged extracts of the Mladic Diaries, which constituted
uncorroborated and untested hearsay.P" According to him, in any event, the content of the diary
extracts does not support the Trial Chamber's finding. 355 Prlic, Stojic, and Praljak request that the
Appeals Chamber reverse all of their convictions.356
(b) The Prosecution's response

115.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did not abuse its discretion in admitting

into evidence two extracts from the Mladic Diaries (Exhibits Pl1376 and PI 1380).357 It argues that
the Trial Chamber thoroughly assessed multiple indicators of their authenticity, of which a decision
on admission by another trial chamber was merely one, and properly determined that a
graphological analysis was not necessary.358·
116.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber provided the Appellants with the

opportunity to challenge the admitted extracts, and that the Appellants fail to demonstrate that the
Trial Chamber abused its discretion in denying their requests to reopen their cases. 359 Regarding
Prlic's argument that he could only make an informed decision to reopen his case after a decision
was taken to reopen the Prosecution's case, the Prosecution submits that his reasoning could only
apply to material that would directly rebut new Prosecution evidence.Y" It points out that for such
material the Trial Chamber had explicitly allowed Prlic to file a request to reopen. 361 The
Prosecution also contends that Prlic's argument that his notice of intent to reopen his case was a

Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 127, paras 127,132. See Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 130.
Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 127, paras 127-129, 131-132; Stojic's Reply Brief, paras 33-34; Appeal
Hearing, AT. 284-285 (21 Mar 2017). In connection with this argument, Stojic alleges that the Mladic Diaries were the
sole evidence to support the finding that he "was linked as an individual to the ICE". Appeal Hearing, AT. 284-285
(21 Mar 2017).
355 Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 130-131; Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 35.
356 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 177; StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 132; Stojic's Reply Brief, para. 35; Praljak's Appeal
Brief, para. 545; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472 (22 Mar 2017). See also Praljak' s Reply Brief, para. 125.
357 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 305, referring to, inter alia, Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening
the Prosecution's Case; Appeal Hearing, AT. 478 (22 Mar 2017). See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak),
~aras 307-308.
58 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 306. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 307. The
Prosecution also argues that by seeking to tender other entries from the Mladic Diaries, Prlic and Praljak accepted their
overall authenticity and reliability. Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 93; Prosecution's Response Brief
(Praljak), para. 306.
359 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 79, 81-83; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 94, 99-100;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 305, 309. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 310-312;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 478-479 (22 Mar 2017). In particular, the Prosecution argues that Prlic had the same opportunity
as the Prosecution to request a reopening of his case, but failed to avail himself of that opportunity, and that he therefore
fails to demonstrate any violation of his rights to an effective defence or equality of arms. Prosecution's Response Brief
(Pdic), paras 79,81-82.
360 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 83.
361 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 83. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 81.
353
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proper substitute for filing an actual motion fails to show how the Trial Chamber erred by not
362
taking this into account in evaluating diligence.
117.

The Prosecution contends that the Trial Chamber properly found that Praljak: failed to

substantiate his request to testify in the reopening of his case and noted that he could respond to the
Prosecution evidence in his closing brief and submissions.Y" It submits that in so doing the
Trial Chamber did not conflate Praljak's evidence and his Counsel's submissions.i'" The
Prosecution argues that Prlic fails to explain how the Trial Chamber violated his rights by not
allowing him to cross-examine Praljak on testimony he never gave. 365 In any event, the Prosecution
argues that Prlic has waived the right to raise this issue on appeal, as he took no position at trial on
the reopening ofPraljak's ~ase.366
118.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber drew straightforward, common-sense

inferences from the plain words of the excerpts from the Mladic Diaries (Exhibits P11376 and
P11380)?67 The Prosecution argues that there is no requirement that all hearsay evidence be
corroborated, and that the extracts from the Mladic Diaries were in any event corroborated by other
evidence.Y" According to the Prosecution, Prlic's "alternative explanations" for Exhibits P11376
and Pl1380 369 are not based on the evidence he tendered in reopening and are anyhow
unsustainable.V" The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber based the finding challenged by
Stojic also on other evidence and that Stojic's conviction therefore does not rest solely, or in a
decisive manner, on the diaries.i" The Prosecution also contends that the Mladic Diaries support
the challenged finding. 372 Finally, the Prosecution submits that Prlic and Praljak: fail to demonstrate
that the admission into evidence of extracts from the Mladic Diaries had any impact on the
Trial Judgement, considering the wealth of other evidence on which the Trial Chamber based its
conclusions. 373

Prosecution's Response Brief (Pdic), para. 83.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 312; Appeal Hearing, AT. 479 (22 Mar 2017).
364 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 312.
365 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 90. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 93.
366 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 90. Further, the Prosecution argues that Prlics silence at trial signals his
implicit recognition that the decision on the reopening of Praljak's case does not affect his rights. Prosecution's
Response Brief (Pdic), para. 90.
367 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 78; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 94-96, 98;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 353-354 (21 Mar 2017). See Prosecution's Response Brief (Pdic), paras 89, 93.
36 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 93; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 308; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 479 (22 Mar 2017). See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 307.
369 See supra, fn. 352.
370 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 87-88.
371 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 95; Appeal Hearing, AT. 354 (21 Mar 2017). The Prosecution submits
that prior knowledge of the ICE is not a prerequisite for ICE liability. Appeal Hearing, AT. 354 (21 Mar 2017).
372 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 96-97.
373 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 79, 81, 84, 89; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 313. The
Prosecution also argues that Prlic fails to explain the relevance of the evidence he tendered to the Trial Chamber's
362
363
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3. Analysis

119.

The Appeals Chamber recalls the law applicable to a trial chamber's decision on whether to

reopen a party's case:
[W]hen considering an application for reopening a case to allow for the admission of fresh
evidence, a Trial Chamber should first determine whether the evidence could, with reasonable
diligence, have been identified and presented in the case-in-chief of the party making the
application. If not, the Trial Chamber has the discretion to admit it, and should consider whether
its probative value is substantially outweighed by the need to ensure a fair trial. When making this
determination, the Trial Chamber should consider the stage in the trial at which the evidence is
sought to be adduced and the potential delay that would be caused to the trial. 374

The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber's decision to allow the reopening of a party's
case is a discretionary decision to which the Appeals Chamber must accord deference. The
Appeals Chamber's examination is therefore limited to establishing whether the trial chamber has
abused its discretion by committing a "discernible error", The Appeals Chamber will only overturn
a trial chamber's exercise of its discretion where it is found to be: (1) based on an incorrect
interpretation of governing law; (2) based on a patently incorrect conclusion of fact; or (3) so unfair
or unreasonable as to constitute an abuse of the trial chamber's discretion. The Appeals Chamber
will also consider whether the Trial Chamber has given weight to extraneous or irrelevant
considerations or has failed to give weight or sufficient weight to relevant considerations in
reaching its decision. 375
(a) Admission into evidence of extracts from the Mladic Diaries

III

the reopemng of the

Prosecution's case
120.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Praljak, in arguing that the Trial Chamber did not

establish "exceptional circumstances" justifying the admission of the diaries and did not properly
consider the prejudice to the Appellants in admitting the evidence at a late stage of the trial
proceedings, misrepresents the applicable law, as recalled above, which does not require
"exceptional circumstances't.I" The Trial Chamber correctly articulated the law,377 and applied it,
finding that the criteria for reopening the Prosecution's case were met with regard to some of the

findings relating to Exhibits P11376 and P11380 or how the evidence would have affected those findings. Prosecution's
Response Brief (Prlic), para. 85. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 86. Similarly, the Prosecution contends
that Prlic fails to show how the Trial Chamber's denial of Praljak's request to testify on the admitted extracts of the
Mladic Diaries had any impact on the Trial Judgement. Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 79,91-92.
374 Gotovina et al. Appeal Decision on Reopening, para. 23. See Gotovina et al. Appeal Decision on Reopening,
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Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 547 and references cited therein. See supra, para. 119.
Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening of the Prosecution's Case, paras 32-33. See also Prlic et al. Trial Decision
on Reopening of the Prosecution's Case, paras 31, 34.
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tendered exhibits. 378 Praljak fails to engage with the Trial Chamber's application of the law, much
less demonstrate any error in it. His argument is therefore dismissed.
121.. Turning to Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber did not properly establish the
authenticity of the Mladic Diaries, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber in its
admission decision considered the issue at length, finding sufficient indicia of authenticity in:
(1) the fact that another trial chamber had admitted them into evidence; (2) a witness statement
recognising Mladic's handwriting in the diaries; (3) a witness statement pertaining to the chain of
custody of the Mladic Diaries; and (4) documents corroborating certain facts reported in the
diaries. 379 Considering these indicia on which the Trial Chamber relied, of which the admission into
evidence of the diaries by another trial chamber was only one, the Appeals Chamber finds that
Praljak has failed to show an error in this regard. In light of the various indicia relied upon for
admission, and the fact that proving authenticity is not a separate threshold requirement for the
admissibility of documentary evidence,380 the Appeals Chamber further considers that Praljak has
failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred in the exercise of its discretion by admitting the diaries
into evidence without ordering a graphological analysis of them or without further information
about the circumstances in which the diaries were written. Praljak's argument is therefore
dismissed. 381
(b) Denial of Defence requests to reopen their cases and present evidence in rebuttal
122.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber turns to Prlic's argument that the Trial Chamber erred

in finding that he was not diligent in requesting to reopen his defence case. It recalls in this regard
the pertinent procedural background as was considered by the Trial Chamber: (1) Prlic received an
e1ectro~ic version of the Mladic Diaries in Cyrillic script on 11 June 2010 and was informed of the

contents of the specific entries tendered for admission on 9 July 2010;382 (2) the Prosecution
disclosed the translated versions of the Mladic Diaries to Prlic in the Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
language ("BCS") and English within. approximately one month between 11 June and

378 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening of the Prosecution's Case, paras 40, 55-59, 61-63. Notably, the
Trial Chamber found that the Prosecution did not have the Mladic Diaries when it closed its case and would have been
unable to obtain them by then even if it had deployed "all diligence". Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening of the
Prosecution's Case, para. 40. Further, weighing the probative value of the Mladic Diaries against the need to ensure a
fair trial, the Trial Chamber decided to only admit "evidence going directly to the alleged participation of certain
accused in the JCE". Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening of the Prosecution's Case, para. 59. See Prlic et at.
Trial Decision on Reopening of the Prosecution's Case, paras 57-58.
379 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening of the Prosecution's Case, paras 46-51.
380 See Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 402.
.
381 Stojic's allegation that the Trial Chamber did not give proper consideration to the authenticity of the Mladic Diaries
is an undeveloped assertion not supported by any references to the trial record. It is therefore dismissed.
382 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 40 & fn. 110, paras 56, 64.
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16 July 2010;383 (3) Prlic filed a notice on 14 July 2010, announcing his intent of submitting a
future request to reopen his case should the Prosecution's request to reopen its case be granted;384
and (4) at the time of the Trial Chamber's decision on the Prosecution's motion to reopen its case
on 6 October 2010, Prlic had failed to submit a general request for reopening based on the
discovery of the diaries. 385
123.

The Appeals Chamber observes that in its decision on the Prosecution's motion to reopen

its case, the Trial Chamber made specific reference to the fact that Prlic had not filed a motion for
reopening his case, almost four months after learning about the contents of the Mladic Diaries. 386
The Trial Chamber further held that in assessing diligence concerning Prlic's general request for
reopening, it could not take into account his notice of intent of 14 July 2010, since such a notice
"cannot be likened to a formal request for re-opening".387 The Trial Chamber thus found that any
general request for reopening his case based on the diaries (i.e. other than to refute the diary entries
tendered by the Prosecution and admitted by the Trial Chamber in the Prosecution's reopened case)
would fail due to lack of diligence.Y" Prlic impugnes this finding. 389
124.

The Appeals Chamber first notes that the Trial Chamber's decision not to take into account

Prlic's notice of intent when assessing diligence concerning his request to reopen his case was
based on its established practice prior to that date concerning notices.i'" This practice would have
'alerted Prlic to the fact that the Trial Chamber would not entertain his notice of intent to request a
reopening of his case, and would have only considered such a request by way of a motion. Prlic
does not show how the Trial Chamber's decision not to consider his notice of intent when assessing

Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, paras 40, 64.
Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, fn. 143. See infra, para. 123.
385
Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case; para. 64.
'
386
Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 64.
387 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, fn. 145. See Prlic et at. Trial Decision on
Reopening the Prosecution's Case, fn. 143.
388 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 64. See also Prlic et at. Trial Decision on
Reopening the Prosecution's Case, p. 29 (Disposition).
389 See supra, para. 111.
390 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, fn. 145, referring to Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic,
Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Carie, and Berislav Pusic, Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision
on the Prosecution Motion for Reconsideration or Certification to Appeal Concerning Ordonnance Relative 11 la
Demande de l' Accusation de Suspendre le Delai de Depot de sa Demande de Replique, 6 July 2010, p. 10 & fn. 44
(where the Trial Chamber relied on its "established practice [... ] in this proceeding with respect to notices" to find that
a "Notice of 27 April 2010 [simply informing the Chamber of the Prosecution's desire to file a request to reply
generally after the close of the Defence cases] could not and cannot now in any way be likened to a request, [... ]
remind[ing] the parties that it can only be seized of a matter when a party properly and timely files a request"),
T(F).41355 (15 June 2009) (where the Trial Chamber held that: "For clarity's sake, the Chamber will recall that
pursuant to the rules, it is seized of a matter only when the party concerned files it as a proper motion, which then
enables the other parties to respond. Therefore, the Chamber does not consider that it is seized of the questions
presented in the forms of notices or correspondence exchanged between the parties. Therefore, it invites the parties to
abstain from sending such notices to the Chamber").
383
384

Prlic et at. Trial
Prlic et at. Trial
Prlic et al. Trial
Prlic et at. Trial
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diligence concerning a general request for reopening constituted an abuse of discretion so as to
amount to a discernible error.
125.

The Appeals Chamber next recalls that the Mladic Diaries were first disclosed to Prlic in

Cyrillic script on 11 June 2010 with the translations provided throughout the period of
approximately one month thereafter.P" From this period onwards, Prlic had the opportunity to
identify any material that he considered relevant to his case, and could have sought a reopening of
his case at that stage. Prlic's argument that he could only make an informed decision as to whether
to seek a reopening of his case if the Prosecution's request to reopen its case were granted, is not
convincing. A party's request to open its case cannot be conditional upon the Trial Chamber
granting the other party's respective request to do the same.
126.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber observes that with respect to any material necessitating a

reopening of Prlic's case for the purpose of rebutting evidence admitted in the Prosecution's
reopened case, the Trial Chamber expressly allowed Prlic this opportunity'l" and he availed himself
of it,393 Accordingly, Prlic has failed to,show any discernible error in the impugned finding. 394
127.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber expressly allowed Prlic the

opportunity to request the reopening of his case to refute entries of the Mladic Diaries admitted into
evidence in the reopening of the Prosecution's case. 395 It considers that the Trial Chamber, in doing
so, inherently took into consideration that the Prosecution bears the burden of proof at trial, and
allowed Prlic to make an informed decision about whether to reopen his own case for that purpose.
The Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber
committed a discernible error.396 Prlic's argument is therefore dismissed.
128.

Turning to Prlic's argument that the Trial Chamber erred in denying admission of evidence

that he tendered in rebuttal to the Prosecution's new evidence, the Appeals Chamber observes that

See supra, fns 382-383.
Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, pp. 28-29 (Disposition).
393 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Coric, and Berislav Pusic,
Case No. IT-04-74-T, Jadranko Prlic's Motion to Rebut the Evidence Admitted by the Trial Chamber in the Decision on
the Prosecution's Motion to Reopen its Case, 20 October 2010 (public with confidential annex); Prosecutor v. Jadranko
Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Valentin Coric, and Berislav Pusic, Case No. IT-04-74-T,
Jadranko Prlic's Revised Motion to Rebut the Evidence Admitted by the Trial Chamber in the Decision on the
Prosecution's Motion to Reopen its Case, 1 November 2010 (public with confidential annex); Prlic et al. Trial Decision
on Prlic's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal. See also Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic's Motion to Admit
Evidence in Rebuttal, paras 19-20 (clarifying that these motions should be treated as motions for the reopening of the
case noting that both referred to the applicable law for the reopening of a case, notably to the interpretation of the nature
of "fresh" evidence).
394 See supra, paras 119, 123.
395 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 64, p. 29 (Disposition).
396 See supra, para. 119. The Appeals Chamber dismisses as vague and obscure Prlic's submission that "there was a
lack of clarity on a host of issues related to the Mladic Diaries".
391
392
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Prlic merely asserts that the Trial Chamber erred and refers to his arguments at trial. 397 This
amounts to a mere repetition of arguments that were unsuccessful at trial without any demonstration
that their rejection by the Trial Chamber constituted an error warranting the intervention of the
Appeals Chamber. 398 In support of his contention that the Trial Chamber did not provide a reasoned
opinion, Prlic refers to the Trial Chamber's finding that "none of the exhibits deal with the
statement or actions of the Accused Prlic himself'. 399 Prlic thereby ignores other relevant findings
of the Trial Chamber and fails to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber did not provide a reasoned
opinion.l'" Notably, the Trial Chamber found, in light of its previous decisions on the matter, that it
could not "admit fresh evidence unless it goes to refute the alleged participation of the Accused in
achieving the objectives of the JCE and, in particular, in the case of the Accused Prlic".401 With
regard to documents ID03193 and ID03194, Prlic asserts an error without even referring to the
reasons provided by the Trial Chamber for denying their admission into evidence. 402 These
undeveloped and unsupported arguments are therefore dismissed.
129.

With regard to the Trial Chamber's denial of Praljak's request to reopen his case in order to

testify, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic and Praljak misrepresent the Trial Chamber's
reasoning. First, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber offered Praljak an
opportunity to challenge the entries of the Mladic Diaries admitted into evidence during the
reopening of the Prosecution's case as he was given the opportunity to file a request to reopen his
case for that purpose. 403 Second, the Trial Chamber reasoned, in relevant parts, that Praljak merely
invoked the right of an accused to respond without providing facts justifying why he needed to
testify viva voce before the Trial Chamber within the context of the reopening of his case.404 The
Trial Chamber then recalled that the Praljak Defence "could once again exercise its right to respond
in its closing brief and closing arguments'Y''" The Appeals Chamber can discern no indication that
the Trial Chamber either denied Praljak the opportunity to challenge the Mladic Diaries or conflated
Praljak's evidence with his Counsel's submissions. With regard to Prlic's right of confrontation, the
Appeals Chamber notes that Prlic does not refute the Prosecution's submission that he took no
397 See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 163-166 and references cited therein. See, in particular, Prlic's Appeal Brief, fns 384,
387-388,392-393 and references cited therein.
398 See Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal, paras 6-9, 15-26. In addition, the
Appeals Chamber observes that the fact that a dissenting judge finds tendered documents to be relevant and that the
Prosecution does not object to their admission into evidence do not suffice to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber erred
by denying admission into evidence.
399 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 161, 174; Prlic Reply Brief, para. 51, referring to Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic's
Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal, para. 24.
400 See Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic' s Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal, paras 22-24.
401 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal, para. 22.
402 See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 164. Cf Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Prlic's Motion to Admit Evidence in Rebuttal,
Earas 25-26.
03 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 64, p. 29 (Disposition).
404 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 28.
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position at trial on the reopening of Praljak's case. 406 The Appeals Chamber therefore concludes
that Prlic has waived his right to claim any prejudice resulting from the Trial Chamber's decision
not to allow Praljak's testimony.l'" All these arguments are therefore dismissed.
130.

The Appeals Chamber turns to Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber incorrectly found

that the material he tendered aimed to refute allegations that did not fall within the scope of the
motions to reopen the case, as it proceeded to use the Mladic Diaries to prove those same
allegations in the Trial Judgement. The Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak misrepresents the
Trial Chamber's finding. Contrary to his contentions, the Trial Chamber identified for only one
document (3D03845) that the allegation to be refuted would be the intention of the Bosnian Croats,
pursuant to their meetings with Serb authorities, to commit crimes in order to achieve their goal of a
Herceg-Bosna dominated by Croats, which is an issue that the Trial Chamber concluded fell outside
the scope of the Prosecution's reopened case. 408
131.

The Appeals Chamber notes the proximity between the allegations to be rebutted by the

document tendered by Praljak (namely, the intention of the Bosnian Croats, pursuant to their
meetings with Serb authorities, to commit crimes in order to achieve their goal of a Herceg-Bosna
dominated by Croats)409 and those for which reopening was allowed (namely, the possible
involvement of the Appellants in achieving the objectives of the JCE, i.e. a change in the ethnic
make-up in the territories concerned through the commission of crimes under the Statute, to achieve
the political goal of establishing a Croatian entity).410 The Appeals Chamber therefore finds that no
reasonable trier of fact could have found that the former allegation did not fall into the scope of the
latter and of the motions to reopen the case. In this regard, the Appeals Chamber notes additionally,
as correctly pointed out by Praljak, that the Trial Chamber in its judgement in fact proceeded to rely
on entries of the Mladic Diaries admitted in the reopened Prosecution case to prove precisely the
existence of this JCE. 411

Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 28 (emphasis added).
Cf Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 90; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 51.
407 Cf Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 176. By implication, the Appeals Chamber also dismisses Prlic's
submission that the Trial Chamber denied without a reasoned opinion Praljak's request for certification to appeal the
decision on the request to reopen his case.
408 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 22 & fn. 43, referring to Annex A to Supplement of
Praljak's Motion, pp. 7-8 (concerning document 3D03845). The Trial Chamber identified as other allegations to be
refuted by the other documents: (1) the existence of co-operation between the Army of the Serbs of Bosnia and
Herzegovina ("VRS") and the ABiH (for 3D03844); and (2) the siege of Mostar (for 3D03846). Prlic et al.
Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 22 & fns 42 (referring to Annex A to Supplement of Praljak's
Motion, pp. 6-7), 44 (referring to Annex A to Supplement of Praljak' s Motion, p. 12).
409 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 22.
410 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, paras 21-22, referring to, inter alia, Prlic et at.
Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, paras 59, 61; Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 43, 65.
411 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 43 (referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 14, 18), 65; Praljak's
Appeal Brief, para. 564.
405
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132.

However, the Appeals Chamber considers that the Trial Chamber found that the document

concerned did not qualify as "fresh" evidence and was inadmissible not only on the ground that the
allegation to be rebutted did not fall within the scope of the motion to reopen the case, which was
the only ground that Praljak addressed. 412 The Trial Chamber also deemed that the document in
question did not qualify as "fresh" evidence and consequently was inadmissible because Praljak
failed to substantiate how it would constitute "fresh" evidence and to identify which of the exhibits
admitted as the Prosecution's new evidence would be refuted by it.41~ The Appeals Chamber
concurs with this assessment and notes that Praljak's submissions in relation to document 3D03845
lack clarity to an extent that they do not assist in assessing whether the document was in fact
"fresh".414 In addition, the passages of the document as referred to by Praljak in his submissions
have no apparent value and relevance to the allegations. to be rebuned.l'" Praljak has therefore
failed to show that the Trial Chamber erred by denying admission into evidence of this document
and that the error identified above 'occasioned a' miscarriage of justice.l'" His argument is therefore
dismissed.
133.

Regarding Stojic's submission that the Trial Chamber deprived him of an opportunity to

challenge the Mladic Diaries by denying his application to reopen his case, the Appeals Chamber
observes that the Trial Chamber gave him an opportunity to challenge the Mladic Diaries,417 but
found he did not meet the criteria for reopening his case since the tendered documents failed to
qualify as "fresh" evidence for a number of reasons.l'" Stojic ignores the Trial Chamber's reasoning
in this regard and has therefore failed to show any error. His submission is dismissed.
(c) The Tdal Chamber's assessment of .the Mladic Diades in the Trial Judgement
134.

The Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak fails to provide support for his contention that the

Trial Chamber weighed the Mladic Dimes contrary to the principles it affirmed with regard to the
assessment of evidence.l'" Moreover, the Appeals Chamber observes that the challenged findings
that are based on the diades 420 are a few out of a large number of findings stretching over seven

Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 22, referring to, inter alia, document 3D03845.
Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Praljak's Case, para. 22. See also Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening
Praljak's Case, para. 21.
414 Annex A to Supplement of Praljak's Motion, pp. 7-8.
415 Annex A to Supplement ofPraljak's Motion, pp. 7-8.
416 See supra, para. 131.
417 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening the Prosecution's Case, para. 64, p. 29 (Disposition).
418 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Reopening Stojic's Case, paras 21-30 (pointing out that the proposed exhibits either:
(1) were not tendered with the aim to refute the exhibits admitted in the Prosecution's reopened case (para. 26); (2) did
not concern the statements or behaviour of Stojic and thus did not refute these exhibits (paras 27-28); (3) failed to do so
because they were irrelevant (paras 28-29); or (4) did not satisfy the diligence test as Stojic failed to show that he was
unable to identify and present them during his case-in-chief (para. 29».
419 Cf Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 553-556 and references cited therein.
420 Praljak' s Appeal Brief, paras 553, 555, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 18 & fns 52-54.
412
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pages of the Trial Judgement, based on various sources of evidence, which support the concluding
finding on the Ultimate Purpose of Croatian political Ieaders.t" Having examined all these findings,
the Appeals Chamber sees no indication that the challenged findings were in any way decisive to
the concluding finding. Praljak thus fails to show that the concluding finding arid the conviction
should not stand on the basis of the remaining evidence. 422 In sum, he has failed to demonstrate that
the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of documentary evidence, evidence not subjected to
adversarial argument in court, and hearsay evidence, and his contention is therefore dismissed.
135.

With regard to Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned

opinion on the probative value of the Mladic Diaries and their impact on its findings, the
Appeals Chamber recalls:
As a general rule, a Trial Chamber "is required only to make findings on those facts which are
essential to the determination of guilt on a particular count"; it "is not required to articulate every
step of its reasoning for each particular finding it makes" nor is it "required to set out in detail why
it accepted or rejected a particular testimony." However, the requirements to be met by the
Trial Chamber may be higher in certain cases. 423

The Appeals Chamber recalls the aforementioned fact that the challenged findings based on the
Mladic Diaries make up only a fraction of a large number of findings underlying the concluding
finding of the Ultimate Purpose.Y" and that the challenged findings were in no way decisive to the
concluding finding. It therefore disagrees with Praljak's characterisation of the findings based
"solely on [...] these diaries" as "key findings regarding the existence of the JCE and the Accused's
role in it" that would constitute special circumstances requiring a heightened standard to provide a
reasoned opinion. 425 In these circumstances, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that the
Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion and consequently dismisses Praljak's argument.
136.

With regard to Prlic's argument that the Trial Chamber assessed Exhibits P11376 and

Pl1380 without the context offered by other evidence and the material denied admission into
evidence, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it dismissed all challenges to the Trial Chamber's
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 24, relying on findings and evidence in Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 8-23. For an
overview of these many findings, see infra, para. 592.
422 See infra, para. 782.
423 Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 139 (internal references omitted). See Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement,
paras 378, 1063; Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 972, 1906; Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 325, 378,
392, 461, 490; Kvocka et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 398. See also Kvocka et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 23.
However, factual and legal findings on which the trial chamber relied to convict or acquit an accused should be set out
in a clear and articulate manner. Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 137; Stanisic and Simatovic Appeal
Judgement, para. 78; Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 1906; Hadiihasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement,
rara. 13.
24 Cf Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 553 & fn. 1260 (referring to the findings based on the diaries in Trial Judgement,
Vol. 4, para. 18 & fns 52-54). See supra, para. 134.
425 See infra, paras 828-973. The Appeals Chamber considers the late and contested admission into evidence of the
Mladic Diaries to be irrelevant to the Trial Chamber's obligation to provide a reasoned opinion in the Trial Judgement.
Regarding the authenticity of the Mladic Diaries, see supra, para. 121.
421
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decisions to deny admission of evidence.Y" With regard to Prlic's challenges that are based on
evidence on the record,427 the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic fails to show, with this evidence,
that no reasonable trier of fact could have found that the partition of BiH was discussed in meetings
held on 5 and 26 October 1992, in which Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, and Mladic participated.l"
To the extent Prlic contests that they met "for the specific purpose of discussing the partition of
BiH",429 the Appeals Chamber observes that the French original version of the TrialJudgement
does not convey that this was necessarily the specific purpose of the meeting.F" Prlic's argument is
therefore dismissed.
137.

Turning to Stojic's arguments, the Appeals Chamber notes that he fails to identify the

allegedly contradictory evidence and defence arguments he contends the Trial Chamber did not
consider, and therefore dismisses this argument as an undeveloped assertion. Concerning his
allegation that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that he knew at least as of October 1992 "that the
implementation of the common purpose would involve the Muslim population moving outside the
territory of HZHB" solely based on the extracts of the Mladic Diaries,431 the Appeals Chamber
recalls that a conviction may not rest solely, or in a decisive manner, on the evidence of a witness
whom the accused has had no opportunity to examine or to have examined either during the
investigation or at trial, and that it is considered "to run counter to the principles of fairness [... ] to
allow a conviction based on evidence of this kind without sufficient corroboration't.F" The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber based its finding on various other findings regarding
the development of the HZ H-B and the functions, aspirations, and dealings of the main political
and military actors, including Stojic, which in turn were based on extensive evidence.Y" and not

See supra, paras 122-133.
See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 169-170 and references cited therein. See also Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 171.
428 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 18 and references cited therein. The Appeals Chamber notes in particular that one of
the exhibits on which the Trial Chamber relied reports about this meeting, inter alia: "PRALJAK: [... ] We're on a good
path to compel Alija to divide Bosnia- - We will compel Alija, partly by logistics partly by force, to sit down at the
table with BOBAN and KARADZIC. [... ] *President TUBMAN agreed to a meeting with KARADZIC, COSIC and
BOBAN. [...] PRALJAK: - We must stop with the shooting, the Croatian state borders are obvious, but in BH, they are
yet to be established." Exhibit PI1380, pp. 1-2. The Appeals Chamber notes that Prlic in his submissions opts to merely
'focus on other topics discussed at the same meeting thereby simply denying the issue of partition. The
Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic has failed to explain why these other topics and evidence he cites in support should
detract from Praljak' s remarks about dividing BiB. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 169-170.
429 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 18.
430 "Les 5 et 26 octobre 1992, Jadranko Prlic, Bruno Stojic, Slobodan Praljak et Milivoj Petkovic rassembles au sein
d'une 'delegation de Croatie et de la HZ H-B' ont rencontre Ratko Mladic, general de la VRS, pour notamment discuter
de la division de la BiH." Trial Judgement (French Original), Vol. 4, para. 18 (internal references omitted).
431 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 127, paras 127, 132, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 43 &
fn. 121. The Appeals Chamber notes that Stojic misrepresents the Trial Chamber's finding insofar as he states that it
found that the implementation of the common purpose would involve removing Muslims from the area, when in fact the
Trial Chamber's finding referred to the implementation of the Ultimate Purpose. Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 43, in
rarticular fns 119, 121.
32 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 96.
433 Trial Judgement, Vol: 4, para. 43 & fn. 121, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 426-490, Vol. 4,
paras 6-24,289-450. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, fn. 120.
426
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solely on extracts of the Mladic Diaries. In any event, Stojic fails to explain why the conviction
should not stand on the basis of the remaining evidence, considering that the challenged finding
predates the start of the JCE in mid-January 1993. 434 This warrants dismissal of the argument,435
Finally, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that no reasonable trier of fact could have relied on
the extracts of the Mladic Diaries in support of the finding. The Appeals Chamber therefore
dismisses Stojic's arguments.

4. Conclusion
138.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that the Appellants have failed to

demonstrate any error in the Trial Chamber's: (1) admission into evidence of extracts of the
Mladic Diaries in the reopening of the Prosecution's case; (2) decisions to deny Defence requests to
reopen their cases and to present evidence in rebuttal; and (3) assessment of the Mladic Diaries. 436
Consequently, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's ground of appeal 5, Stojic'sground of
appeal 16, and Praljak's ground of appeal 50.

C. Admission of Evidence
1. Denial of admission of StojiC's evidence (StojiC's Ground 5)

On 21 July 2009, the Trial Chamber rejected the admission of a number of documents
submitted by Stojic related to the co-operation between the HVO and the ABiH. 437 Having

.139.

concluded that the proposed exhibits are too vague as regards the allegations in the Indictment or do
not allow a relationship to be established between them and the Indictment, it refused their
admission as not presenting sufficient indicia of relevance.f'" The Trial Chamber also rejected the
admission of a number of documents related to crimes committed against Croatian civilians in
Bosnia or to the conflict between the HVO and the ABiH. It found that these documents did not

Cf Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 41,44,65-66,1218.
Consequently, Stojic's submission that the Mladic Diaries were the sole evidence to support the finding that he "was
linked as an individual to the JCE" and constituted uncorroborated hearsay evidence which the Defence had no
opportunity to confront, misrepresents the factual findings and the evidence and ignores other relevant factual findings,
and is therefore dismissed. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 289-450; infra, para. 1401 et seq.
436 Thus, the Appeals Chamber also dismisses the submissions that the Trial Chamber applied a double standard in the
admission of evidence and, by denying the reopening of Defence cases, violated the Appellants' rights to equality of
arms, to confrontation, to present an effective defence, and to a fair trial.
437 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on Stojic Defence Motion for the Admission of
Documentary Evidence (Cooperation between the Authorities and the Armed Forces of Herceg-Bosna and the
Authorities and the AImed Forces of the ABiB), 28 July 2009 (French original 21 July 2009) ("Prlic et al.
Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation"), para. 27, p. 14.
438 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation, para. 27. The Trial Chamber stated that the
same was true for the proposed exhibits relating to medical aid provided to Bosnian Muslims by the Croatian
Government, the BV, or the HVO, as well as to the existence of good relations between the HVO and the ABiH.
See Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation, para. 27.
434
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contribute to disproving allegations made against the accused in the Indictment.f" due to a lack of
explanation of the geographical and temporal link with the crimes charged in the Indictment and/or
440
with the Appellants' alleged responsibility for these crimes. As such, it held that these documents
similarly did not present sufficient indicia of relevance.I"
140.

On 15 February 2010, the Trial Chamber denied Stojic's request to admit certain evidence

including documents 2D01541 to 2D01561 in the context ofPraljak's testimony in this case. 442 The
Trial Chamber stated that.Stojic had failed to establish through the testimony of Praljak that there is
a sufficiently relevant link between proposed Exhibits 2D01541 to 2D01561 and the Indictment,
referring back to the topics covered in the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on
Co-operation, concerning non-admission of documents.t"
141.

Stojic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law, abused its discretion, and denied him a

fair trial by not admitting relevant evidence and by limiting certain lines of cross-examination,
which resulted in the erroneous finding that there was a JCE to drive Muslims out of the territory of
the HZ H_B.444 Specifically, he alleges that the Trial Chamber erred by not admitting into evidence:
(1) lists of HVO combatants grouped according to ethnicity, which show that Muslims also served
in the ranks of the HVO;445 (2) material on the co-operation between the HVO and the ABiH, which
would be inconceivable if the JCE had existed; and (3) material on the existence of ABiH offensive
operations (including Exhibit 2D00403), showing that crimes allegedly committed by the HVO
were merely a reaction to ABiH offensive operations.T'? Stojic asserts that the Trial Chamber's
error of law invalidates the Trial Judgement, and requests that the Appeals Chamber overturn the
Trial Chamber's finding that a JCE existed, and to acquit him on all Counts. 447

Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation, paras 28, 33.
Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation, paras 30-31. See also Prlic et al.
Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation, paras 32-33.
441 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence on Co-operation, paras 32-33.
442 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Order to Admit Evidence Relating to the Testimony of
Slobodan Praljak, 24 February 2010 (French original 15 February 2010) ("Prlic et al. Order to Admit Evidence in
relation to Praljak's Testimony"), pp. 9, 29-32. On 29 March 2010, the Trial Chamber denied Stojic's request for
reconsideration or certification to appeal the Order of 15 February 2010. See Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case
No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on the Request of the Stojic's Defence for Reconsideration, or, in the Alternative, for
Certification to Appeal the Order Admitting Evidence Relating to the Testimony of Slobodan Praljak, 6 May 2010
(French original 29 March 2010).
443 Prlic et al. Order to Admit Evidence in relation to Praljak's Testimony, pp. 6, 29-32.
444 Stojic's Appeal Brief, headings before paras 59, 64, paras 60, 62-64, 66, 68-69; Appeal Hearing, AT. 267-268
(21 Mar 2017). .
445 Stojic's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 61, paras 61-63.
446 StojiC's Appeal Brief, heading before para. 64, paras 64-69; Appeal Hearing, AT. 267, 272 (21 Mar 2017). Stojic
singles out document 2D00959 as an example of the non-admitted documents addressed in his appeal brief on the topic
of military materiel being provided by the HVO to the ABiH. Appeal Hearing, AT. 272 (21 Mar 2017);
StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 65 & fn. 198.
447 Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 63, 69.
439
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142.

The Prosecution responds that Stojic fails to show that the Trial Chamber abused its

discretion when declining to admit these materials into evidence, or that their admission would have
impacted the finding on the CCP. 448 It submits that none of this material was geographically or
otherwise connected to the Indictment.t'" and that in any event, the Trial Chamber considered that'
the HVO included Muslims and that there were instances of HVO-ABiH co-operation.P'' With
regard to material on ABiH attacks, the Prosecution submits that Stojic's argument concerning
Exhibit 2D00403 is moot, since it was admitted by the Trial Chamber.f"
143.

At the outset, regarding Stojic's assertion that the Trial Chamber erroneously limited certain

lines of cross-examination, the Appeals Chamber notes that he does not point to any specific lines
of cross-examination which were allegedly not allowed, and therefore dismisses the assertion as
unsupported and undeveloped.Y' Concerning the material that the Trial Chamber did not admit into
evidence, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is well established that trial chambers exercise a
broad discretion in determining the admissibility of evidence and must be accorded deference in
this respect.

453

By pointing to findings in the Trial Judgement to show that the documents were

relevant, Stojic falls short of demonstrating that the Trial Chamber abused its discretion in denying
their admission on the basis of a lack of explanation of the geographical and temporal link with
crimes charged in the Indictment and/or with the Appellants' alleged responsibility for these
crimes. 454
144.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber took into account other

evidence on the presence of Muslims within the HVO, co-operation between the HVO and the
ABiH, and the existence of ABiH offensives. 455 Its finding on the CCP relied on extensive evidence
establishing a "clear pattern of conduct" of crimes committed by HVO forces between

Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 40-46. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 347 (21 Mar 2017).
Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 41, 43, 45.
450 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 42, 44.
451 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 45-46.
452 See Stojic's Appeal Brief, headings before paras 59,64.
453 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.19, Decision on Jadranko Prlic's Consolidated
Interlocutory Appeal Against the Trial Chamber's Orders of 6 and 9 October 2008 on Admission of Evidence,
12 January 2009 C'Prlic et aZ. Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence"), para. 5, referring to Prosecutor v, Vujadin
Popovic et al., Case No. IT-05-88-AR73.3, Decision on Appeals Against Decision on Impeachment of a Party's Own
Witness, 1 February 2008, para. 12. See also CeZebici Appeal Judgement, para. 533. The Appeals Chamber recalls,
further, that it will only overturn a trial chamber's exercise of its discretion where it is found to be: (1) based on an
incorrect interpretation of governing law; (2) based on a patently incorrect conclusion of fact; or (3) so unfair or
unreasonable as to constitute an abuse of discretion. See Prlic et aZ. Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence,
para. 5, referring to Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et aZ., Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.1l, Decision on Slobodan Praljak's
Appeal of the Trial Chamber's Decision on the Direct Examination of Witnesses Dated 26 June 2008,
11 September 2008, para. 5 and references cited therein.
454 The Appeals Chamber also dismisses Stojic's argument, in relation to Exhibit 2D00403 since the document was
admitted into evidence on 14 January 2010. See Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et aZ., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Order to
Admit Evidence Regarding Witness 4D-AB, 3 February 2010 (French original 14 January 2010).
455 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 463, 774, Vol. 2, paras 524-525, Vol. 4, para. 308.
448
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January 1993 and April 1994.456 Stojic has failed to demonstrate how the Trial Chamber's decision
not to admit these documents impacts its finding on the CCP, and therefore how, in light of other
evidence on the record, the conviction could not stand even if the referenced material had been
admitted. The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Stojic's ground of appeal 5.
2. Denial of admission ofPraljak's evidence (Praljak's Ground 51)
145.

On 15 February 2010, in its Prlic et al. Order to Admit Evidence in relation to Praljak's

Testimony, the Trial Chamber decided on the admission of 250 documents submitted by Praljak,
specifying the reasons for their admission or non-admission in an annex thereto. 457
146.

On 16 February 2010, the Trial Chamber rejected the admission of 155 written statements

and transcripts of testimonies submitted by Praljak. 458 The Trial Chamber noted, inter alia, that:
(1) prima facie the figure of 155 was "disproportionate and excessive'Y"; (2) some of the
statements submitted for admission did not meet the formal requirements enumerated in
Rule 92 his (B) of the Rules 46o ; and (3) the majority of the statements or transcripts of testimonies
requested for admission dealt with character evidence relating to the "acts and conduct of the
accused as charged in the Indictment" and were as such not admissible pursuant to Rule 92 his of
the Rules. 461 On this basis, the Trial Chamber deemed it appropriate to send back the request for
admission, inviting Praljak to proceed with a new selection, and ordering him to refile a maximum
of 20 statements and transcripts. 462 On 1 July 2010, the Appeals Chamber upheld the
Trial Chamber's decision of non-admission. 463
147.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber abused its discretion in denying admission into

evidence of Rule 92 his statements and transcripts, and other documents tendered by him, thereby
violating his right to a fair tria1. 464 He argues that the Trial Chamber applied a stricter standard of

Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 41-65.
Prlic et al. Order to Admit Evidence in relation to Praljak's Testimony, pp. 2, 11-40.
458 Prosecutor v. ladranko Prlic et aZ., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on Slobodan Praljak's Motion to Admit
Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his of the Rules, 21 December 2010 (French original 16 February 2010) C'Prlu: et al.
Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his"), paras 1, 48, p. 21.
459 Prlic et aZ. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, para. 32.
460 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, para. 37.
461 Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, paras 42-47.
462 Prlic et aZ. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, paras 47-48.
463 Prosecutor v. ladranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.17, Decision on Slobodan Praljak's Appeal of the
Trial Chamber's Refusal to Decide upon Evidence Tendered Pursuant to Rule 92 his, 1 July 2010 ("Prlic et aZ.
Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his"), para. 37. It is noted that in this decision, the
Appeals Chamber did find that the Trial Chamber erred in relation to restricting the number of pages per tendered Rule
92 his statement, and remanded the issue to the Trial Chamber for reconsideration and clarification. See Prlic et al.
1Ppeal Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, para. 38 and p. 24.
4
Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 566-568, 573, 576; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 120. See Praljak's Appeal Brief,
paras 569-572,574. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 472-474 (22 Mar 2017).
456
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admission to evidence tendered by him than to evidence tendered by the Prosecution. 465 He also
asserts that the Trial Chamber misapplied the law on admission of evidence by assessing the
documents' overall probative value and weight at the time of its decision on admissibility rather
than at the close of the proceedings.T" He submits that having applied the wrong standard, the nonadmission of the statements relating to the Mujahideen in Central Bosnia led the Trial Chamber to
find that the HVO and Praljak "conceived a transfer of Croats and the threat from the Mujahideen in
the absence of any real danger".467 Praljak contends, further, that the non-admission of these and
other tendered documents deprived the Judges of evidence providing a complete picture and
"alternative plausible explanations to the benefit of Praljak", affecting the Trial Judgement in its
entirety.f" He requests that the Trial Judgement be reversed and that he be acquitted on all
Counts. 469
148.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber did not misapply the law on admission of
evidence, nor did it apply a stricter standard of admission to evidence tendered by him. 47o It avers
that Praljak merely disagrees with the Trial Chamber's decisions on admission and evaluation of
evidence, without showing an abuse of its discretion.V' According to the Prosecution, the
Trial Chamber properly denied admission into evidence of the Rule 92 his statements and
transcripts, and other documents.V'' With regard to the Rule 92 his statements and transcripts
specifically, the Prosecution submits that the Appeals Chamber already approved their nonadmission

and

that

Praljak has

failed

to

show

exceptional

circumstances warranting

reconsideration.Y' With regard to the other documents, the Prosecution submits that Praljak's mere

Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 566-568, 570, 572; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 120; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472-474
(22 Mar 2017). Praljak submits in particular that, had he known before the presentation of his defence case that, unlike
the Prosecution, he was allowed to tender only a maximum number of 20 Rule 92 bis statements not exceeding 30
pages each, he would have organised his case differently. Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 567-568. Similarly, he submits
that the Trial Chamber considered that documents tendered by the Defence lacking a stamp or signature were not
authentic, while it admitted documents with identical defects tendered by the Prosecution. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para.
572.
466 Praljak' s Appeal Brief, paras 570-571.
467 Appeal Hearing, AT. 474-475 (22 Mar 2017), referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 54-55. See also Appeal
Hearing, AT. 471 (22 Mar 2017). He submits in particular that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the tendered
documents were not relevant, considering that they concerned the presence of Mujahideen in Central Bosnia and that
the JCE was allegedly implemented through frightening Croats into leaving Central Bosnia based on unfounded fear of
the Mujahideen. Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 570-571, 573-575; Appeal Hearing, AT. 474-475 (22 Mar 2017).
468 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 575-576; Appeal Hearing, AT. 473-474 (22 Mar 2017). See Praljak's Appeal Brief,
para. 573. Praljak submits that this "simplification and reduction of facts" resulting from the non-admission affected his
conviction "with regard to the existence of the JCE, de facto control, [and] effective control". Appeal Hearing, AT. 473
(22 Mar 2017). He further asserts that it is impossible to assess his mens rea without determining a pattern of conduct,
his motivations, and his actions. Appeal Hearing, AT. 474 (22 Mar 2017).
469 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 576.
470 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 318-320.
471 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 304.
472 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 304, 314-320. The Prosecution asserts that one document listed by
Praljak as having erroneously been denied admission appears to not have been tendered. Prosecution's Response Brief
(Praljak), fn. 1570.
473 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 315. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 316-317.
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assertion that, if admitted, they would have offered "alternative plausible explanations" to his
benefit falls short of showing that he suffered prejudice.Y"
149.

The Appeals Chamber first notes that the Trial Chamber did not misapply the law on

admission of evidence. As Praljak does not demonstrate that the Trial Chamber did, in fact,
consider the overall probative value and weight of the tendered evidence at the time of admission,
the Appeals Chamber dismisses this argument.

475

Concerning the general submission that the Trial

Chamber applied a stricter standard to the admission of evidence tendered by him than that tendered
by the Prosecution, the Appeals Chamber finds that Stojic has not sufficiently substantiated this
argument. 476
150.

Concerning Praljak's argument on the non-admission of Rule 92 bis statements and

transcripts specifically, the Appeals Chamber observes that Praljak's contention regarding their
admission is also based in part on the restriction imposed by the Trial Chamber to limit the number
of Rule 92 bis statements and transcripts that he could tender for admission.t" The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Rule 92 bis statements and transcripts at issue are among those the
non-admission of which the Appeals Chamber has already upheld. 478 In this decision, it found that
the Trial Chamber's limitation of the number of Rule 92 bis statements and transcripts that Praljak
could tender for admission did not amount to a denial of his right to present evidence and was
within the Trial Chamber's discretion.Y" The Appeals Chamber recalls that it may reconsider a
previous interlocutory decision under its inherent discretionary power to do so if a clear error of
reasoning has been demonstrated or if it is necessary to do so to prevent an injustice.V" However in
this case, Praljak merely repeats arguments already addressed by the Appeals Chamber without
showing a clear error of reasoning or that reconsideration is necessary to prevent an injustice.
151.

With regard to the other documents at issue, the Appeals Chamber observes that the

Trial Chamber rejected their admission on the basis that Praljak failed to establish a relevant link
between the documents and the Indictment, or failed to demonstrate with sufficient clarity their
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 314, 320.
See Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his.
.
476 The Appeals Chamber notes that in the Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence concerning a
. challenge brought by Prlic against the alleged "'more lenient approach'" to the admission of evidence tendered by the
Prosecution than to the evidence tendered by Prlic, it dismissed Prlic's allegations, recalling that the assessment of
admissibility criteria must be done on a case-by-case basis with respect to each tendered document. See Prlic et al.
Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence, para. 25. The Appeals Chamber adopts this consideration for purposes of
dismissing Praljak' s similar unsubstantiated challenge at issue here.
477 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 567-568.
478 Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, paras 15-17; Praljak's Appeal Brief,
paras 567-569,576.
79 Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Evidence Pursuant to Rule 92 his, para. 37.
480 See, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 56, 127; Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Motion for
Reconsideration, para. 6; SeSel} Appeal Decision on Motion for Reconsideration, para. 9.
474
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relevance and probative value. 481 Recalling a trial chamber's broad discretion in assessing
admissibility of evidence it deems relevant,482 the Appeals Chamber finds that Stojic has not
demonstrated that the Trial Chamber abused its discretion in not admitting the documents. The
Appeals Chamber further observes that Pra1jak merely alleges in a sweeping manner that the
documents, if admitted, would have offered "alternative plausible explanations" to his benefit483 but
fails to explain what these alternative plausible explanations would be or to identify any particular
factual finding that is affected and to explain how the documents, if admitted, would have impacted
the finding.l'"
152.

On the basis of the above, the Appeals Chamber finds that Praljak has failed to demonstrate

that the' TIia1 Chamber abused its discretion and committed a discernible error by denying
admission of the Rule 92 his statements and transcripts, and other documents at issue. Pra1jak's
ground of appeal 51 is therefore dismissed.
3. Erroneous decisions relating to evidence (COliC's Ground 12)
(a) Arguments of the Parties
153.

Coric submits that the Trial Chamber erred by admitting the evidence of a co-Appellant as
well as inauthentic documents. 485 COlic first submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact
and violated his fair trial rights when it admitted and relied on a statement given by Prlic to the
Prosecution in December 2001 against his co-Appellants C'Prlic's Statement,,).486 Coric contends in
particular that: (1) Prlic's rights were violated since he was not properly informed before his
questioning; (2) the other Parties did not have an opportunity to cross-examine him; (3) the
admission of the statement violates requirements under Rules 92 his, 92 ter and 92 quater of the
Rules; (4) the statement contains answers to leading questions; and (5) it should have been excluded

See Prlic et al. Order to Admit Evidence in Relation to Praljak's Testimony, Annex, pp. 11-40.
Cf. Praljak's Appeal Brief, fns 1301-1302, 1307-1308. The Appeals Chamber notes that with respect to documents
referred to by Praljak in paragraphs 572-573 (and cited in footnotes 1303-1306) of his appeal brief, he fails to identify
with sufficient clarity the specific Trial Chamber decisions and respective reasoning which he challenges. The Appeals
Chamber recalls that an appellant is expected to provide precise references to relevant paragraphs in the decision to
which the challenges are being made. See supra, para. 24. His arguments relating to these decisions are therefore
dismissed.
482 See supra, para. 143.
483 See supra, para. 147.
484 The Appeals Chamber recalls that an appellant is expected to provide precise references to relevant paragraphs in the
judgement to which the challenges are being made. See supra, para. 24. Praljak does identify one challenged finding in
Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 54-55. See Appeal Heming AT. 475 (22 Mar 2017); supra, fn. 467. The Appeals
Chamber notes, however, that he ignores other relevant factual findings in the same paragraphs which in fact
acknowledge that part of the Croatian population was in danger due to the clashes in Central Bosnia. His argument is
dismissed.
485 CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 260; Appeal Hearing, AT. 611 (24 Mar 2017). See CoriC's Appeal Brief, heading before
Eara.260.
86 CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 260; Corle's Reply Brief, para. 62.
481
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pursuant to Rule 89 (D) of the Rules. 487 Corio also asserts that the Trial Chamber's error in
admitting Prlic's Statements is further compounded by its error in not admitting Praljak's and
Petkovic's respective statements, since: (1) they could have been admitted pursuant to Rule 89 of
the Rules like Prlic's Statements; (2) unlike Prlic, both Praljak and Petkovic testified and could be
cross-examined; (3) consequently, their statements did not need to be excluded pursuant to
Rule 89 (D) of the Rules; and (4) the fact that they contain hearsay evidence does not pose
problems since the Trial Chamber relied on other hearsay evidence. 4 88
154.

Corie further contends that the Trial Chamber erred when it admitted and relied on

Exhibits P032161P03220 and P03666 as they are forgeries.l'" Regarding Exhibit P03216IP03220,49o
Coric submits that the Trial Chamber erred in admitting it and in not recognising in the
Trial Judgement that it was not anrhentic.l" He argues that no reasonable trier of fact could have
concluded that it was authentic since: (1) it is not Corle's signature on the document; (2) [Redacted,
see Annex C - Confidential Annex] and none of the witnesses who could have been recipients
confirmed receiving it; and (3) it is not recorded in the Heliodrom Prison Logbook while the Trial
Chamber for other documents required verification in the Heliodrom Prison Logbook as proof of
authenticity.l'f He asserts that in admitting and relying on Exhibit P032161P03220 the Trial
Chamber erred in law and fact, violated his fair trial rights, and failed to provide a reasoned
opinion.l'"
155.

Regarding Exhibit P03666, Corie contends that the Trial Chamber erred in admitting this

evidence despite his objections as it is missing the most essential indicia of authenticity and
reliability.Y' He adds that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding in the Trial Judgement that
Exhibit P03666 was authentic since: (1) the Trial Chamber erroneously relied on similarities
between the exhibit and other documents; and (2) contrary to what the Trial Chamber found,
Corie's Appeal Brief, para. 260. See also CoriC's Reply Brief, para. 62.
Corie's Appeal Brief, para. 261. .
489 Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 262-266, 268-270; Appeal Hearing, AT. 611-616 (24 Mar 2017).
490 The Appeals Chamber observes that Exhibit P03216 and Exhibit P03220 are the same document.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 913 & fn. 2234. For the sake of clarity, the Appeals Chamber will refer to this
document as Exhibit P03216JP03220.
491 Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 263-264, 266-267.
492 Carie's Appeal Brief, paras 264-265, referring to, inter alia, Exhibit P00285 ("the Heliodrom Prison Logbook").
See CoriC's Reply Brief, para. 63. He also contends that Witness C confirmed that people could only be released from
Dretelj Prison with Colonel Nedeljko Obradovic's approval which is the complete opposite to Exhibit P03216JP03220.
See CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 264.
493 Corle's Appeal Brief, paras 262-266; Appeal Hearing, AT. 611-616 (24 Mar 2017). He also asserts that the
Trial Chamber relied heavily on this exhibit in its findings on: (1) his responsibility in the alleged network of
Herceg-Bosna/HVO prisons; (2) the Military Police Administration's authority to release the HVO's prisoners; and
(3) Corie's belief that only this administration held the power to release prisoners. See CoriC's Appeal Brief,
paras 262-265; Appeal Hearing, AT. 611-613, 616-617 (24 Mar 2017). He asserts that without Exhibit P03216/P03220,
his link to prisons and his alleged responsibility or membership in the alleged ICE "would not exist or would have [to
be] significantly differently evaluated". Appeal Hearing, AT. 617 (24 Mar 2017).
494 Corle's Appeal Brief, paras 268-269.
.
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Witness BB did not confirm substantial parts of Exhibit P03666. 495 Coric requests that due to the
Trial Chamber's erroneous reliance on these documents, and erroneous rulings, his convictions be
vacated. 496
156.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber acted well within its broad discretion in

admitting Prlic's Statement and Exhibits P032l61P03220 and P03666, and in denying admission of
Praljak's and Petkovic's statements.T" With regard to Prlic's Statements, the Prosecution contends
that the Appeals Chamber has already confirmed their admission in an interlocutory appeal, and that
Corio has not shown that reconsideration of the Appeals Chamber's decision is warranted.f" With
regard to Praljak's and Petkovic's statements, the Prosecution asserts that Coric should be
precluded from raising on appeal the issue of their admissibility, since he argued at trial that these
statements should be denied admission, and that in any event, he fails to show any error. 499 The
Prosecution submits with regard to Exhibits P032l61P03220 and P03666 that Coric largely repeats
his trial arguments without showing any error in the Trial Chamber's consideration of their
authenticity and decision to admit them. 50o In relation to Exhibit P032161P03220 specifically, the
Prosecution contends that: (1) the document bears the stamp of the chief of the Military Police
Administration; (2) COlic misrepresents Witness E's testimony; and (3) the Trial Chamber did not
require verification in the Heliodrom Prison Logbook as proof of authenticity.i'" Finally, the
Prosecution submits that Coric fails to show how the Trial Chamber's decision to admit Prlic's
Statements and Exhibit P03666 had any impact on his convictions or occasioned a miscarriage of
.

.

justice.

502

(b) Analysis
(i) Admission of Prlic's Statements
157.

On 22 August 2007, the Trial Chamber admitted Prlic's Statement essentially considering

that its probative value was not substantially outweighed by the need to ensure a fair tria1. 503 On
23 November 2007, the Appeals Chamber dismissed the Appellants' interlocutory appeal against
Corle's Appeal Brief, paras 269-270.
Corie's Appeal Brief, para. 270; Appeal Hearing, AT. 611-612 (24 Mar 2017).
497 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), paras 286-292, 294-300, 302.
498 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 286-288.
499 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), paras 286, 290-291.
500 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 292, 294, 298-300. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie),
paras 197 (responding to Corle's ground of appeal 7), 295-297 (responding to Corie's ground of appeal 12), 329-332
(responding to Corie's ground of appeal 14). The Prosecution further submits that Corie's assertion that he had no
power to release prisoners is proven incorrect by a wealth of evidence. Appeal Hearing, AT. 646-647, 651
(24 Mar 2017).
501 Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), paras 294-296. The Prosecution adds that the information in the exhibit is
consistent with the evidence as a whole. Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 297.
502 Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), paras 289, 301.
495
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the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Prlic's Statement. 504 The Appeals Chamber
concluded that the Trial Chamber, in light of its careful balancing exercise of the probative value of
Prlic's Statements and the potential prejudice to the co-Appellants resulting from their admission,
had not misinterpreted or misapplied the law governing admission of evidence.Y' On
5 September 2007 and 17 October 2007, the Trial Chamber denied the Prosecution's request to
admit Praljak's and Petkovic's prior testimonies in other cases before the Tribunal, on the basis that
admitting these prior testimonies would be a serious violation of the right of the accused as Praljak
and Petkovic had not been informed about their right to remain silent. 506
158.

The Appeals Chamber observes that it has already addressed and dismissed the Appellants'

arguments, including those of Coric, in the Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Prlic's
Statements.i'" It recalls that it may reconsider a previous interlocutory decision in exceptional cases
under its inherent discretionary power to do so if a clear error of reasoning has been demonstrated
or if it is necessary to do so to prevent an injustice''" The Appeals Chamber finds that Corio's
arguments on appeal merely repeat arguments previously addressed by the Appeals Chamber
without showing a clear error of reasoning or that reconsideration is necessary to prevent an
injustice.i'" In addition, the fact that Prlic was not going to ultimately testify at trial was not known
at the time of the Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Prlic's Statement. Nevertheless, the
possibility that he would not testify had already been expressly considered by the Appeals Chamber
when it concluded that Prlic's Statement could be introduced into evidence even if his coAppellants might not be able to cross-examine him, since as a matter of principle nothing bars the

Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on Request for Admission of the Statement of
Jadranko Prlic, 6 September 2007 (French original 22 August 2007) ("Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of
Prlic's Statement"), paras 1,31-32, p. 16. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 391.
504 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-AR73.6, Decision on Appeals Against Decision Admitting
Transcript of Jadranko Prlic's Questioning into Evidence, 23 November 2007 ("Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on
Admission of PrliC's Statement"), paras 1, 7, p. 20. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 392.
505 Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Prlic's Statements, para. 62.
506 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on the Admission into Evidence of Slobodan
Praljak's Evidence in the Case of [Naletelic] and Martinovic, 17 September 2007 (French original 5 September 2007)
C'Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Praljak's Prior Testimony"), para. 22, p. 11; Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic
et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on Prosecution Motion for the Admission into Evidence of the Testimony of'
Milivoj Petkovic Given in Other Cases Before the Tribunal, 25 October 2007 (French original 17 October 2007) ("Prlic
et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Petkovic' s Prior Testimony"), para. 20, p. 9.
507 Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Prlic' s Statement, paras 7, 31-63, p. 20.
508 See, e.g., Nyiramasuhuko et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 127; Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No.
IT-04-74-AR73.16, Decision on Jadranko Prlic's Interlocutory Appeal Against the Decision on Prlic Defence Motion
for Reconsideration of the Decision on Admission of Documental}' Evidence, 3 November 2009, para. 6; Prosecutor v.
Vojislav SeSelj, Case No. IT-03-67-AR72.1, Decision on Motion for Reconsideration of the "Decision on the
Interlocutory Appeal Concerning Jurisdiction" dated 31 August 2004, 15 June 2006, para. 9. See also Nyiramasuhuko et
al. Appeal Judgement, para. 56.
509 In particular, the Appeals Chamber already dismissed arguments related to analogies with Rules 92 his and 92 quater
of the Rules, the possibility of cross-examination, and the distinction between the admission of Prlic's Statement and its
evaluation in light of the whole trial record. See Prlic et al. Appeal Decision on Admission of Prlic's Statement,
paras 31-63.
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admission of evidence that is not tested or might not be tested through cross-examination.i''" As
such, the Appeals Chamber is 'not convinced that Corio has shown that the fact that Prlic did not
testify at trial should lead the Appeals Chamber to reconsider its previous decision in order to
prevent an injustice. To the extent that Coric also argues that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on
Prlic's Statements, the Appeals Chamber observes that he does not point to any Trial Chamber
findings where the Trial Chamber in fact relied on them. 511 His unsupported argument is dismissed.
159.

The Appeals Chamber also fails to see how a possible error of the Trial Chamber in not

admitting Praljak's and Petkovic's prior testimonies in other cases at the Tribunal would assist in
showing that the Trial Chamber erred in admitting Prlic's Statements. Moreover, none of Corio's
arguments alleging errors with the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Praljak's Prior
Testimony and the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Petkovic's Prior Testimony address
the Trial Chamber's finding that admitting these prior testimonies would be a serious violation of
the rights of the accused as they were not informed about their right to remain si1ent,512
(ii) Exhibit P032161P03220
160.

On 27 September 2007 and 10 October 2007 respectively, the Trial Chamber, admitted
Exhibits P03216 and P03220. 513 In the Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber observed that
Exhibits P03216 and P03220 are the same document and noted CoriC's objection that
Exhibit P03216/P03220 was a forgery.514 However, the Trial Chamber recalled that by' admitting
Exhibit P032161P03220, it considered that it had sufficient indicia of authenticity and reliability.Y''
The Trial Chamber relied on Exhibit P032161P03220 to find, inter alia, that the Military Police
Administration hadthe power and authority'to order the release of persons'detained by the HVO. 516

Prlic et at. Appeal Decision on Admission of Prlic's Statement, para. 55. See also Prlic et at. Appeal Decision on
Admission of Prlic's Statements, paras 50-54.
511 See Corie's Appeal Brief, para. 260.
512 Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Admission of Praljak's Prior Testimony, para. 22; Prlic et al. Trial Decision on
Admission of Petkovic's Prior Testimony, para. 20. In addition, the Appeals Chamber observes that Corio's position at
trial was that the Prosecution's request to admit Praljak's and Petkovic's prior testimonies in other cases before the
Tribunal should be rejected. See Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Praljak's Prior Testimony, para. 3
(incorrectly spelling Corle's name as "Joric"); Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Petkovic's Prior Testimony,
para. 4. Corie also does not show that he requested the admission at trial of Praljak's and Petkovic's prior testimonies in
other cases at the Tribunal, or that he raised at trial the arguments he raised on appeal.
513 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Order on Admission of Evidence Relative to Witness E,
2 November 2007 (French original 27 September 2007), pp. 2-3, 5; Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No.
IT-04-74-T, Order to Admit Evidence Regarding Witness C, 19 October 2007 (French original 10 October 2007),
2- 4 .
4 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 913 & fn. 2231, referring to Corie's Final Brief, paras 699-701.
515 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 913.
516 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 913-914.
510
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161.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Exhibit P03216IP03220 bears the stamp of the Military

Police Administration and the type written name of Valentin Corie. 51? Corie does not challenge
these aspects but asserts that the handwritten signature was not his. 518 Corie further makes
contradictory arguments suggesting on the one hand that it looks like his deputy Rade Lavric's
signature but on the other hand states that Witness Slobodan Bozic testified that it was neither Coric
nor Lavric's signature but a forgery.i'" Having reviewed the relevant part of Bozic's testimony, the
Appeals Chamber is not convinced that the witness testified that Exhibit P032161P03220 was a
forgery, nor that he was in a position to conclusively state that the signature was not that of Rade
Lavrie. 52o Even accepting that the handwritten signature on the document does not belong to Corio,
the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that Corie has demonstrated that the document did not come
from the Military Police Administration, or that it indeed was a forgery. Consequently, Coric has
not shown that the Trial Chamber could not have relied on it to conclude that the Military Police
Administration had the power and authority to order the release of persons detained by the HVO. 521
162.

In addition, as pointed out by the Prosecution, even though Witness E testified

that,[Redacted, see Annex C - Confidential Annex] and further testified that COlic had the authority
to release ptisoners. 522 The Appeals Chamber is further not convinced thatthe absence of a mention
523

of Exhibit P032161P03220 in the Heliodrom Prison Logbook

establishes that the document is not

authentic. Corio has not demonstrated that the Trial Chamber in fact required verification in the
Heliodrom Prison Logbook for adocument to be considered authentic.V" Nor does the Appeals
Chamber consider that the fact that Exhibit P00316, an order from Colonel Obradovic mentioned in
Exhibit P03216IP03220, is recorded in the Heliodrom Prison Logbook demonstrates that
Exhibit P032161P03220 is inauthentic.V'' since the fact that other documents were entered in the
Heliodrom Prison Logbook does not establish that the entries contained therein were exhaustive.V"

See Exs. P03216, P03220.
See supra, para. 154.
519 See CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 264.
.
520 See Slobodan Bozic, T. 36412-36414 (4 Feb 2009), T. 36642-36644 (10 Feb 2009).
521 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 913-914.
.
522 Witness E, T. 22051-22053 (closed session) (10 Sept 2007). Moreover the fact that Witness C testified that people
could only be released from Dretelj Prison with Colonel Nedeljko Obradovic's approval does not establish that
Exhibit P032161P03220 was a forgery. CoriC's argument in this respect is dismissed. See CoriC's Appeal Brief,
r:ara. 261, referring to, inter alia, Witness C, T. 22398 (closed session) (18 Sept 2007).
23 See Corle's Appeal Brief, para. 264, referring to Ex. P00285.
524 CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 264, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1431. The Appeals Chamber notes that in
this paragraph, the Trial Chamber relied on the Heliodrom Prison Logbook to reach the conclusion that the instructions
of Stojic were sent to and received at the Heliodrom, but does not address specifically whether the document was
authentic. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 2, para. 1431. Even if Coric had demonstrated that the Trial Chamber required
verification in the Heliodrom Prison Logbook for a document to be considered authentic, the Appeals Chamber notes
that this would not have detracted from the fact that the admissibility decision had remained in the discretion of the
Trial Chamber. See Naletilic and Martinovic Appeal Judgement, para. 402.
525 Corle's Appeal Brief, para. 265 & fn. 710, referring, inter alia, to Ex. P00316.
526 See Ex. P00285, p. 121.
517
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163.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber is not convinced that Corie has shown that

the Trial Chamber erred in considering that Exhibit P032161P03220 had sufficient indicia of
authenticity and reliability for the purpose of admission, and that no reasonable trier of fact could
have relied on Exhibit P032161P03220 to conclude that the Military Police Administration had the
power and authority to order the release of persons detained by the HVO. 527 Consequently, the
Appeals Chamber dismisses Corio's arguments relating to Exhibit P032161P03220.
(iii) Exhibit P03666
164.

On 23 August 2007, the Trial Chamber admitted into evidence Exhibit P03666. 528 In the

Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber noted Corio's claim raised in his final .trial brief that
Exhibit P03666 is a forgery, but recalled the Prlic et at. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence
related to the Municipalities of Capljina and Stolac whereby it admitted the exhibit. 529 The Trial
Chamber further stated that Corio had raised 'no objection to the authenticity of this document until
his final trial brief. 53o It then found that the document was shown to Witness BB who confirmed a
substantial part of its contents and that the format of the document is entirely similar to other reports
531
admitted and whose authenticity was not contested by Corie.
On this basis, the Trial Chamber
held that Exhibit P03666 was indeed authentic. 532
165.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Coric challenges both the admission into evidence of

Exhibit P03666 at trial as well as the Trial Chamber's confirmation in the Trial Judgement that it
. considered that Exhibit P03666 was indeed authentic.v" The Appeals Chamber recalls that if a
party raises no objection to a particular issue before a tlial chamber when it could have reasonably
done so, in the absence of special circumstances, the Appeals Chamber will find that the party has
534
waived his light to raise the issue on appeal.
Having reviewed the Prlic et al. Trial Decision on
Admission of Evidence related to the Municipalities of Capljina and Stolac and the Joint Defence
Response of 12 July 2007 pointed out by Colic to show that he had objected to the admission of
Exhibit P03666,535 the Appeals Chamber confirms the Trial Chamber's finding that he did not raise

The Appeals Chamber further observes that the Trial Chamber did not rely only on Exhibit P032161P03220 to reach
this conclusion but found that it was corroborated by further evidence. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 912-913.
528 Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision on the Motions For Admission of Documentary
Evidence (Capljina/Stolac Municipalities), 3 September 2007 (French original 23 August 2007) ("Prlic et al. Trial
Decision on Admission of Evidence related to the Municipalities of Capljina and Stolac"), p. 9.
529 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 75.
530 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 75.
531 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 7).
532 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 75.
533 CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 268-270.
534 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 176. See Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 112.
535 Corio's Appeal Brief, para. 269, referring to Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Joint Defence
Response to Prosecution Motion for Admission of Documentary Evidence (Capljina/Stolac Municipalities),
527
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specific issues with the authenticity of Exhibit P03666 at the time of its admission at trial.536
Accordingly, Coric cannot claim for the first time on appeal that the Trial Chamber erred in
admitting Exhibit P03666 because it was not authentic.
166.

As for Corle's distinguishable argument challenging the Trial Chamber's confirmation of

Exhibit P03666's authenticity in the Trial Judgement.l'" the Appeals Chamber observes that he
does not point to any Trial Chamber finding relying on this evidence. The Appeals Chamber notes,
however, that the Prosecution points to three findings where the Trial Chamber relied on
Exhibit P03666,538 unrelated specifically to Corio's rcsponsibility.F" Nevertheless, the Appeals
Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber relied on other evidence to reach these findings.i''" and
that in any event, Corie does not explain how, even if the document was found to be inauthentic, it
would affect his convictions. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses the remainder of Corie's
arguments related to the Trial Chamber's finding that Exhibit P03666 was authentic.
167.

Corio's ground of appeal 12 is therefore dismissed.

D. Assessment of Evidence
1. Erroneous approach to the evaluation of evidence (PrliC's Ground 1)

(a) Arguments of the Parties
168.

Under his ground of appeal 1, Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by

failing to properly assess relevant evidence on the record when making various findings in relation
to the historical background to the creation, development, and structure of the HZ(R) H_B.541 Prlic
argues that such erroneous findings form the basis of findings on his JCE responsibility, which led
the Trial Chamber to unreasonably conclude that the HZ(R) H-B was linked to the reconstitution of

12 July 2007 ("Joint Defence Response of 12 July 2007"), Corle's Final Brief, para. 698. Coric mistakenly refers to the
2 July 2007 as the filing date of the Joint Defence Response of 12 July 2007. Corio's Appeal Brief, para. 269.
536 See Prlic et al. Trial Decision on Admission of Evidence related to the Municipalities of Capljina and Stolac, Joint
Defence Response of 12 July 2007. See also Joint Defence Response of 12 July 2007, Annex, Specific Objections of the
Coric Defence (where Coric notes that the Prosecution had already proposed to tender proposed Exhibit P03666 into
evidence through the testimony of Witness BB and that pending a decision, the Prosecution should not be allowed to
fush this document in through other provisions).
37 See CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 268-270. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 75.
538 See Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 301, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 74 & fn, 180,
fara. 587 & fn. 1195, Vol. 4, para. 939 & fn. 1761.
39 The Trial Chamber relied on Exhibit P03666 to find that: (1) some prisoners were released from Dretelj Prison;
(2) the HVO conducted a campaign of mass arrests of Muslim men of military age throughout Capljina Municipality in
July 1993; and (3) from June 1993 and until at least the end of February 1994, nobody could pass through the HVO
checkpoints. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 74 & fn. 180, para. 587 & fn. 1195, Vol. 4, para. 939 & fn. 1761.
540 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 74.
541 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 26-89 (sub-grounds of appeal 1.1~1.4). See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 128-129, 134-136,
149 (20 Mar 2017). See also PdiC's Reply Brief, paras 32-36.
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the Banovina 1939 borders, in furtherance of a ICE. 542 He avers that a proper assessment of the
evidence would have shown that: (1) the HZ H-B was established out of necessity; (2) he and the
Executive organs/Governments of the Croatian Community and Republic of Herceg-Bosna, referred
to jointly ("HVO/Government of the HZ(R) H-B") had no power over the municipalities or their
presidents; (3) "the Departments, Sub-departments, Services, and Commissions" were independent
and not subordinated to him or the HVO/Govemment of the HZ(R) H-B; and (4) the HR H-B was
created as a result of the Owen-Stoltenberg Peace Plan, rather than in furtherance of the ICE. 543
Prlic requests that the Appeals Chamber overturn his convictions on all Counrs.i'"
169.

The Prosecution responds that Prlic fails to explain how the alleged errors support his claim

that no reasonable trier of fact would have linked the HZ(R) H-B to reconstituting the Banovina
1939 borders in furtherance of a ICE. 545 The Prosecution further argues that Prlic relies on

sweeping, unexplained assertions that the supposed errors lead to erroneous conclusions regarding
the existence of a ICE and Prlic's membershiptherein.P'" Consequently, the Prosecution submits
that Prlic fails to demonstrate an error affecting the verdict,54? It further argues that the alleged legal
errors are undeveloped, because: (1) Prlic fails to identify the allegedly incorrect legal standard used
to assess evidence; (2) much of the allegedly ignored evidence either was expressly considered by
the Trial Chamber, is irrelevant, or supports the Trial Chamber's findings; and (3) the alleged
mischaracterisations of the evidence merely reflect his disagreement with the Trial Chamber's
interpretation of the evidence, without demonstrating that it wasunreasonable.F'"
(b) Analysis
170.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Prlic takes issue with a number of discrete findings in

three sections in Volume 1 of the Trial Judgement concerning: (1) the historical background of the
proclamation of the HZ H_B;549 (2) the events following the creation of the HZ(R) H_B;550 and (3)
the structure of the HZ(R) H_B. 551

Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 27, 45, 77, 87, referring to his grounds of appeal 9-10. See also Prlic's Appeal Brief,
p,aras 24-25, 30, 33, 36, 46.
43 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 88, referring to his grounds of appeal 9-10 and sub-grounds of appeal 11.3-11.9, 12.1.
544 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 89.
545 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 16.
546 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 16, 20, 29, 36, 40.
.
547 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 16, 18,20,29-30,37,40.
548 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 17, 21-27, 31, 33-35, 39, 42-43.
549 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 406-425 ("The Creation of Herceg-Bosna: Background").
550 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 426-490 ("Principal Events Following the Creation of Herceg-Bosna").
551 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 491-986 ("Political, Administrative, Military and Judicial Structure of the HZ(R)
H-B").
542
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171.

With respect to Prlic's challenges concerning the findings on the historical background to

the creation of the HZ H_B,552 the Appeals Chamber observes that in the introduction of this
section, the Trial Chamber expressly stated that this analysis was "strictly historical" and did not
concern any events which might have "an impact on the criminal responsibility of the Accused,
particularly as to whether there was a JCE or whether the Accused participated in the said
enterprise".553 Moreover, the relevant portions of Volume 4 of the Trial Judgement concerning the
existence of the JCE and Prlic's contribution thereto show that in reaching its conclusions, the
Trial Chamber did not refer to its analysis or any of the findings contained in the section
concemed.f" Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic's convictions do not rely on the
impugned factual findings on the historical background to the creation of the HZ H-B and, thus,
dismisses Prlic's arguments in this respect.
172.

As to Prlic's claims concerning the findings on the events following the creation of the

HZ(R) H-B and the structure of the HZ(R) H-B contained in the other two sections of Volume 1 of
the Trial Judgement,555 the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber referred to some of the
findings therein in the sections related to the Ultimate Purpose of the JCE, the CCP, and Prlic's
contribution to the JCE.556 However, other than claiming that these alleged errors resulted in a
"false narrative" affecting the conclusions concerning his JCE responsibility.F" Prlic does not
attempt to explain how his challenges to the Trial Chamber's sections concerning the events
following the creation of the HZ(R) H-B and its structure, even if accepted, could affect any
findings material to his conviction.
173.

Further, the Appeals Chamber observes that in concluding his submissions under this

ground of appeal, Prlic refers to his grounds of appeal 9, 10, 11, and 12, where he challenges the
Trial Chamber's findings with respect to the Ultimate Purpose of the JCE, the CCP, and his
contribution to the JCE. 558 Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber considers that the use of the crossreferences does not provide any further clarity to Prlic's arguments.
174.

On the contrary, a review of his grounds of appeal 9, 10, 11, and 12 shows that in several

instances, Prlic simply asserts that he adopts "by reference" single excerpts or entire portions of his
Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 27-37.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 408. The Trial Chamber added that it "considered it more appropriate to address these
events in the parts concerning the responsibility of the Accused". Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 408.
554 Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 6-24 (Ultimate Purpose of the JCE), 41-73 (Existence of a Common Criminal Plan),
74-289 (Prlic's contribution to the JCE).
555 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 38-86.
556 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 13, 17 (Ultimate Purpose of the JCE), 43-44 (Existence of a Common Criminal
Plan) 82,88-89,91,95,99, 101, 105-106, 110, 125, 198 (PdiC's contribution to the JCE).
557 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 27, 45, 77.
552
553
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submissions contained in his ground of appeal 1 without providing any explanation as to how these
arguments have any merit in the context of his challenges against different Trial Chamber
conclusions reached with respect to his criminal liability.P" In this regard, a joint reading of Prlic's
submissions under his ground of appeal 1 and his challenges concerning the Ultimate Purpose of the

lCE, the CCP, and his contribution to the lCE in light of these cross-references, reveals an
incoherent and often convoluted narrative, which is decidedly unhelpful to understanding the crux
of his contentions or any purported impact on his conviction. While nothing prevents a party from
cross-referencing to arguments in different sections of its appeal brief, in order for the
Appeals Chamber to assess a party's arguments, the party is expected to present its case clearly,
logically, and exhaustively.i'" The manner and degree to which Prlic cross-references to arguments
in other sections under his ground of appeal 1 renders the merits of his contentions unclear and
obscure. 561
175.

Moreover, Prlic's submissions are undeveloped and abstract and for this reason alone do not

warrant appellate review. Specifically, Prlic's arguments are principally based on assertions:
(1) that the Trial Chamber failed to consider certain evidence, yet lacking any explanation as to why

no reasonable bier of fact, based on the evidence, could have reached the same conclusion;562 and
(2) reflecting mere disagreement with the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence.P" In none of

his challenges, under this ground of appeal, does Prlic explain why it was unreasonable for the
Trial Chamber to have reached its conclusions. In combination with the lack of clarity and obscurity
referred to above, the Appeals Chamber is unable to properly assess what, if any, impact Prlic's

See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 87-88, referring to his grounds of appeal 9-10 and sub-grounds of appeal 11.3-11.9,
12.1.
559 See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 234 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.1, paras 27-28, 36-41), 235 (referring
to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.1, para. 30, 1.2, para. 51), 240 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.3,
paras 80-81), 241 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.3, paras 80-82), 253 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of
appeal 1.1, para. 44), 257 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.1, paras 27-40, 1.2, paras 48-49, 53, 58-59), 263
(referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.1, para. 36, 1.3, para. 82),276 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal
1.3), 283 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.1, 1.3), 302 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.3,
para. 82),309 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.1, 1.3),315 (referring to Prlics sub-ground of appeal 1.2,
paras 45-47, 1.4),318 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.1), 320 (referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.2,
paras 50-51, 54-55),324 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.2, paras 45-57, 1.4, paras 83-86), 328 (referring to
Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.3, paras 47-57),339 (recalling Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.2, para. 54), 343 (referring
to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.2), 344 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.2, para. 52, 1.2.4-1.2.5), 351
(referring to Prlic's sub-ground of appeal 1.2, para. 51), 354 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.2, para. 52,
1.2.4-1.2.5), 361 (recalling Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.2, para. 52, 1.2.4-1.2.5), 364 (referring to Prlic's
sub-grounds of appeal 1.2, para. 52,1.2.4-1.2.5),375 (referring to Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 1.2, paras 54-55, 1.2.6),
401 (referring to Prlic's ground of appeal 1, paras 184-185).
560 See supra, para. 24.
561 In addition, the Appeals Chamber observes that Prlic's relevant arguments in grounds 9, 10, 11, and 12 are all
dismissed. See infra, paras 592-782 (Ground of Appeal 9), 783-1014 (Ground of Appeal 10), 831, 849, 1097, 1127.
562 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 28-31,35-40,43,45-64,67-68,70,73-74; 79-80, 83-84.
563 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 32-33, 41-42, 44, 62-64, 66, 69-72, 78, 80-82. In some cases, Prlic's arguments are only
supported by cross-references to other arguments of his appeal brief. Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 58-61.
558
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challenges might have upon the verdict, when read alone or in the context of the other grounds of
his appeal.
176.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's ground of appeall.
2. Failure to explain assessment of documentary evidence (PdiC's Ground 3)

(a) Arguments of the Parties
177.

Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber systematically failed to make specific findings on how

it assessed documentary evidence, thereby erring in law by applying an incorrect legal standard and
failing to provide a reasoned opinion.i'" Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber made general
statements on how it assessed documentary evidence, without indicating how it applied its general
approach to specific evidence. 565 Prlic asserts in this regard that the Trial Chamber's general
statements do not allow for verification that it actually assessed the evidence in the manner it

claims.i'" He also submits that numerous examples in the Trial Judgement indicate that the
Trial Chamber did not apply its own approach when assessing documentary evidence.i'" Prlic
argues that the Trial Chamber provided no analysis as to how it assessed the evidence upon which it
based its findings, placing him in the dark as to which pieces of evidence the Trial Chamber
actually assessed and relied upon and which ones it ignored.i'" Consequently, Prlic contends that he
could not meet his burden as an appellant, which denied him his right to an effective appeal. 569 Prlic
concludes that the Appeals Chamber should overtum his convictions on Counts 1_25.570
178.

The Prosecution responds that Prlic fails to develop his assertion that the Trial Chamber

applied an incorrect legal standard.i'" The Prosecution further argues that Prlic misconstrues the
obligation to issue a reasoned opinion, which does not require a trial chamber to set out an
item-by-item analysis of numerous pieces of evidence.

572

The Prosecution contends that Prlic's

assertion that he cannot tell which pieces of evidence the Trial Chamber assessed and which ones it
did not rests on the unfounded premise that it ignored evidence.V" Finally, the Prosecution argues
that Prlic fails to demonstrate any denial of his right of appeal, considering that the Trial Chamber's

Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 134-136, 146. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 137, 140, 142, 144.
Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 134, 137, 140, 142, 144, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 287,
380-382; PdiC's Reply Brief, para. 45.
566 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 134, 138, 141, 143, 145.
567 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 134, 138-139, 141, 143, 145; PdiC's Reply Brief, para. 45.
568 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 139, 141, 143, 145-146.
569 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 146.
570 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 147.
571 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), fn. 184.
572 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 59-62.
573 Prosecution's Response Brief (Pdic), para. 63.
564

565
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clearly referenced factual findings gave him the opportunity to challenge the Trial Chamber's
reliance or non-reliance on particular pieces of evidence in reaching those findings.V"
(b) Analysis

179.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber set out its approach to the assessment of

documentary evidence in a general section of the Trial Judgement entitled "Standards Governing
the Assessment of the Evidence Admitted".575 The Trial Chamber explained that "whenever
something a witness said disputed a logical sequence of documents in a manner less than
persuasive", it "afforded greater weight to the documentary evidence than to his oral statements'Y'"
The Trial Chamber stated that, in general, it "assigned greater weight to the contents of a document
convincingly explained by a witness than to documents admitted by way of written motion".577
Nevertheless, the Trial Chamber explained that it "did assign some weight to documents not
commented on by witnesses in cases where their contents were corroborated by other documents,
and particularly when they belonged to a cohesive set of documentary evidence constituting a
reliable whole".578 Finally, the Trial Chamber stated that it "considered all the documentary
evidence admitted by way of written motion and assessed it in the context of the other evidence
admitted". 579
180.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic does not explain why the alleged

failure to make specific findings amounts to an application of an incorrect legal standard and
therefore dismisses this submission as an undeveloped assertion.Y" With regard to the alleged
failure to provide a reasoned opinion, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the reasoned opinion
requirement relates to a trial chamber's judgement rather than to each and every submission made at
581
trial.
The Appeals Chamber further recalls that the assessment of the credibility of evidence
cannot be undertaken by a piecemeal approach - rather, individual documents admitted into
evidence have to be analysed in the light of the entire body of evidence adduced. 582 Finally, the
Appeals Chamber recalls:
With regard to factual findings, a Trial Chamber is required only to make findings on those facts
which are essential to the determination of guilt on a particular count. It is not necessary to refer to
the testimony of every witness or every piece of evidence on the trial record. In short, a
Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 63.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, p. 100.
576 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 287.
577 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 380.
578 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 381.
579 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 382.
580 The Appeals Chamber notes that Prlic neither advances specific submissions in this respect, nor points to any
authority in support of his assertion. See, in particular, Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 134, 146.
581 Lima} et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 81; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23.
582 Halilovic Appeal Judgement, para. 125.
574
575
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Trial Chamber should limit itself to indicating in a clear and articulate, yet concise manner, which,
among the wealth of jurisprudence available on a given issue-and the myriad of facts that emerged
at trial, are the legal and factual findings on the basis of which it reached the decision either to
convict or acquit an individual. A reasoned opinion consistent with the guidelines provided here
allows for a useful exercise of the right of appeal by the Parties and enables the Appeals Chamber
to understand and review the Trial Chamber's findings as well as its evaluation of the evidence.i'"

181.

In light of this case-law, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic does not demonstrate any

error. The Trial Chamber's general approach to the assessment of documentary evidence, as set out
at the beginning of the Trial Judgernent.i'" is to be read in conjunction with factual findings that
reference the underlying evidence and sources throughout the Trial Judgement. The Trial Chamber
was not required to explain in detail how it applied this general approach to specific evidence in
every factual finding. Thus, the Appeals Chamber concludes that in setting out in general its
approach to documentary evidence, the Trial Chamber did not violate its obligation to provide a
reasoned opinion allowing for the useful exercise of the right of appea1.585 A~ for each individual
factual finding, the Trial Judgement contains references to the sources, allowing Prlic to determine
on which evidence, adjudicated facts, or other factual findings the Trial Chamber relied, thereby
allowing him to usefully exercise his right of appea1.

586

Further, Prlic does not identify any specific

factual finding lacking sufficient references'.587
182.

As for the argument that Prlic was unable to determine which pieces of evidence the

Trial Chamber actually assessed and which ones it ignored, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is to
be presumed that a trial chamber evaluated all the evidence presented to it, as long as there is no
indication that the trial chamber completely disregarded any particular piece of cvidcncc.l'" In the
present case, Prlic has failed to provide any indication that the Trial Chamber completely
disregarded any particular piece of evidence.
183.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber concludes that Prlic has failed to

demonstrate any error of law, and dismisses his ground of appeal 3.

Hadiihasanovic and Kubura Appeal Judgement, para. 13 (internal references omitted).
See supra, para. 179.
585 Cf infra, para. 189 at fn. 605 with further reference.
586 See generally Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, paras 74-288. In his submissions under his ground of appeal 3, Prlic provides
no specific references to the contrary.
587 The Appeals Chamber observes that Prlic supports his argument that the Trial Chamber did not" actually assess the
evidence in the manner it claims with cross-references to arguments made under other grounds of appeal, which the
Appeals Chamber dismisses elsewhere. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 138, referring to (sub-)grounds of appeal 1.2,
4-6; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 45, referring to, inter alia, Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 137-140, 142, 144 (ground of
appeal 3), 330-331, 333 (sub-ground of appeal 11.1), 345-347 (sub-ground of appeal 11.3), 356 (sub-ground of appeal
11.4), 372 (sub-ground of appeal 11.8), 376-378 (sub-ground of appeal 11.9), 383 (sub-ground of appeal 12.1),
425 (ground of appeal 13), 430 (ground of appeal 14), 467 (sub-ground of appeal 16.1.3), 489 (sub-grounds of appeal
16.2.3-16.2.5), 492 (sub-ground of appeal 16.2.6), 521 (sub-ground of appeal 16.4.2), 555 (sub-grounds of appeal
16.5.1-16.5.2),562-564,566 (sub-ground of appeal 16.6.2),588 (sub-ground of appeal 16.7.2); Prlic's Reply Brief,
para. 42 (ground of appeal 2); infra, paras 107-138, 168-191,204-218, 1021-1043, 1048-1070, 1089-1096, 1099-1122,
1128-1134,1162-1167,1193-1204,1225-1230,1317, 1335-1343, 1286-1298, 1318-1333, 1335-1343, 1356-1373.
583

584
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E. Disregard of Evidence
1. PrliC's witnesses (PrliC's Ground 2)
(a) Arguments of the Parties
184.

Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law by ignoring the evidence of almost all of

his witnesses, thereby violating his right under Article 21(4) of the Statute to present a defence and
challenge evidence. 589 Prlic further submits that the Trial Chamber erred in applying a double
standard by choosing to rely on the Prosecution's evidence rather than his evidence without
pointing to inconsistencies in the evidence or identifying reasons for doubting witnesses'
credibility.i'" He contends that these errors amount to fail~res to provide a reasoned opinion and
invalidate the Trial Judgement.I"
185.

Prlic

also

contends

that

the Trial

Chamber disregarded relevant evidence of

Defence Witnesses 1D-AA, Mile Akmadzic, Zdravko Batinic, Zoran Buntic, Milan Cvikl,
Ilija Kozulj, Miroslav Palameta, Zoran Perkovic, Zarko Primorac, Borislav Puljic, Martin Raguz,
Adalbert Rebic, Zdravko Sancevic, Marinko Simunovic, Neven Tomic, Mirko Zelenika,
Damir Zoric, and Miomir Zuzu1 ("PrliC's Defence Witnesses"), who testified "on all issues related
to the alleged ICE and ICE core crimes". Because of the failure to consider these witnesses'
evidence, he submits, the Trial Chamber erred in fact by drawing unsustainable conclusions
regarding the existence of a ICE and Prlic's powers and responsibilities, leading to a miscarriage of
justice. 592 In support of his contentions, Prlic points to background information concerning the
function and role of these witnesses during the period encompassed by the Indictment and refers to
other sub-grounds of his appea1. 593 Prlic concludes that the Appeals Chamber should overturn his
convictions on Counts 1_25. 594
186.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber properly considered the evidence and

credibility of Prlic's Defence Witnesses, and expressly considered significant aspects of his case. 595

Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 306, 340, 830; Dordevic Appeal Judgement, fn. 2527; Haradinaj et al.
Afpeal Judgement, para. 129; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 23. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 382.
58 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 90, 94-95, 132. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 93; Prlic's Reply Brief, paras 37-38. See
also Appeal Hearing, AT. 150-154, 157-159, 168-169 (20 Mar 2017).
590 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 90, 132. See Prlic's Reply Brief, paras 41-44; Appeal Hearing, AT. 162-165
(20 Mar 2017) (focusing on the Trial Chamber's credibility assessments of Batinic, Buntic, and Zelenika).
591 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 90, 132; Appeal Hearing, AT. 151-152, 154, 169 (20 Mar 2017). See also Prlic's Appeal
Brief, paras 91-92.
592 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 94-132.
593 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 96-131.
594 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 133.
595 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 44, 46-52, 54-58; Appeal Hearing, AT. 194 (20 Mar 2017). See also
Appeal Hearing, AT. 193 (20 Mar 2017).
588
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It further submits that much of the allegedly ignored evidence does not contradict the

Trial Chamber's findings.F"
(b) Analysis
187.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that every accused has the right to a reasoned opinion under

Article 23 of the Statute and Rule 98 ter (C) of the Rules. However, it is not necessary to refer to
the testimony of every witness or every piece of evidence on the trial record. Itis to be presumed
that the trial chamber evaluated all the evidence presented to it, as long as there is no indication that
the trial chamber completely disregarded any particular piece of evidence. There may be an
indication of disregard when evidence which is clearly relevant to the findings is not addressed by
the Trial Chamber's reasoning. If the Trial Chamber did not refer to the evidence given by a
witness, even if it is in contradicton to the Trial Chamber's finding, it is to be presumed that the
Trial Chamber assessed and weighed the evidence, but found that the evidence did not prevent it
from arriving at its actual findings.i'" The Appeals Chamber notes that, in certain cases, the
requirement~ to be met by the trial chamber are higher. 598 But even in those cases, the trial chamber

is only expected to identify the relevant factors, and to address the significant negative factors. If
the Defence adduced the evidence of several other witnesses, who were unable to make any
meaningful contribution to the facts of the case, even if the conviction of the accused rested on the
testimony of only one witness, the trial chamber is not required to state that it found the evidence of
each Defence witness irrelevant. On the contrary, it is to be presumed that the trial chamber took
notice of this evidence and duly disregarded it because of its irrelevance. In general, as the
Furundzija Appeal Judgement stated:
The case-law that has developed under the European Convention on Human Rights establishes that
a reasoned opinion is a component of the fair hearing requirement, but that "the extent to which
this duty [...] applies may vary according to the nature of the decision" and "can only be
determined in the light of the circumstances of the case". 599

The Appeals Chamber therefore emphasises that it is necessary for any appellant claiming an error
of law because of the lack of a reasoned opinion to identify the specific issues, factual findings, or

Prosecution's Response Brief (Pdic), paras 44, 53; Appeal Hearing, AT. 194 (20 Mar 2017).
Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 23-24. See also Tolimir Appeal Judgement, paras 53, 161,299; Popovic et al.
Appeal Judgement, paras 925, 1017.
59 Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 139, referring to Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 24 (concerning the
appraisal of witness testimony with regard to the identity of the accused). See also Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement,
~ara. 133.
99 Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 24, referring to Furundiija Appeal Judgement, para. 69. See Kvocka et al.
Appeal Judgement, para.23.
596
597
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arguments which he submits the trial chamber omitted to address and to explain why this omission
invalidated the decision.v" 188.

As to Prlic's argument that the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion with

respect to its assessment of testimonial evidence, the Appeals Chamber notes that the
Trial Chamber stated that it "analysed and assessed all the evidence admitted into the record".601 It
set out its general approach to the assessment of viva voce witnesses, including credibility issues,
and provided examples of witnesses whose testimony lacked credibility.602 The Trial Chamber also
"disregarded the testimony of witnesses whose credibility seemed doubtful throughout the session"
and provided the testimony of Mirko Zelenika as an example in this regard. 603 The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber did not further discuss in detail the credibility of
each Prlic Defence Witness.
189.

In light of the applicable law set out above,604 and the Trial Chamber's general explanation

of its approach to the assessment of witness testimony, the Appeals Chamber is not persuaded that
the fact that the Trial Chamber did not address specifically and in detail its assessment of each
witness's evidence shows that the Trial Chamber contravened its obligation to provide a reasoned
opinion. 60S On the contrary, it was open to the Trial Chamber to rely on the evidence of certain
witnesses over that of other witnesses, without necessarily referring to the testimony of each and
606
every witness who testified on a given topic. While the requirements to be met by a trial chamber
maybe higher in certain cases,607 Prlic's underdeveloped arguments fail to demonstrate that the
Trial Chamber had to meet a higher burden in the present case. Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber
finds that Prlic has not shown that the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion with
respect to the assessment of evidence.
190.

Turning to Prlic's arguments that the Trial Chamber failed to consider relevant evidence of

Prlic's Defence Witnesses, the Appeals Chamber observes that it has already addressed and
dismissed his specific allegations concerning these witnesses in the respective sub-grounds of
appeal he refers to. 608 Under this ground of appeal, Prlic only provides background information
about these witnesses and points to other sub-grounds of his appeal without articulating the

Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, para. 139; Kvocka et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 25.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 282.
602 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 284. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 285-288.
603 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 286.
604 See supra, para. 187.
605 Cf Krajisnik Appeal Judgement, paras 140-141, 147. See also supra, para. 181.
606 Cf CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, para. 481.
607 See supra, para. 187.
608 See, supra, para. 176; infra, paras 211, 592-782 (Ground of Appeal 9), 783-1014 (Ground of Appeal 10), 1144-1399
(Ground of Appeal 16).
600
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relevance of their evidence vis-a-vis a specific Trial Chamber finding. 609 As a result, the
Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic has failed to rebut the presumption that the Trial Chamber duly
considered the evidence of these witnesses and consequently has failed to show that the
,Trial Chamber disregarded relevant evidence. 610
191.

For the foregoing reasons, Prlic fails to show that the Trial Chamber contravened its

obligation to provide a reasoned opinion or that any of its conclusions were unsustainable. In light
of the applicable law and Prlic's undeveloped assertions, the Appeals Chamber considers that he
has failed to show any error, and consequently dismisses his ground of appea12.
2. Defence expelt Witness Vlado SakiC's evidence (Praljak's Ground 53)
192.

The Trial Chamber found that the objective of Defence expert Witness V1ado Sakic's report

was to examine the difficulties which superiors may encounter in ensuring effective control of their
troops, particularly in wartime, and apply this analysis to the conflict in BiH, concluding that it was
impossible for political and military powers in BiH to establish control over various defence groups
who committed crimes. 611 The Trial Chamber found that the Prosecution succeeded in casting doubt
on SakiC's impartiality as an expert by revealing his ties with the Croatian Government and the
Croatian Intelligence Services. 612 It further found that Sakic failed to review any document
specifically addressing the BiH conflict,particu1arly from the HVO command, and that his report
therefore addressed the issue of effective troop control from a purely theoretical perspective.P':'
Finally, the Trial Chamber found that Sakic was evasive during cross-examination.t'" Based on the
foregoing, the Trial Chamber concluded that it could not rely on his expert report,615
193.

Praljak argues that the Trial Chamber erred in setting aside the evidence of Sakic based on

his irrelevant ties with Croatia and without providing a reasoned opinion.i'? In doing so, the

See PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 97,99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123, 125, 127, 129,
131-132.
610 See supra, para. 187. The Appeals Chamber also rejects Prlic's unsupported argument that the Trial Chamber
applied a double standard by choosing to rely on the Prosecution's evidence rather than his evidence since he does not
refer to any specific Trial Chamber finding. To the extent that, in support of his argument, he refers to other
sub-grounds of appeal (PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 97,99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123,
125, 127, 129, 131-132), the Appeals Chamber dismisses these grounds of appeal elsewhere in the Judgement. See
supra, fn. 608. The Appeals Chamber further observes that, in his reply brief, Prlic refers to specific paragraphs of the
Trial Judgement but does not identify any specific findings. See Prlic's Reply Brief, paras 39-40.
611 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 358-360. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 356.
612 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 377, 379.
613 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 378-379.
614 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 379.
615 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 379.
616 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 577-580, 584, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 377; Appeal Hearing,
AT. 475-476 (22 Mar 2017). See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 121. Praljak argues that the obligation to provide a
reasoned opinion required the Trial Chamber to explain why Sakic's ties with Croatia affected his credibility. Praljak's
Appeal Brief, paras 578-580 & fn. 1311, referring to Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 62.
609
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Trial Chamber purportedly treated Pra1jak in a biased manner vis-a-vis the Prosecution, and
violated his right to a fair tria1.617 Pra1jak further submits that the Trial Chamber erred when it found
Sakie's report to be of low probative value because the report addressed the topic of effective
control from a theoretical point of view without considering specific documents.V'' Pra1jak argues
in this regard that the Trial Chamber misunderstood the role of an expert in a criminal trial, which is
not to assess the evidence in lieu of the Judges. 619 In addition, Pra1jak argues that the Trial Chamber
misunderstood the purpose of the report which was to provide a socio-psychological view, and not
620
that of a military analyst, on the 1991-1995 war in BiH.
In Praljak's submission, the report aimed
to highlight: (1) that the war was "generally violent and chaotic", which was important for the
"proper assessment of evidence and correct establishment of the facts"; and (2) the situation in
which he found himself, which was "extremely important" to assess his responsibility properly.f"
Pra1jak concludes that he should be acquitted of all charges. 622
194.

The Prosecution responds that Pra1jak shows no error with the Trial Chamber's decision not
to rely on Sakie's expert evidence. 623 It submits that Pra1jak largely affirms the Trial Chamber's
findings on the report in conceding that Sakic had no military background.Y" The Prosecution
further submits that Pra1jak fails to demonstrate that the report is relevant and probative to any live
625
issue in this case.
It asserts that Pra1jak also fails to show that the Trial Chamber abused its
discretion in concluding that Sakic was biased since it carefully considered his ties to Croatia. 626 In
the Prosecution's submission, the Trial Chamber's detailed analysis of Sakie's report and testimony
also refutes Pra1jak's claim that the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion. 627
195.

On that point, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber discussed its evaluation of

Sakic's evidence and credibility in great detail, referring to his ties to Croatia among several other
reasons not to rely on his expert report,628 thus allowing Praljak to exercise his right of appeal in a
meaningful manner and the Appeals Chamber to understand and review the Trial Chamber's
findings as well as its evaluation of the evidence. 629 The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses

Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 580, 584; Appeal Hearing, AT. 472, 475-476 (22 Mar 2017).
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 581, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 378.
619 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 582. See also Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 583.
620 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 581; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 121.
621 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 583.
622 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 585.
623 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 321. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 323.
624 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 321-322.
625 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 322.
626 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 323.
627 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 323.
628 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 377-379. See supra, para. 192.
629 Art. 23(2) of the Statute; Rule 98 ter(C) of the Rules. See Stanisic and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 137;
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 1123 (and references cited therein), 1367, 1771.
617
618
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Praljak's claim that the Trial Chamber violated its obligation to provide a reasoned opinion. 63o
Insofar as Praljak claims a violation of fair trial in that the Trial Chamber assessed a Prosecution
expert witness with ties to the Prosecution differently, the Appeals Chamber notes that Praljak has
failed to show that the Trial Chamber applied the identical set of factors in assessing the credibility
of both witnesses and nevertheless arrived at different conclusions, thereby committing an error. 631
The Appeals Chamber recalls in this regard the broad discretion of the Trial Chamber in
considering relevant factors on a case-by-case basis and assessing the appropriate weight and
credibility to be accorded to the testimony of a witness since it is best placed to assess these issues,
and that the Appeals Chamber's review is limited to establishing whether the challenging party has
demonstrated that the trial chamber has committed an error. 632
196.

The Appeals Chamber now turns to the submission that the Trial Chamber erred when it

found Sakic's report to be of low probative value because the report addressed the topic of effective
control from a theoretical point of view without considering specific documents. The
Appeals Chamber recalls that the purpose of expert testimony is to supply specialised knowledge
that might assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence before it, and that in the ordinary
case an expert witness offers a view based on specialised knowledge regarding a technical,
scientific or otherwise discrete set of ideas or concepts that is expected to fall outside the lay
person's ken. 633 The Appeals Chamber understands that the Trial Chamber considered that Sakic's
expert report did not assist it in understanding the evidence, when it found that he failed to review·
any document specifically addressing the BiH conflict, particularly from the HVO command, and
that his report therefore addressed the issue of effective troop control from a purely theoretical
perspecrive.T" In light of this, the Appeals Chamber can see no indication that the Trial Chamber
considered that an expert in a criminal trial should assess the evidence in lieu of the judges, or in
any other way misunderstood the role of an expert, and consequently dismisses this argument.

630 Contrary to what Praljak alleges, the obligation to provide a reasoned opinion does not entail an obligation to
provide a reasoned opinion specifically on the impact of the mentioned ties on the witness's credibility. His reliance on
Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 62, is inapposite, since it deals with a situation where the trial chamber in that
case had failed to address the witnesses' ties. See Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 62. Cf Lukic and Lukic
Appeal Judgement, para. 61. In any event, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber explicitly considered
several factors in assessing Sakie's credibility which also play a role in the assessment of how his ties to Croatia
influence his credibility, namely: (1) it recalled that experts must provide expertise that is objective, impartial, and
independent, if they are to assist the Trial Chamber in ruling beyond a reasonable doubt; (2) it further recalled that
Sakic's expert testimony concerns an essential issue in this case, namely superior responsibility, and found that under
these circumstances a particularly close attention to his impartiality was warranted; and, above all, (3) it noted Sakie's
evasive conduct during cross-examination. Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 377, 379.
631 Cf supra, fn. 630, with Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 580 & fn. 1314, referring to William Tomljanovich,
T. 5928-5929 (4 Sept 2006); Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 121. In particular, Praljak has not shown that this witness was
also evasive in cross-examination. See infra, para. 200 et seq.
632 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 131-132. See infra, para. 200 et seq.
633 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 375 and references cited therein.
634 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 378-379.
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197.

Finally, the Appeals Chamber notes Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber

misunderstood the purpose of Sakic's report, which was to provide a socio-psychological view on
the 1991-1995 war, highlighting the above-mentioned two aspe~ts.635 Praljak merely asserts that
these aspects were "important" for the "proper assessment of evidence and correct establishment of
facts" and "extremely important" for the proper assessment of his responsibility, without expanding
on these assertions. In particular, he does not show in which regard these aspects were important for
the Trial Chamber's findings and assessment of his responsibility. Thus, Praljak challenges the Trial
Chamber's failure to rely on Sakic's evidence without explaining why the conviction should not
stand even if the Trial Chamber had relied on it in combination with the remaining evidence. The
Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses this argument.

198.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Praljak's ground of appeal 53.

F. Conclusion

199.

The Appeals Chamber dismisses all challenges with regard to the admissibility or weight of

evidence as discussed in the present chapter.

635

See supra, para. 193 at fn. 621.
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V. WITNESS CREDIBILITY
A. Introduction
200.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber is best placed to assess the credibility of a

witness and reliability of the evidence adduced.636 Therefore, trial chambers have broad
discretionary power in assessing the credibility of a witness and in determining the weight to be
accorded to his or her testimony.T" This assessment is based on a number of factors, including the
witness's demeanour in court, his or her role in the events in question, the plausibility and clarity of
the witness's testimony, whether there are contradictions or inconsistencies in his or her successive
statements or between his or her testimony and other evidence, any prior examples of false
testimony, any motivation to lie, and the witness's responses during cross-examinationF'" In
addition, the Appeals Chamber has previously stated that it is within a trial chamber's discretion to
accept or reject a witness's testimony, after seeing the witness, hearing the testimony, and observing
him or her under cross examination.T"
201.

In the context of the deference accorded to the trier of fact with respect to the assessment of

evidence, the jurisprudence of both the Tribunal and the ICTR has reiterated that it is within a
trial chamber's discretion to, inter alia: (1) assess and resolve any inconsistencies that may arise
within or among witnesses' testimonies, consider whether the evidence taken as a whole is reliable
and credible, and to accept or reject the fundamental features of the evidencer'" (2) decide, in the
circumstances of each case, whether corroboration of evidence is necessary and to rely on
uncorroborated, but otherwise credible, witness testimony.P'" (3) accept a witness's testimony,
notwithstanding inconsistencies between the said testimony and his or her previous statements, as it
is for the trial chamber to determine whether an alleged inconsistency is sufficient to cast doubt on
the evidence of the witness concerned;642 and (4) rely on hearsay evidence, provided that it is

636 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 513; Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 464; Nahimana et at.
Afpeal Judgement, para. 949.
63 Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, paras 86, 112; Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 45; Ndindiliyimana et at.
Appeal Judgement, para. 331; Kanyarukiga Appeal Judgement, para. 121.
63
Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 45; Kanyarukiga Appeal Judgement, para. 121; Nchamihigo
Afpeal Judgement, para. 47.
63
Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 45; Kanyarukiga Appeal Judgement, para. 121; Nchamihigo
A~peal Judgement, para. 210.
64
Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 1228; Karemera and Ngirumpatse Appeal Judgement, para. 467;
Nzabonimana Appeal Judgement, para. 319.
641 Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 243, 1009; Gatete Appeal Judgement, para. 138; Ntawukulilyayo
Afpeal Judgement, para. 21.
64 Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 234; Hategekimana Appeal Judgement, para. 190, referring to Rukundo
Appeal Judgement, para. 86; Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, para. 96.
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reliable and credible. 643 The Appeals Chamber further recalls that it is not unreasonable for a trial
chamber to accept the substance of a witness's evidence notwithstanding the witness's inability to
recall certain details, especially when a significant amount of time has elapsed since the events to
which the witness's evidence relates 644 as well as to accept some but reject other parts of a witness's
testimony.F"
202.

The Appeals Chamber further recalls that a trial chamber is not required to set out in detail

why it accepted or rejected a particular testimony, and that an accused's right to a reasoned opinion
does not ordinarily demand a detailed analysis of the credibility of particular witnesses.P'? However,
"[u]nder some circumstances, a reasoned explanation of the Trial Chamber's assessment of a
particular witness's credibility is a crucial component of a 'reasoned opinion' - for instance, where
there is a genuine and significant dispute surrounding a witness's credibility and the witness's
testimony is truly central to the question whether a particular element is proven". 647
203.

Prlic, Stojic, and Praljak allege that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the

credibility of certain witnesses and/or failed to provide a reasoned opinion in this regard.
B. Expert Witnesses Donia, Tomljanovich, and Ribicic (PrliC's Ground 4)
204.

Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by failing to properly assess the

evidence and credibility of Prosecution expert Witnesses Robert Donia, William Tomljanovich, and
Ciril RibiCic.648 In particular, Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that: (1) the
witnesses lacked qualifications or otherwise lacked credibility as expert witnesses.P" (2) the
witnesses were employees of the Prosecution or entertained close ties with the Prosecution.T" and
(3) the reports of the witnesses contained methodological flaws and were framed to fit the

643 Stanish: and Zupljanin Appeal Judgement, para. 510; Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 1276, 1307;
Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 846.
644 Nchamihigo Appeal Judgement, para. 149; Kvocka et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 591.
645 Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 1126, 1243; Nizeyimana Appeal Judgement, paras 17, 93, 108; Sainovic et
at. Appeal Judgement, paras 294, 336, 342.
646 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 133 and references cited therein.
647 Bizimungu Appeal Judgement, para. 64; Kajelijeli Appeal Judgement, para. 61.
648 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 148-158. See Prlic's Reply Brief, paras 46, 48-50.
649 With respect to Witness Donia, Prlic argues that he "was not a lawyer, ethnographer, demographer, or political
scientist, and his Ph.D. was constrained to BiH Muslims in the late 19th century". See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 152
(internal references omitted). As to Witness Tomljanovich, Prlic contends that he did not understand the role of expert
witness in legal proceedings, that he is not a lawyer or political scientist and that his "Ph.D. was constrained to early
modern Central European History, focusing on a 19th Century Croatian Bishop". See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 154
(internal references omitted). With respect to Witness Ribicic, Prlic submits that he lacked credibility as an expert, and
in support refers to testimony purportedly showing that he: (1) was not aware that every municipality in the former
Yugoslavia had official gazettes; (2) relied on extraneous political statements; (3) did not go beyond the documents
provided by the Prosecution; and (4) did not consider "newly available evidence" against his original analysis to verify
if it was correct. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 156.
650 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 152, 154, 156.
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Prosecution's narrative.f'' Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber relied heavily on these witnesses for
a series of critical findings against him. 652 Prlic contends that the Trial Chamber thereby failed to
provide reasoned opinions and applied an incorrect legal standard in assessing the evidence,
invalidating the Trial Judgement.P" Prlic further submits that there was a miscarriage of justice as
the Trial Chamber drew unsustainable conclusions on the existence of a JCE and Prlic's powers and
responsibilities.T" As a result, Prlic avers that the Appeals Chamber should overturn his convictions
on Counts 1-25 of the Indictment.655
205.

The Prosecution responds that Prlic's submissions are unfounded and that he fails to

. articulate any error or explain why the convictions should not stand on the remainder of the
evidence.F" The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber properly assessed the evidence of the
expert witnesses and that the factors Prlic alleges the Trial Chamber failed to consider consist of
mischaracterised and irrelevant claims.f"
206.

With respect to Prlic's challenge that the Trial Chamber failed to provide a reasoned opinion

with respect to its assessment of the expert evidence, the Appeals Chamber observes that while not
discussing in detail the credibility of Expert Witnesses Donia, Tomljanovich, and Ribicic, the
Trial Chamber did explain in general its approach to expert evidence.T" The Trial Chamber noted
that when analysing the experts' reports it "gave consideration to the experts' field of professional
expertise, their impartiality, the methodology employed in their report, the material available to the
experts for conducting their analyses and the credibility of the conclusions drawn in light of these
factors and the other evidence admitted".659 In addition, the Trial Chamber determined in advance
of each expert witness appearing to testify that, having given due consideration to the information
and arguments submitted by the Parties, the witnesses were competent to testify as experts. 660

PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 152, 154, 156; PdiC's Reply Brief, paras 48-50; Appeal Hearing, AT. 165-167
(20 Mar 2017).
652 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 148-149, 153, 155, 157.
653 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 151, 158. Prlic argues that the Trial Chamber applied a double standard in which Defence
witnesses closely associated with the accused were found to lack credibility, while Prosecution witnesses employed by
the Office of the Prosecutor were not. Appeal Hearing, AT. 166 (20 Mar 2017). See Appeal Hearing, AT. 162, 165
(20 Mar 2017).
654 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 149, 158.
655 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 159.
656 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 65-66, 76-77.
657 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 65,67-75.
658 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 291-292. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 289-290, 293. Moreover, the
Trial Chamber provided a lengthy and detailed decision to disregard the evidence of two other expert witnesses.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 293-379.
659 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 291.
660 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 290. With respect to Witness Ribicic, the Appeals Chamber observes that he testified
in the Kordic and Cerke: case as an expert witness and his evidence was further admitted by the Trial Chamber
pursuant to Rules 92 bis and 94 bis of the Rules. See The Prosecutor v. Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T,
Decision relative aux detnandes de l' accusation aux fins du versement de comptes rendus de temoinage en application
de L'article 92 bis du reglement, 8 December 2006, paras 17-27.
651
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Recalling that a trial chamber is not required to set out in detail why it accepted or rejected a
particular testimony.i'" the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic's reference to excerpts of each expert
witnesses' testimony fails to show that the Trial Chamber's analysis of the reports and the
testimony of the experts was insufficient to explain its assessment of their credibility and evidence.

In addition, the Appeals Chamber considers that the mere fact that the Trial Chamber did not
expressly discuss specific challenges related to the credibility of Donia, Tomljanovich, and Ribicic
does not establish that the Trial Chamber failed to consider these challenges when assessing the
witnesses' credibility.
207.

Turning to Prlic's specific argument that the Trial Chamber erred in its assessment of the

qualifications of Donia, Tomljanovich, and Ribicic as experts, the Appeals Chamber observes that
the matter was addressed by the Trial Chamber in its decision to admit the relevant evidence under
Rule 94 his of the Rules. 662 Moreover, the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic's argument fails to
articulate any error in the Trial Chamber's assessment of their status as expert witnesses warranting
appellate review. 663
208.

As to the relationships of Donia, Tomljanovich, and Ribicic with the Office of the

Prosecutor, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the mere fact that an expert witness is employed or
paid by a party does not disqualify him or her from testifying as an expert witness.f'" Accordingly,
Prlic's assertion that the expert witnesses were employed or entertained close ties with the Office of
the Prosecutor is insufficient to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber failed to consider these
relationships or incorrectly assessed the witnesses' evidence.
209.

With respect to Prlic's argument that the expert evidence provided by Donia, Tomljanovich,

and Ribicic is affected by methodological flaws, the Appeals Chamber observes that Prlic merely
refers to excerpts of their testimony without showing why it was unreasonable for the

Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 133. See also Lukic and Lukic Appeal Judgement, para. 112.
See T(F). 790-791 (25 Apr 2006) (Witness Donia); T(F). 3805-3806 (Witness Tomljanovich); The Prosecutorv.
Jadranko Prlic et al., Case No. IT-04-74-T, Decision relative aux demandes de l'accusation aux fins du versement de
comptes rendus de temoinage en application de l'article 92 bis du reglement, 8 December 2006, paras 17-27 (Witness
RibiciC).
663 Specifically, the Appeals Chamber fails to see how the fact that Donia "was not a lawyer, ethnographer,
demographer, or political scientist, and his Ph.D. was constrained to Bill Muslims in the late 19th century" and that
Tomljanovich's "PhD. was constrained to early modem Central European History, focusing on a 19th Century Croatian
Bishop" would, in and of itself, undermine each witness's credibility as an expert. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 152,
154 (references omitted). Similarly, the Appeals Chamber finds no merit in Prlic's speculative assertion that Witness
Tomljanovich did not understand the role of an expert witness in criminal proceedings. See Prlic's Appeal Brief,
para. 152. With respect to Ribicic, Prlic merely points to aspects of his testimony without showing how these excerpts
would undermine the credibility of the witness or that the Trial Chamber failed to consider them. See Prlic's Appeal
Brief, para. 156.
664 Tolimir Appeal Judgement, para. 69; Prosecutor v. Vujadin Popovic et al., Case No. IT-05-88AR73.2, Decision on
Joint Defence Interlocutory Appeal Concerning the Status of Richard Butler as an Expert Witness, 30 January 2008,
para. 20; Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 199.
661

662
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Trial Chamber to rely on these witnesses and their evidence. Prlic's argument reflects mere
disagreement with the Trial Chamber's assessment of the relevant evidence. Accordingly, Prlic's
assertion that the Trial Chamber applied an incorrect legal standard in assessing the evidence of the
expert witnesses fails to include any demonstration that the Trial Chamber strayed from its broad
discretion in the assessment of witness credibility. 665
210.

In relation to Prlic's argument that the Trial Chamber heavily relied on Donia,

Tomljanovich, and Ribicic for a series of critical findings against him, the Appeals Chamber
considers that Prlic refers to instances where the Trial Chamber relied on the evidence of these
expert witnesses, but ignores the fact that in those instances the Trial Chamber also relied on
numerous other testimonial and documentary evidence.Y" Prlic fails to elaborate how the reliance
by the Trial Chamber on the evidence of the three expert witnesses was inconsistent with their role
in assisting the Trial Chamber in its assessment of the evidence before it or how it constituted an
error by the Trial Chamber. This argument is therefore dismissed.
211.

Based on the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic has failed to show any error in

the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence and credibility of Witnesses Donia, Tomljanovich,
and Ribicic, Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's ground of appeal 4.

c.

Witnesses EA, EB, BC, ED, Beese, BH, DZ, Galbraith, Lane, and Manolic
(PrliC's Ground 6)
1. Arguments of the Parties

212.

Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact by failing to properly assess the

credibility and evidence of certain Prosecution witnesses upon whom it heavily relied in "drawing
unsustainable

conclusions

regarding

the

existence

of

a lCE

and

[his] powers

and

responsibilities'Y'" He proposes that a proper credibility assessment of a witness's evidence must
encompass its internal consistency, its strength during cross-examination and coherence against
In support of his argument that the Trial Chamber applied a double standard in assessing the evidence of Defence
witnesses who are closely associated with the accused as compared to Prosecution witnesses who are employees of the
Prosecution, Prlic offers only one example - between Defence Witness Zdravko Batinic and Prosecution expert Witness
William Tomljanovich. See Appeal Hearing, AT. 162, 165-166 (20 Mar 2017). The Appeals Chamber considers that
this example comparing the evidentiary assessment of a lay witness with an expert witness does not assist in showing
that the Trial Chamber applied a double standard. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 407, Vol. 2, para. 308. See also
Tolimir Appeal Judgement, para. 69.
666 Prlic's Appeal Brief, fns 300-302, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 409, 413, 420-422, 424, 426, 428-429,
432,436,438-440,442,447, Vol. 4, paras 13-14 (in respect of Donia); Vol. 1, paras 419, 421, 436-437, 452-454, 467,
483-484,500-501,504,506,511,515,522,525,528,532, 534, 555, 640, 670, Vol. 4, paras 21, 81-82, 88, 125, 138,
158 (in respect of Tomljanovich); Vol. 1, paras 421-422, 424, 465, 480,483-484,493,495-496,498,500-511,515-516,
.522-525, 527-528, 531, 631, 633, 638, 685, 689, 694, 698, 711, 769, Vol. 3, paras 549, 552, 556, Vol. 4, paras 11,
14-16,18,21,82 (in respect of Ribicic),
667 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 204. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 178-203; Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 53.
665
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prior statements, its credibility in light of other evidence, and the possible motives of the witness. 668
According to Prlic, if the testimony of a witness "shows weakness in any of these respects", the
Trial Chamber cannot rely on this evidence without corroboration.t'"
213.

Specifically, Prlic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in assessing the testimonies of

Prosecution Witnesses BA, BB, BC, BD, Christopher Beese, BH, DZ, Peter Galbraith, Ray Lane,
and Josip Manolic. 670 He contends that the Trial Chamber failed to take into account specific
aspects of these witnesses' testimonies that affect their credibility, namely: (1) alleged discrepancies
within and among their testimonies; (2) the witnesses' failure to recollect the details of the events or
the fact that they testified on the basis of documents shown to them; (3) their lack of knowledge of
background information concerning the events they testified about; (4) the fact that some witnesses
provided exculpatory or uncorroborated hearsay 'evidence; and (5) their bias against the Croats or
possible motives in implicating him with their testimony.f" As a result, Prlic contends that the
Trial Chamber erred in relying on the evidence of these witnesses in reaching specific findings
pertaining to the existence of the JCE,as well as his powers and responsibility.Y'
214.

The Prosecution responds that Prlic's allegations are unfounded and that he fails to

demonstrate any error or impact on the verdict,673 The Prosecution further submits that the
Trial Chamber reasonably relied upon and correctly assessed the witnesses' credibility and that the
factors which Prlic claims the Trial Chamber failed to consider consist of mischaracterised trivial
claims. 674
2. Analysis
215.

The Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's incorrect claim that corroboration of a witness's

testimony is required whenever that testimony contains internal discrepancies or is inconsistent with
other evidence or prior statements. It is within the discretion of a trial chamber to determine
whether, in the circumstances of the case, corroboration is necessary.675 This principle applies
Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 179.
Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 179.
670 PrliC's Appeal Brief, paras 181-203.
671 See PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 182, 184, 187, 189, 191, 193-194, 196, 198, 200, 202. Prlic's Reply Brief, paras
54-55. In addition, Prlic avers that the Trial Chamber: (1) erred in relying on the prior statements and testimonies of
Witnesses BA and DZ as during the interviewing sessions they were shown documents not referenced in their
statements and the interviewing sessions were not properly recorded, thus denying Prlic the right to effective
confrontation; and (2) failed to consider that the interview of Witnesses BH and Lane were not properly recorded.
Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 181-182, 184, 193,202. See also Prlic's Reply Brief, para. 53.
672 PdiC's Appeal Brief, paras 183, 185, 188, 190, 192, 195, 197, 199,201,203.
673 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 94-95, 122-123.
.
674 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 94, 101-120. The Prosecution also submits that Prlic's arguments that he
was deprived of the right to confront Witnesses BA, BH, DZ, and Lane are unmeritorious and should be dismissed.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 96-100, 114, 121.
675 See, e.g., Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, paras 243, 1009; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 215.
668
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equally to the evidence of witnesses who may have a motive to implicate the accused, provided that
the trier of fact applies the appropriate caution in assessing such evidence.i''" Finally, there is no
general requirement that the testimony of a witness be corroborated if deemed otherwise credible. 677
Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber rejects this argument.
216.

As to the specific challenges concerning Witnesses BA, BB, BC, BD, Beese, BH, DZ,

Galbraith, Lane, and Manolic, the Appeals Chamber observes that Prlic lists specific features of
their testimony that he claims the Trial Chamber disregarded without explaining how such aspects,
whether taken individually or together, would undermine the Trial Chamber's assessment of the
678
evidence or its impugned findings.
By merely arguing that the witnesses' testimonies were
inconsistent, or that these witnesses failed to recollect events or lacked knowledge thereof, provided
exculpatory or uncorroborated hearsay evidence, and had motives which could affect their
reliability, Prlic fails to show any error in the Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence. 679 Thus,
PriiC's contentions fail.
217.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber observes that in the portion of the Trial Judgement titled

"Standards Governing the Assessment of the Evidence Admitted", the Trial Chamber discussed its
general approach to assessing witness evidence in this case. 680 The Trial Chamber stated that, in
assessing testimonial evidence, it took into account the demeanour of the witnesses, any
discrepancies in their evidence, and their possible motives which could call into question their
reliability, as well as the time that had elapsed since the events. 681 The Trial Chamber also explicitly
addressed arguments that some Prosecution witnesses, e.g., European Community Monitoring
Mission ("ECMM") and United Nations Protection Force ("UNPROFOR") personnel, lacked
first-hand local knowledge and were unable to evaluate the information received from other
sources, finding that in certain cases these witnesses "had limited knowledge of the sequence of
events and limited preparation for their mission in the field".682 Recalling that a trial chamber does

Popovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 135; Sainovic et at. Appeal Judgement, para. 1101; Nchamihigo
Appeal Judgement, para. 48.
67 Popovic et al. Appeal Judgement, paras 243, 1264; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 215. See also Kordic and
Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 274.
678 See PrliC's Appeal Brief, paras 182, 184, 187, 189, 191, 193, 196, 198,200,202.
679 As to Prlic's argument that he was deprived of the fight to effectively confront Witnesses BA and DZ, the Appeals
Chamber observes that Prlic cross-examined each witness on the circumstances in which their respective statements
were taken. See Witness BA, T. 7328-7333 (closed session) (26 Sept 2006), T. 7395-7405 (closed session) (27 Sept
2006); Witness DZ, T. 26651-26652 (closed session) (23 Jan 2008). Further, Prlic fails to explain how the manner in
which the witnesses were questioned by the Prosecution affected the reliability of their evidence. Similarly, regarding
Prlic's claim that he could not properly challenge the' evidence of Witnesses BH and Lane, he fails to show any
resulting prejudice. Accordingly, these arguments are dismissed.
680 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 284-288.
681 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 284-287.
682 Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 288.
676
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not need to set out in detail why it accepted or rejected a particular witness's testimony.f''" the
Appeals Chamber finds that the mere fact that the Trial Chamber did not expressly discuss the
specific aspects noted by Prlic of the testimonies of Witnesses BA, BB, BC, BD, Beese, BH, DZ,
Galbraith, Lane, and Manolic does not establish that the Trial Chamber failed to consider

thes~

aspects when assessing the witnesses' credibility. Therefore, the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic
has not shown that the Trial Chamber failed to consider some aspects of the witnesses' testimonies
and erroneously assessed their evidence.
218.

Accordingly, the Appeals Chamber finds that Prlic has failed to show any error in the

Trial Chamber's assessment of the evidence of Witnesses BA, BB, BC, BD, Beese, BH, DZ,
Galbraith, Lane, and Manolic and, accordingly, dismisses his ground of appeal 6.

D. Praljak's testimony (Praljak's Ground 55)
1. Alleged denial of a reasoned opinion (Sub-ground 55.1)
219.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred by not providing a reasoned opinion with

regard to the credibility assessment of his testimony.P'" Specifically, Praljak argues that the
Trial Chamber failed to explain which parts of his testimony it found credible or not credible, and
why.685 Praljak further argues that the Trial Chamber should have done so given the importance and
extent of his evidence.i''" Praljak concludes that the error affects the entire Trial Judgement and that
687
he should therefore be acquitted of all charges.
220.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak identifies neither any failure to address aspects of his

testimony that is sufficiently prejudicial to invalidate the Trial Judgement, nor any error that would
occasion a miscarriage of justice. 688 In particular, the Prosecution argues that the Trial Chamber
properly assessed Praljak's testimony in the context of the totality of the evidence and that it was
689
not obliged to explain its assessment in detai1.
221.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that a trial chamber is not required to set out in detail why it

accepted or rejected the testimony of an accused person, nor systematically justify why it rejected
each part of that evidence.T" The Trial Chamber found that Praljak's testimony was credible on
certain points, and relied on his testimony in those instances, but was hardly credible on others, in
See supra, para. 202.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 592-593, 596, 599. See also Appeal Hearing, AT. 472 (22 Mar 2017).
685 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 595-596, 598.
686 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 594-595, 598-599.
687 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 592; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 125.
688 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 329. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 333.
689 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 330-331.
683
684
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particular when seeking to limit his responsibility in respect of certain allegations.F" In making this
finding, the Trial Chamber does not cite to specific parts of Praljak's evidence, nor does it refer to
other parts of the Trial Judgement where it discussed Praljak's testimony in more detaiL However,
in referring generally to the volume and importance of his evidence, Praljak does not demonstrate
how the lack of a more detailed discussion of this evidence invalidates the Trial Judgement. As
such, he has not met the burden of proof required for an appellant alleging an error of law on the
basis of a lack of a reasoned opinion. Praljak's sub-ground of appeal 55.1 is dismissed.
2. Alleged failure to properly assess Praljak's testimony (Sub-ground 55.2)
222.

Praljak submits that the Trial Chamber erred by failing to properly assess his testimony.692

In particular, Praijak argues that the Trial Chamber: (1) wrongly found that his testimony contained

inherent contradictions and distorted his words to suit its preconceptions; and (2) ignored some of
his testimony even if it was confirmed by other evidence. 693 As a result, Praljak submits that the
Trial Chamber reached erroneous conclusions affecting the entire Trial Judgement and that he
should be acquitted of all charges. 694
223.

The Prosecution responds that Praljak fails to show that the Trial Chamber abused its

discretion when assessing his credibility.P" Specifically, the Prosecution submits that Praljak's
arguments should be summarily dismissed, as: (1) his contention that the Trial Chamber distorted
his testimony in order to confirm its preconceptions merely repeats arguments made elsewhere; and
(2) the alleged disregard of his testimony is a mere assertion that the Trial Chamber failed to

interpret the evidence in a particular manner. 696
224.

The Appeals Chamber observes that Praljak bases his arguments on cross-references to
other sections of his appeal btief,697 which the Appeals Chamber dismisses elsewhere. 698 His
arguments that the Trial Chamber wrongly found that his testimony contained inherent

contradictions and distorted his words to suit its preconceptions are dismissed as either

Kalwa Appeal Judgement, paras 20-21. See also supra, para. 202.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 399.
692 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 592, 600-602.
693 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 600-601; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 124.
694 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 592, 602; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 125.
695 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 329. See Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 333.
696 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 332.
697 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 601, referring to, inter alia, Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 378 (sub-ground of
appeal 38.1), 404 (sub-ground of appeal 39.1), 437 (sub-ground of appeal 40.4), 462 (ground of appeal 42), 495
(sub-ground of appeal 45.1).
698 See infra, paras 1837, 1844-1852 (dismissing Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 378), 1892, 1895 (dismissing Praljak's
Appeal Brief, para. 437), 1912, 1914-1918 (dismissing Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 404), 1950, 1954-1957 (dismissing·
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 462), 2038, 2042-2054 (dismissing Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 495).
690

691
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unsubstantiated or for lack of possible impact on the relevant findings of the Trial Chamber. 699 His
argument that the Trial Chamber ignored some of his testimony even if it was confirmed by other
evidence is not supported by the reference he provides to his appeal brief. 7oo The Appeals Chamber
considers that Praljak has failed to demonstrate that the Trial Chamber abused its discretion in
assessing his testimony and reached erroneous conclusions affecting the entire Trial Judgement.
The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Praljak's sub-ground of appeal 55.2.

E. Conclusion
225.

The Appeals Chamber dismisses all challenges to the Trial Chamber's assessment of the

credibility of witnesses.

699 See infra, paras 1837, 1844-1852 (dismissing Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 378), 1892, 1895 (dismissing Praljak's
Appeal Brief, para. 437),1912,1914-1918 (dismissing Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 404), 2038, 2042-2054 (dismissing
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 495).
700 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 601, referring to, inter alia, Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 462. See also infra, paras
1950,1954-1957 (dismissing Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 462).
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VI. CHALLENGES TO CHAPEAU REQUIREMENTS OF ARTICLE 2 OF
THE STATUTE
226.

The Trial Chamber convicted Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, Petkovic, Coric, and Pusic of various

crimes as grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions under Article 2 of the Statute, namely, wilful
killing, inhuman treatment, the extensive destruction of property not justified by military necessity
and carried out unlawfully and wantonly, the appropriation of property not justified by military
necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly, deportation, the unlawful transfer of civilians,
and the unlawful confinement of civilians. In so doing, the Trial Chamber found that the chapeau
requirements of Article 2 of the Statute were satisfied on the basis that in almost all municipalities
relevant to the Indictment: (1) an armed conflict existed between the HVO and the ABiH;701 (2) the
armed conflict was international in character due to both the direct involvement of the Army of the
Republic of Croatia ("HV") in the conflict, and the overall control wielded by Croatia and its
military, the HV, over the HVO;702 (3) the acts charged as crimes pursuant to Article 2 of the
Statute were closely linked to that international armed conflict;703 and (4) the relevant acts were
committed against persons and property protected under the relevant Geneva Conventions. 704
227.

Recalling that the civilian population and civilian property in occupied territory are

protected and may be the subject of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions, the Trial Chamber
also held that it was necessary for it to establish the existence of an occupation when crimes were
alleged under Article 2 of the Statute in places and on dates for which the Trial Chamber was
unable to establish the existence of a conflict between the HVO and ABiH. 705 Accordingly the
Trial Chamber analysed the evidence and found that the HVO, over which Croatia's army, the HV,
wielded overall control, occupied: (1) Prozor Municipality from August to December 1993;706
(2) the villages of Dusa, Hrasnica, Zdrimci, and Uzricje in Gornji Vakuf Municipality after
18 January 1993; (3) the villages of Sovici and Doljani in Jab1anica Municipality after
17 April1993; (4) West Mostar from May 1993 to February 1994; (5) Ljubuski Municipality in
August 1993; (6) Sto1ac Municipality in July and August 1993; (7) Capljina Municipality from

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 514.
SeeTrial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-531, 543-544, 567-568.
703 SeeTrial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 624.
704 See, e.g., TrialJudgement, Vol. 3, paras 611, 618-619.
705 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 574-575. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 576 (on the crime of deportation
as a transfer across the boundary of occupied territory).
706 The Trial Chamber in particular found that the town of Prozor was occupied by the HVO from 24 to
30 October 1992 and that the village of Parcani was occupied at least during the days following the attack of
17 April 1993. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 589.
701
702
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July to September 1993; and (8) the town of Vares and the village of Stupni Do in Vares
Municipality after 23 October. 1993.707
228.

The Appellants do not contest the chapeau requirements laid down by the Trial Chamber for

the application of Article 2 of the Statute,708 but rather challenge the Trial Chamber's findings that
709
the requirements were satisfied in this case. The Appeals Chamber will address these challenges
below.

A. Existence of an International Armed Conflict
1. Scope of the international armed conflict
229.

At the outset, the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber examined whether a

state of occupation existed in those municipalities where, in its view, no international armed
conflict had been proven.i'" Limiting the scope to situations where "there is resort to armed force
between States or protracted armed violence between government authorities and organised armed
group or between such groups within a State",711 the Trial Chamber examined the "resort to armed
force" on a municipality-by-municipality basis, concluding that an international armed conflict
existed in most, but not all, of the municipalities covered by the Indictment. 712 This conclusion was
reached despite all of these municipalities being part of BiH that constituted the territory of the
conflict between the HVO and ABiH.
230.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that an armed conflict is not limited to the specific

geographical municipalities where acts of violence and actual fighting occur, or to the specific
periods of actual combat. Rather, the question of whether a situation constitutes an "armed conflict"
requires a holistic evaluation of the parameters of the conflict. As the Appeals Chamber held in the
Tadic case, "the temporal and geographical scope of both internal and international armed conflicts

extends beyond the exact time and place of hostilities".7 13 In the Kordic and Cerke: case, the
Appeals Chamber upheld the Trial Chamber's conclusion that' in determining the international
character of a conflict "all that is required is a showing that a state of armed conflict existed in the

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-589.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 83.
709 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 652-668; Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 406-420; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 7-41;
Praljak's Reply Brief, paras 6-13; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 410-429; Corie's Appeal Brief, paras 67-74; Pusic's
A~peal Brief, paras 230-234.
.
71 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 575, 577-580, 583-585, 587-589. The Trial Chamber also examined the existence
of a state of occupation where the crime of deportation was alleged. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 576.
711 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 84, referring to Kunarac et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 56, Tadic
Appeal Decision on Jurisdiction, para. 70.
71 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 528-544. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-568.
713 Tadic Appeal Decision on Jurisdiction, para. 67.
707

708
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larger territory of which a given location forms a part".714 Concerning the temporal scope, the
Appeals Chamber has emphasised that:
International humanitarian law applies from the initiation of [an armed conflict] and extends
beyond the' cessation of hostilities until a general conclusion of peace is reached; or, in the case of
internal conflicts, a peaceful settlement is achieved. Until that moment, [it] continues to apply in
the whole territory of the warring States or, in the case of internal conflicts, the whole territory
under the control of a party, whether or not actual combat takes place there. 715

231.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber held, in accordance with the

Appeals Chamber's jurisprudence, that it was not necessary, for the purpose of classifying an armed
conflict as international or non-international, to prove that troops were present in each of the places
where crimes were committed.I'" Similarly, it noted that to prove the nexus between the crimes and
the armed conflict or occupation, it was not necessary to show that fighting took place in the same
municipalities where alleged crimes were committed, but only that the crimes were directly
. connected with the hostilities taking place in other parts of the territory.i'"
232.

The Appeals Chamber considers that while stating the law correctly, the Trial Chamber

erred.when applying it and in finding that crimes committed where no active combat occurred were
not committed in an international armed conflict situation.i'" The Appeals Chamber is satisfied that
the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO and ABiH were engaged in hostilities amounting to an
international armed conflict in specific parts of BiH territory and during specific time periods
relevant to the Indictment.I'" was sufficient for the Trial Chamber to apply the "grave breaches"
regime of the Geneva Conventions to all crimes committed anywhere on the entire BiH territory
and at any time until the end of the armed conflict and in close connection with that conflict.
Article 2 of the Statute thus applies irrespective of whether such crimes were perpetrated in zones
of active combat. In light of the above principles, the Trial Chamber's rigid differentiation between
crimes committed in places where and while active fighting was taking place, and crimes
committed in places where no active combat was taking place at the time of the commission of the

714 Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 314. See also Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 320,
referring to Kordic and Cerke; Trial Judgement, para. 70 ("it would be wrong to construe the Appeals Chamber's
Decision [in Tadicl as meaning that evidence as to whether a conflict in a particular locality has been internationalised
must necessarily come from activities confined to the specific geographical area where the crimes were committed, and
that evidence of activities outside that area is necessarily precluded in determining that question").
715 Tadic Appeal Decision on Jurisdiction, para. 70. The Appeals Chamber also stated that "the very nature of the
[Geneva] Conventions [... ] dictates their application throughout the territories of the parties to the conflict; any other
construction would substantially defeat their purpose". Tadic Appeal Decision on Jurisdiction, para. 68. See also Kordic
and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 321 ("Once an armed conflict has become international, the Geneva Conventions
aRply throughout the respective territories of the warring parties.").
76 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 85, Vol. 3, para. 518.
717 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 623. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 109.
718 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 85, Vol. 3, paras 514, 517-518. Cf Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 575 (in the
context of occupation), Appeal Hearing, AT. 302-305 (21 Mar 2017).
'
719 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 514, 517.
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crimes but which were occupied by the HVO (and during that occupationjv" was only necessary
vis-a-vis crimes allegedly committed against persons or property in the context of occupied
territory, as will be discussed below. 721
233.

The Appeals Chamber, therefore, reverses as legally erroneous the Trial Chamber's

conclusions that there was no international armed conflict in the places covered by the Indictment
where no active combat was taking place, i.e. West Mostar, the municipalities of Prozor,
Gornji Vakuf, Jablanica, Stolac, Ljubuski, and Capljina, the town of Vares, and the village of
Stupni DO. 722
2. Alleged error of law with regard to the application of the overall control test

(Praljak's Sub-ground 1.4 and CoriC's Sub-ground 3.1' in part)
(a) Arguments of the Parties
234.

Praljak and Corie allege that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the armed conflict

between the HVO and ABiH was international in character on the basis of its erroneous conclusions
that: (1) HV units participated directly in the conflict; and (2) the Republic of Croatia had overall
control over the HVO, based on its organising, co-ordinating, or planning of military operations and
its financing, training, and equipping of the HVO. 723 In this respect, the Appeals Chamber
understands Praljak's argument that "global control is extremely disputed in international law and
rejected by the International Court of Justice ("ICJ"), and Corio's related argument that the "ICJ
emphasizes the concept of effective control of operations;' to be that the Trial Chamber should have
applied the "effective control" test, consistent with the precedent of the ICJ, and not the "overall
control" test, as established by the Appeals Chamber in the Tadic Appeal Judgement ("Overall
Control Test,,).724
235.

In his submissions, Praljak recognises that, irrespective of the similarities between the

various cases tried by the Tribunal, each trial chamber of the Tribunal is to make an individual
assessment as to whether the evidence before it establishes the existence of an international armed

720 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 575 where "the Trial Chamber was unable to establish the existence of a conflict
between the ABiH and the HVO").
721 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 574-576. See infra, paras 298-345.
722 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 578-589. The Appeals Chamber notes that the related issue of whether a state of
armed conflict and occupation can co-exist will be discussed below. See infra, para. 335.
723 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 32-41;CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 67-74.
724 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 33-36 (emphasis removed), referring to, inter alia, Tadic Appeal Judgement,
paras 90-144, Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, paras 134, 145, Bosnia Genocide Judgement, paras 403-406;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 375-377 (22 Mar 2017); Corio's Appeal Brief, paras 71, 73, referring, inter alia, to Tadic
Appeal Judgement, paras 137-138, Nicaragua Activities Judgement, paras 110, 112, 115, 215-220.
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conflict at a particular place and time. 725 Nevertheless, Praljak argues that the Prosecution's failure
to plead an international armed conflict in three other cases before the Tribunal, involving the
responsibility of ABiH officers in the same HVO-ABiH conflict,726 casts doubt on the international
character of the conflict at issue in this case. 727 Praljak argues that this inconsistent approach by the
Prosecution could prejudice the Tribunal's credibility and should have prompted the Trial Chamber
to consider "with particular attention" the issue and to have established beyond reasonable doubt
that the conflict was international, which, he asserts, it failed to do. 728
The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber's application of the Overall Control Test
was consistent with the jurisprudence of the Appeals Chamber. 729 It also submits that Praljak's
236.

arguments are irrelevant and unsubstantiated.f" The Prosecution asserts that Praljak's claims
contradict his own submission regarding the importance of maintaining a case-by-case approach to
these determinations.P'
(b) Analysis
237.

The Trial Chamber found that the armed conflict was international in character due both to

the direct involvement of the HV in the conflict pitting the HVO and ABiH against each other, and
to the overall control wielded by the HV and by Croatia over the HVO. 732
238.

The Appeals Chamber recalls that the Tadic Appeal Judgement established the Overall

Control Test to specify "what degree of authority or control must be wielded by a foreign State
over armed forces fighting on its behalf in order to render international an armed conflict which is

prima facie internal".733 The Appeals Chamber notes in this regard that the ICJ refrained from
taking a position on whether the Overall Control Test employed by the Appeals Chamber in the
Tadic case was correct,734 The Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak and Coric have presented no

Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 37.
Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 38, referring to Delic Indictment, Hadiihasanovic et al. Indictment; Halilovic
Indictment.
727 Praljak' s Appeal Brief, para. 38.
728 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 39-41.
729 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 13; Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), para. 63.
730 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 22.
731 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 22..
732 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 568. See also Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 528-556, 559-567.
733 Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 97 (emphasis in original). See also Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 145. This test has
since also been applied by the ICC. See The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, Case No. ICC-0l/04-0l/06,
Decision on the Confirmation of Charges, 29 January 2007 ("Lubanga Confirmation of Charges Decision"), para. 211;
Lubanga Article 74 Judgement, para. 541.
734 Bosnia Genocide Judgement, para. 404. The ICJ specifically held that, "[i]nsofar as the 'overall control' test is
employed to determine whether or not an armed conflict is international, which was the sole question which the [ICTY]
Appeals Chamber was called upon to decide [in the Tadic case], it may well be that the test is applicable and suitable."
Bosnia Genocide Judgement, para. 404. See also Bosnia Genocide Judgement, paras 405-407.
725
726
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cogent reason why the Appeals Chamber should depart from its well-settled precedent regarding the
Overall Control Test as applied by the Trial Chamber. 735 It therefore dismisses this argument.
239.

With regard to Praljak's argument that the Prosecution failed to plead an international

armed conflict in other cases before the Tribunal, the Appeals Chamber recalls that Praljak himself
concedes that the character of a conflict alleged in a case shall only be determined on the basis of
the facts and evidence pertaining to that case. 736 It is well-settled in the Tribunal's jurisprudence
that the Prosecution possesses broad discretion as to what to plead in each case. 737 Moreover,
contrary to what Praljak suggests, there is no indication that the Trial Chamber did not consider the
nature of the conflict with the required attention. Rather, this issue was extensively considered by
the Trial Chamber. 738 The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses this argument.
240.

The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Praljak's sub-ground of appeal 1.4 and Corio's

sub-ground of appeal 3.1 in part.
3. Alleged errors of fact with regard to classifying the conflict as international (PdiC's Sub-ground
19.1, Pra1jak's Sub-grounds 1.1 and 1.2, PetkoviC's Sub-grounds 7.1.1 in part, 7.1.2, and 7.1.4)
(a) Arguments of the Parties
241.

Petkovic submits that as the internal conflict was between "two equal entities in BiH", the

HVO and the ABiH, and not between the HVO and the State or de jure government of BiH, the
Trial Chamber erred by classifying the conflict as intemational.F" In his view, to qualify as
international, an internal conflict must necessarily involve an official or de jure government. 740
242.

Prlic, Praljak, and Petkovic further argue that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that there

was an international armed conflict in BiH because HV troops were deployed on the "southern
front" which covered part of HZ(R) H-B in BiH but also neighbouring territory in Croatia, and
Montenegro.f'" Prlic and Praljak submit that the Trial Chamber ignored evidence that because of

See Aleksovski Appeal Judgement, paras 107-109; Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 116-123. See also Tadic
Appeal Judgement, paras 125-144.
73 See Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 37 & fns 75-76. The Appeals Chamber recalls that the principle that the character
of an armed conflict should be determined on a case-by-case basis has been affirmed by this Tribunal. See, e.g., Kordic
and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 320.
737 See generally CelebiCi Appeal Judgement, paras 601-605.
738 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 517-568.
739 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 415 (emphasis omitted); Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 83.
740 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 413-415, referring to, inter alia, Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 84; Petkovic's Reply
Brief, paras 83-84.
741 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 652-653; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 8-11; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 418.
735
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persistent JNA attacks from BiH territory and BiH's inability or unwillingness to stop them, Croatia
had to cross into BiH to defend its own territory and that this was done in self-defence.F''
243.

The Prosecution responds that the conflict was not between two equal entities of BiH but

between the ABiH - acting under Alija Izetbegovic, whose government was the legitimate authority
of BiH - and the HZ(R) H-B, which was not a legitimate power. 743 The Prosecution points in this
regard to the Trial Chamber's findings that the HZ(R) H-B had been declared unconstitutional by
the BiH Constitutional Court in September 1992, and that the legitimate authorities of BiH had
continuously rejected the HZ(R) H-B and the HVO's authority.t?"
244.

As to Prlic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's arguments with regard to the location of the southern

front, the Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber reasonably concluded that the southern front
included both territory in BiH and areas of southern Croatia, and submits that the Trial Chamber
correctly found that HV forces were present on BiH territory during the conflict in question,thus
evidencing the HV's direct involvement in BiH. 745
(b) Analysis
245.

The Trial Chamber found that there was an international armed conflict between the HVO

and the ABiH which was:
fundamentally internal, inasmuch as it took place between two entities of the [Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (following independence) ("RBiH")]. In determining whether this conflict,
internal as of first impression, possesses the qualification of an international armed conflict, it is
necessary to prove either (1) the direct involvement of armed troops from Croatia in BiH alongside
the HVO, or (2) that the HVO was either an organised hierarchically structured group over which
Croatia wielded overall control, or was not an organised group, or was a group of isolated
individuals, and that this grou,g or these individuals acted as instruments of Croatia or complicitly
.
with the Croatian authorities." 6

246.

The Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber applied the Overall Control Test as laid

down in the Tadic Appeal Judgement to determine when armed forces fighting in an armed conflict
which is "prima facie internal" may be regarded as acting on behalf of a foreign. Power. 747 The
Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber then went on to examine the evidence adduced to

Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 653-654, referring to, inter alia, Ivan Beneta, T. 46570-46572 (9 Nov 2009),
46697-46698 (10 Nov 2009), Radmilo Jasak, T. 48632 (20 Jan 2010); Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 8-11, referring to,
inter alia, Ivan Beneta, T. 46564, 46572-46573 (9 Nov 2009), 46668-46669 (10 Nov 2009), Radrnilo Jasak, T. 48632
(20 Jan 2010).
743 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 300.
744 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 300, referring to Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 426,432-433,457,
459,467, Vol. 2. para. 341.
745 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 414; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 11-12.
746 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 523.
747 Tadic Appeal Judgement, paras 90, 97. See also Tadic Appeal Judgement, para. 120, referring to "an organised and
hierarchically structured group."
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find that the HVO, an organised and hierarchically-structured group, was under Croatia's overall
control, concluding that the conflict was therefore international.748 The Appeals Chamber considers
that Petkovic consequently has failed to show any error on the part of the Trial Chamber in
classifying the conflict as international.
247.

As to his argument that an international armed conflict requires an official or de jure

government as one of its parties, the Appeals Chamber notes that Petkovic ignores relevant findings
of the Trial Chamber that, at the time, Izetbegovic's government was recognised by the
international community as the legitimate government of BiH, with the ABiH as its army.749
Petkovic's argument that there was no State or de jure government involved in the armed conflict
therefore fails. With regard to Petkovic's claim that the HVO and the ABiH were "equal entities of
the RBiH", the Appeals Chamber observes that the Trial Chamber did not deem them to be "equal"
entities but "two entities of the RBiH".75o The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses Petkovic's
arguments.
248.

With respect to the challenges made to the findings on the location of the southern front, the

Trial Chamber found that the southern front crossed through a portion of the HZ(R) H-B and that
there were HV troops on the southern front in BiH at all times relevant to the Indictment.F" The
Appeals Chamber notes that Prlic, Praljak, and Petkovic concede that the southern front crossed
through portions of the HZ(R) H-B, and considers that even if this may have been done in selfdefence, as Prlic and Praljak contend, this consideration does not undermine the Trial Chamber's
impugned finding that the HV in fact crossed into BiH territory. With regard to the allegation that
the Trial Chamber ignored evidence of JNA attacks in making this finding,752 the Appeals Chamber
notes that, contrary to Prlic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's submissions, the Trial Chamber relied on,

inter alia, some of the allegedly ignored evidence, including Defence Witnesses Ivan Beneta's and
Radmilo Jasak's testimonies, to find that there were HV troops on the southern front in BiH at times
relevant to the Indictment.P" The Appeals Chamber thus dismisses these arguments.
249.

For the foregoing reasons, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's sub-ground of appeal

19.1 in part, Praljak's sub-ground of appeal 1.1 in part, and Petkovic's sub-grounds 7.1.1 in part,
7.1.2, and 7.1.4 in part,

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 524-567.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, paras 426-427, 432-433.
750 See supra, para. 245.
751 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-530.
752 See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 653, fns 1659, 1661 and references cited therein; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 8, fn. 5
and references cited therein.
753 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-530 & fns 1100-1102, referring to Ivan Beneta, T. 46559-46560
(9 Nov 2009),46672(10 Nov 2009), Radmilo Jasak, T. 48860 (25 Jan 2010). See also infra, para. 267.
748

749
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4. Challenges to Croatian intervention in the HVO-ABiH conflict
250.

The Trial Chamber found that the HV, and thus Croatia, was directly involved alongside the

HVO in the conflict between the HVO and the ABiH at all relevant times and in most of the camps
and municipalities relevant to the lndictment.f" The Trial Chamber also found that Croatia
intervened indirectly and wielded overall control over the HVO. 755 Because of both the HV's and
Croatia's direct and indirect involvement - the overall control wielded by the HV and Croatia over the WO, the Trial Chamber concluded that the armed conflict between the ·HVO and the
ABiH was international in character.?"
251.

The Appeals Chamber will now tum to the Appellants' various challenges to the

Trial Chamber's finding that the armed conflict was international in character, due to both the direct
involvement of Croatia's military, the HV, in the conflict, and the overall control wielded by
Croatia and the HV over the HVO. 757 It will specifically discuss the challengesmade to the findings
on: (1) the presence and engagement of HV soldiers in the conflict; (2) Croatia's organisation,
co-ordination, and planning of the military operations of the HVO, including the alleged voluntary
nature of the participation of HV troops in the HVO-ABiH conflict; and (3) the military reports
shared between the HVO and the HV.
(a) Direct involvement of HV soldiers and units in the conflict (PdiC's Sub-grounds 19.1 in part
and 19.2, StojiC's Sub-ground 54.1, Praliak's Sub-grounds 1.1 in part, 1.2 in part, 1.3 in part, and
1.4 in part, PetkoviC's Sub-grounds 7.1.1 in part, 7.1.3 and 7.1.4 in part, CoriC's Sub-ground 3.1 in
part, and PusiC's Ground 7 in part)
(i) Arguments of the Parties
252.

Corie argues that there was no documentary evidence showing there was an international

armed conflict between BiH and Croatia and no reasonable trier of fact could have reached such a
conclusion.P" Corie asserts that, in fact, there is documentary evidence to the contrary - showing
that the HVO and ABiH were allies and any support given to the HVO by Croatia was support

Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 528-543.
Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 545-567.
756 Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 544-545, 568.
757 See Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 653-658,660,662-668; Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 406-419; Praljak's Appeal Brief,
paras 12-15, 18-20,29-30,35; Praljak',s Reply Brief, paras 7,9, 12; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 418-423, 425A29;
Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 85-87; Coric's Appeal Brief, paras 67-68, 70-74; Cone's Reply Brief, para. 24; Pusic's
Appeal Brief, paras 230, 232-233.
75 CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 70-71; Appeal Hearing, AT. 581-582 (24 Mar 2017).
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given to one of the constituent parts of the ABiH and as such cannot be considered hostile to or an
act of war against BiH. 759 Petkovic also argues that the HVO and ABiH were allies at the time. 76o
253.

Petkovic additionally points out that the Indictment includes allegations about the existence

of an international armed conflict for the period from July 1993 and thus the Trial Chamber should
not have made factual findings for the period prior to July 1993.761 Pusic likewise notes that the
Indictment only refers to Croatian involvement in the HVO-ABiH conflict in July 1993.762
According to Petkovic, the two reports cited by the Trial Chamber to demonstrate the HV's
participation in HVO operations were from July and November 1993 and neither of these reports
nor any other evidence cited by the Trial Chamber showed the deployment of HV troops to the
southern front prior to July 1993.763
254.

Prlic and Praljakclaim that the Trial Chamber erroneously concluded that HV units

participated in the conflict between the HVO and the ABiH, and that the mere presence of HV
soldiers or units on BiH territory is neither sufficient nor conclusive evidence that the HV was
operating at the behest of Croatia.i'" Petkovic submits that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that
whole HV units were present in BiH from the presence of HV members in the HVO. 765 Prlic, Stojic,
and Praljak further argue that the Trial Chamber erred in concluding from the mere presence of
some HV elements "in the service of the HVO" that they were there on the direct order of
Croatia. 766 Prlic and Praljak contend that while individual HV members were permitted to volunteer
for either the HVO or the ABiH, HV units were not permitted to join the HVO or the ABiH. 767
Praljak adds that HV officers volunteering for both the HVO and the ABiH were temporarily
relieved of their duties in the HV. 768 Citing ICC and ICJ jurisprudence, as well as the Tadic Appeal
Judgement and Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, Stojic contends that the mere presence of
CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 70 & fns 177-185 and references cited therein; Appeal Hearing, AT. 582-583
(24 Mar 2017).
760 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 418. Petkovic asserts that the HV was engaged in the spring and summer of 1992 until
July 1992 when HV General Janko Bobetko withdrew HV troops from BiH territory. Petkovic's Appeal Brief,
~ara. 418.
61 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 416-417; Petkovic's Reply Brief, para. 84.
762 Pusic's Appeal Brief, para. 232.
763 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 419-420.
764 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 657-658; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 32; Pra1jak's Reply Brief, para. 9.
765 Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 422, 425. The Appeals Chamber also considers this argument in the context of
Petkovic's challenges to the findings on Croatia's indirect control over the HVO. See infra, para. 278.
766 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 659, referring to Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 359; Stojic's Appeal Brief,
para. 408, referring to Kordic and Cerke: Appeal Judgement, para. 359; Pra1jak's Reply Brief, para. 7. See also
Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 22, 32, referring to Kordic and Cerke; Appeal Judgement, para. 359. Stojic also argues
that the Trial Chamber erroneously held that it "matters little" whether HV members participated in the BiH conflict as
volunteers to determine whether they were there on Croatia's direct order. StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 408. See infra,
~aras 277, 285.
67 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 660-661; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 18-19. The Appeals Chamber observes that
Praljak repeats these same arguments when challenging the Trial Chamber's findings on the Overall Control Test.
See infra, paras 277, 285.
768 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 18-19,32.
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foreign troops in a conflict zone is insufficient to render a conflict international and thus asserts that
the Trial Chamber's relevant findings were wrong. 769 Stojic also claims that the Trial Chamber
erred in finding that the HV directly participated in the conflict in Prozor and Sovici - the only two
occasions when the Trial Chamber specifically found HV direct participation.i" In this regard,
Stojic argues that no reasonable trier of fact could have found that the HV attacked Prozor on 23
October 1992 based on the inconclusive evidence cited by the Trial Chamber. 77 1 Similarly, Stojic
argues that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that soldiers from the HV participated
alongside the HVO in the 17 April 1993 Sovici attack, as the Trial Chamber erroneously relied on
.
I
' and vague eviidence. 772
meone
usive
255.

Prlic and Praljak argue that in establishing the presence of HV units in the conflictzone, the

Trial Chamber erroneously relied upon the uncorroborated testimonies of Prosecution Witnesses
Orner Hujdur, Philip Watkins, DW, and Klaus Johann Nissen. 77 3 Prlic and Praljak argue that:
(1) Witness DW, a member of an international organisation, only provided hearsay testimony,
recanted his statement, and had no direct knowledge of the HV's presence in BiH; (2) Hujdur,' a
Muslim inhabitant of Prozor, did not have actual knowledge of the HV's presence in BiH;
(3) Watkins, an ECMM observer, inappropriately inferred the HV's presence solely on the basis of
the weapons he saw; and (4) Nissen testified that the ECMM, of which he was a member, had no
direct knowledge and had not observed HV troops in BiH. 774
256.

To the extent that HV troops were present on BiH territory during the relevant period, Prlic

and Praljak allege that this presence - and any military operations by the HV inside the territory was justified on self-defence grounds, as the JNA was crossing into BiH territory to attack
Croatia. 775 Prlic and Praljak note that because the topography of the area prevented the HV forces
from properly defending Croatia against VRS/JNA attacks from within Croatian borders, the HV
needed to use border regions to defend Croatia. 776 According to Prlic and Praljak, the
Trial Chamber failed to take into account the Serbian aggression against Croatia in determining

Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 406-407.
Stojic's Appeal Brief, paras 409-411.
771 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 410, referring to Exs. P09989, P09925, P09204 (confidential), P01542,
P01656 (confidential), P09926, P09400, Orner Hujdur, T. 3508-3510 (20 June 2006). Stojic also submits that since the
Trial Chamber found that the JCE commenced in January 1993, the BV's involvement in the earlier 17 October 1992
Prazor attack is irrelevant. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 410. Stojic also argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider
that, even if BV troops participated in this attack, they may have done so voluntarily. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 410..
772 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 411, referring to Exs. P02620, 2D00285, P09870 (confidential), Christopher Beese,
T. 3222-3224 (15 June 2006). Stojic also argues that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that, even if BV soldiers
?articipated in this attack, they may have done so voluntarily. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 411.
73 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 658; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 13-15.
774 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 658; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 14-15.
775 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 653-656,659; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 9-11, 16; Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 8.
776 FdiC's Appeal Brief, para. 655; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 9-10, 16-17.
769
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whether the HV's presence on the southern front was on its own account or in support of the
HVO. 777
257.

The Prosecution submits that the Trial Chamber reasonably relied on evidence showing that:

(1) HV officers were appointed to positions within the HVO; (2) the members of the HVO Main

Staff were simultaneously HV officers; (3) HV soldiers were paid by Croatia, commanded by
HV commanders, including Praljak himself, and re-subordinated to the HV upon returning to
Croatia; and (4) HV units could not be sent to BiH without the order of the HV Supreme
Commander, demonstrating that HV units could only enter BiH at Croatia's command.I" The
Prosecution further submits that Prlic's and Praljak's arguments that HV soldiers were incorporated
into the HVO command but that HV units could not go to BiH or be incorporated into the HVO is
contradictory, and fails to show an error on the part of the Trial Chamber.I'" Moreover, it notes that
other evidence showing that HV units could not go to BiH without the Supreme Commander's
order further supports the Trial Chamber's oonclusion.I'" Further, in the Prosecution's view,
evidence of HV soldiers' subordination into the HVO command chain supports rather than
undermines the Trial Chamber's findings that they were there at Croatia's behest,781 According to
the Prosecution, the question of whether HV soldiers were able to voluntarily join either the HVO
or the ABiH is irrelevant,782
258.

Responding to Corie's challenge that there was no armed conflict between the HVO and the

ABiH, the Prosecution argues that Corio fails to show why the Trial Chamber's findings regarding
the existence of an international armed conflict are unreasonable.i'" The Prosecution submits that it
is irrelevant whether the HVO and ABiH were allies before the intervention of the HV alongside
the HVO against the ABiH. 784 Further, the Prosecution avers that the HVO was not, in fact, a
constituent part of the ABiH. 785
259.

With regard to Petkovic's contention that, based on the parameters of the Indictment, the

Trial Chamber should not have made factual findings concerning the intervention of HV troops
prior to July 1993, the Prosecution asserts that Petkovic ignores the parts of the Indictment where it

777 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 653-655; Pra1jak's Appeal Brief, paras 8-10, 16-17.
778 Prosecution's Response Brief (Pra1jak), para. 9. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 413.
779 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 413.
780 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 413, referring to Ex. 3D00300.
781 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 288.
782 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 413; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 10.
783 ProsecutionsResponse Brief (Corie), para. 67.
784 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 286. The Prosecution also points to evidence of the HVO's attack on
Gornji Vakuf, the siege of East Mostar, and the HVO arrest and eviction campaign that followed the ABiH offensive of
30 June 1993, to counter the argument that Croatia was never hostile to BiR. Prosecution's Response Brief (Carie),

f8~~~~:~cution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 67, referring to Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), para. 74.
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explicitly alleged a state of international armed conflict at all times relevant to the Indictment.i'"
Moreover, the Prosecution notes that Petkovic ignores evidence of the presence of HV troops on the
southern front from May 1992 into 1994, which was cit~d by the Trial Chamber. 787
260.

As to Petkovic's argument that the Trial Chamber should not have inferred the presence of

HV units from the mere presence of HV soldiers, the Prosecution submits that the intervention of
individual soldiers is sufficient,788 The Prosecution further argues that the Trial Chamber relied on
evidence showing that entire HV units and brigades were present on the southern front and on other
parts of BiH territory.i'" It argues that the Trial Chamber did not only rely on evidence of HV
officers' presence in the HVO to find that Croatia appointed HV officers within the HVO but also
on other evidence, including Stojic's own correspondence to Gojko Susak, showing that members
of the HVO Main Staff leadership were simultaneously HV officers. 79o The Prosecution argues that
the Trial Chamber also relied on evidence that the salaries of the HV soldiers integrated in the HVO
continued to be paid by Croatia. 791
261.

The Prosecution also avers that the Trial Chamber reasonably rejected the argument that HV

soldiers involved in BiH were volunteers, finding that they were only characterised as such for the
express purpose of hiding Croatia's involvement.Y' The Prosecution further argues that the Kordic

and Cerke: Appeal Judgement does not require anything more than mere presence of foreign troops
in a conflict zone for the conflict to qualify as international.I'" In any case, according to the
Prosecution, the Trial Chamber correctly found that the HV was directly involved, and not merely
present, in the HVO-ABiH conflict,794
262.

Regarding the attacks on Prozor and Sovici, the Prosecution asserts that Stojic fails to

demonstrate an error or show that the Trial Chamber acted unreasonably in finding that the HV
participated in the Prozor attackon the side of the HVO. 795 The Prosecution notes that even if the

Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 285.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 286.
788 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 287.
789 Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 288. The Prosecution argues that Petkovic ignores this evidence.
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 288.
790 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 381. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 383.
791 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 381.
792 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 381; Appeal Hearing, AT. 311-313 (21 Mar 2017); Prosecution's
Response Brief (Praljak), para. 9. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 413.
793 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 378 & fn. 1558.
794 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 412, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 532-541;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 378, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 543-544, 568;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 7, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement, Vol. 1, para. 85, Vol. 3,
paras 543-544, 568; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), para. 286, referring to, inter alia, Trial Judgement,
Vol. 3, paras 529-531.
795 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 379-380. In this respect, the Prosecution points to Witness DR's
testimony that soldiers told him that the HV took part in the attack, as well as to various eyewitness testimonies
786
787
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crimes in Prozor occurred before the start date of the lCE, this has no bearing on the separate
question of whether the conflict was international.F? Similarly, according to the Prosecution, the
Trial Chamber reasonably relied upon eyewitness testimony identifying HV soldiers as participating
in the Sovici attack. 797
263.

In response to challenges to the credibility of Hujdur, Watkins, and Witness DW, the

Prosecution contends that Prlic and Praljak did not demonstrate how the Trial Chamber's reliance
on these witnesses was unreasonable, since, contrary to Prlic's and Praljak's claims, these
testimonies were corroborated.i'" With regard to Nissen, the Prosecution points to other evidence
demonstrating that ECMM monitors observed HV troops in territory claimed by the HZ(R) H_B. 799
264.

The Prosecution also rejects the self-defence claims of Prlic and Praljak, arguing that the

threat of Serb attacks on Croatia, and the co-ordination between the HV and ABiH in response to
these attacks, by no means contradicts the finding of Croatia's intervention in the HVO-ABiH
conflict. 800 The Prosecution notes that for a large part of the 1992-to-1994 period, there is no
evidence of attacks by Serb forces against Croatia. 80l More specifically, the Prosecution avers that
co-ordination between the HV and ABiH in late 1992 to fight the Serb forces along the Croatian
border does not undermine the Trial Chamber's finding that Croatia also intervened alongside the
HVO against the ABiH elsewhere, as evidenced by HV units operating in the Heliodrom. 802
(ii) Analysis
265.

With regard to Corie's contention that there was no documentary evidence showing there

was an armed conflict which was international in character between Croatia and BiH, the
Appeals Chamber considers that he ignores the evidence, including various viva voce testimony and
documentary evidence, on which the Trial Chamber relied. 803 As to Petkovic's and Corie's related
arguments that documentary evidence shows the contrary - that the HVO and ABiH were allies at
the time - the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered evidence of military
co-operation between the HVO and ABiH at times relevant to the Indictment, and in fact, refers to
corroborating Witness DR's account, and other testimony identifying HV troops, based on the weapons and equipment
they had. Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 379.
796 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 379.
797 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 380. The Prosecution submits that this evidence was also corroborated
by other evidence. Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 380. The Prosecution further submits that the
Trial Chamber considered and reasonably rejected the argument that HV soldiers were volunteers. Prosecution's
Response Brief (Stojic), para. 381.
798 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 412; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 8.
799 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 412; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 8.
800 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 414; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 12.
801 Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 12.
802 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), para. 414; Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), para. 12.
803 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 514, 528-568 and references cited therein.
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some of the same evidence as Corie. 804 Nevertheless, the Appeals Chamber considers that this did
not prevent the Trial Chamber from concluding that the support given by Croatia to the HVO was a
hostile act or an act of war against the BiH. Nor did it preclude it from finding that there was an
armed conflict which was international in character. The Appeals Chamber accordingly dismisses
these arguments.
266.

With respect to Petkovic's and Pusic's contentions that, on the basis of the parameters of the

Indictment, the Trial Chamber should not have made factual findings concerning the intervention of
HV troops prior to July 1993, the Appeals Chamber observes that they ignore the parts of the
Indictment where it explicitly alleged a state of international armed conflict at all times relevant to
it and the evidence the Trial Chamber pointed to with regard to the presence of HV troops on the

southern front from May 1992 into 1994. 805 This argument is therefore dismissed.
267.

Turning to Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's claim that the Trial Chamber erred in

concluding that HV units participated in the conflict between the HVO and ABiH, the
Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber's finding of Croatia's and the HV's intervention in
the HVO-ABiH conflict was not solely based on the presence of HV troops in the area claimed by
the HZ(R) H-B throughout the relevant period, i.e. in 1992, 1993, and 1994.806 The Trial Chamber
also found that HV troops actively participated in the conflict alongside the HVO between
October 1992 and January 1994.807 Relying on several exhibits and witness testimonies, the
Trial Chamber found in particular that the HV participated in the fighting on the side of the HVO in
the HVO's attacks on Prozar and Soviei. 808 The Appeals Chamber therefore considers that Stojic's
reliance on ICC and ICI jurisprudence to support his claim that mere presence of foreign troops
within a State is insufficient to constitute foreign intervention in a conflict is inapposite.

809

804 See CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 70 & fns 177-185 and references cited therein; Trial Judgement, Vol. 1,
paras 440-441 & fns 1038, 1040, referring to Exs. 1D02458 and P10481, Annex, pp. 2-4. The Appeals Chamber notes
that this annex is Ex. P00339, the agreement between the Republics of Croatia and BiB, dated 21 July 1992, that Corie
refers to. The Appeals Chamber considers the other evidence referred to by Corie to be irrelevant to the Indictment.
See Exs. 2D00439, P02155. Further, the Appeals Chamber rejects Petkovic's assertion in this regard as unsubstantiated.
805 See Indictment, para. 232. See also Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-543.
806 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 528-544.
807 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-544. With regard to Stojic's argument that the Trial Chamber erred in
holding that "it matters little" whether BV members participated in the BiB conflict as volunteers to determine that they
were there on the direct order of Croatia, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber made this finding in light
of other evidence showing that Croatia paid the salaries of the BV personnel deployed in Bill. In any event, the
Trial Chamber had addressed the issue of volunteers earlier in that same paragraph and dismissed it because of evidence
to the contrary. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 529 & fns 1098-1099. The Appeals Chamber thus dismisses Stojic's
argument misrepresenting the Trial Chamber's findings.
808 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 514,532-533,535.
809 In any event, the Appeals Chamber considers that the determination that there was no international armed conflict in
the ICC and ICJ jurisprudence relied upon by Stojic was based on a lack of evidence in those cases. Prosecutor v.
Jean-Pierre Bemba Gamba, Case No. ICC-Oll05-0ll08, Decision Pursuant to Article 67(1)(a) of the Rome Statue on
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268.

Moreover, the Appeals Chamber recalls that, contrary to Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and

Petkovic's contentions, the Trial Chamber considered multiple indicators of Croatian involvement
in the conflict, and not merely the presence of individual HV members or units in the ranks of the
HVO. In particular, the Trial Chamber considered evidence that: (1) the Croatian government paid
HV personnel; (2) an HV commander brought disciplinary proceedings against HV soldiers for
refusing to follow their unit to the southern front; (3) the Croatian government and military leaders
appointed HVO leadership; and (4) HV officers within the HVO structure, including Praljak and
Petkovic, maintained their positions as members of the HV.810 As such, the Appeals Chamber
dismisses Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's arguments regarding the presence of individual
HV members or units in the ranks of the HVO on BiH territory.
269.

Further, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, and Petkovic's

submissions that the evidence only establishes the presence of individual HV soldiers in BiH are
contradicted by other pieces of evidence, relied upon by the Trial Chamber, which show that entire
HV units were, in fact, present on the southern front,811 Moreover, with respect to Prlic's and
Praljak's specific submissions that the Trial Chamber erred by finding that the mere presence of HV
soldiers or units was sufficient and conclusive evidence that the HV was operating at the behest of
Croatia, the Appeals Chamber notes that the Trial Chamber considered, as discussed above,812
multiple indicators of Croatian involvement in the conflict, and not merely the presence of
individual HV members in the ranks of the HVO. Prlic and Praljak therefore have failed to show
that no reasonable trier of fact could have reached the Trial Chamber's conclusion.
270.

With regard to Praljak's argument that the Trial Chamber failed to consider that some HV

members joined the HVO voluntarily, the Appeals Chamber recalls that the Trial Chamber assessed
but rejected the claim that the HV officers and soldiers integrated in the HVO command were
acting as mere volunteers.V'' It did so based on unchallenged evidence, showing the contrary.t'" The
Appeals Chamber considers that Praljak has failed to show that no reasonable trier of fact could
have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber. With respect to Prlic's and Praljak's
arguments that individual HV members were allowed to volunteer for both the HVO and the ABIH,

the Charges of the Prosecutor Against Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, 15 June 2009, paras 245-246; Lubanga Confirmation
of Charges Decision, para. 226; Armed Activities Judgement, paras 174-177 (in the context of occupation).
810 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529, 546-548, 555 and evidence referred to therein.
811 See Trial JUdgement, Vol. 3, paras 530; 539, 541 referring to, inter alia, Exs. P00854, pp. 3-4, POll87, para. 32,
P07587,P00785 (confidential), P02738, P03990, p. 4, P07959, pp. l-2,P07887,pp.7-8,P07789,P07365,P02787,p.5,
P09807(confidential), pp. 5-9, P03587(confidential), p. 8, P03771 (confidential), p. 4, para. 6(a)(2) Witness DZ,
T. 26541 (closed session) (22 Jan 2008), Peter Galbraith, T. 6483-6484 (12 Sept 2006), Witness CW, T. 12674 (closed
session), 12689-12692 (22 Jan 2007).
812 See supra, para. 268.
813 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, para. 529.
814 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-567 and references cited therein.
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and Praljak's argument that HV soldiers who joined both the HVO and the ABiH continued to be
paid by Croatia, and were all relieved of their duties in the HV, the Appeals Chamber considers that
Prlic and Praljak have failed to show how the HV's similar treatment of HV members who joined
either the HVO or the ABiH in the two distinct conflicts Croatia was involved in at the time,
precluded the Trial Chamber from finding that the HV soldiers reinforcing the HVO were sent on
behalf of Croatia. 8i S Moreover, the Appeals Chamber considers that Prlic has failed to show how
his contention that HV members who were allowed to volunteer were not incorporated in either the
HVO or the ABiH, detracts from the Trial Chamber's finding that HV soldiers reinforcing the HVO
were sent on behalf of Croatia. 8i 6 The Appeals Chamber thus dismisses these arguments.
271.

Further, the Appeals Chamber notes Stojic's arguments that the Trial Chamber based its

finding that the HV participated in the attacks in Prozor and Sovici on the side of the HVO, on
insufficient evidence, and observes that the Trial Chamber relied on various pieces of evidence,
including eyewitness accounts and a report from an international organisation.Y' The
Appeals Chamber has reviewed the challenged evidence'l'" and considers that Stojic has failed to
show that no reasonable trier of fact could have concluded that there was direct involvement of the
HV on the side of the HVO in these attacks based on this evidence, especially when assessed
cumularively.i" The Appeals Chamber therefore dismisses these arguments.
272.

Turning to Stojic's argument that since the Trial Chamber had found that the JCE was

conceived in January 1993, the HV's involvement in the October 1992 Prozor attack is not relevant
to the question of whether the conflict was international, the Appeals Chamber recalls the
Trial Chamber's finding that it could not conclude that the crimes committed in Prozor in
October 1992 formed part of the JCE. 820 The Appeals Chamber considers that this matter is separate
from, and not relevant to, the question of whether an international armed conflict existed between
the HVO and the ABiH even as early as October 1992. Stojic has demonstrated no reason why the
Trial Chamber could not consider the October 1992 attack against Prozor and the HV's
participation in it as evidence of the existence of an international armed conflict. His argument is
therefore dismissed.

See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-531.
See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-531.
817 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 532-533,535 and references cited therein.
818 See, e.g., Exs. P09989, P09925, P09204 (confidential), P01542, P01656 (confidential), P02620, P09870
(confidential), 2D00285; Orner Hujdur, T. 3508-3510 (20 June 2006); Christopher Beese, T. 3222-3224 (15 June 2006).
819 As to Stojic's argument that even if HV troops had participated in these attacks, the Trial Chamber failed to consider
that they may have done so voluntarily, the Appeals Chamber dismisses this as misconstrued because the Trial Chamber
considered but rejected this possibility. See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 529-531 and references cited therein.
820 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 4, para. 44. See also infra, para. 854.
815
816
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273.

As to Prlic's and Praljak's challenges to the evidence on which the Trial Chamber relied to

establish the HV's involvement on BiH territory, the Appeals Chamber considers that, contrary to
what they claim, the testimonies' of Hujdur, Witness DW, and Watkins were, in fact,
corroborated.Y' As to the challenge that Nissen, an ECMM monitor, lacked personal knowledge of
the presence of HV troops on BiH territory, Prlic and Praljak have failed to show that no reasonable
trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber, based on other evidence
from international organisations confirming the presence of HV troops in areas claimed by the
HZ(R) H_B. 822 As a result, the Appeals Chamber dismisses these arguments.
274.

With respect to Prlic's and Praljak's argument that, to the extent that HV troops were on

BiH territory, this was in self-defence as the JNA was crossing into BiH territory to attack Croatia,
the Appeals Chamber notes that this argument was considered and rejected by the Trial Chamber. 823
In any case, the Appeals Chamber further considers that they have failed to demonstrate that no

reasonable trier of fact could have reached the same conclusion as the Trial Chamber - that there
was an international armed conflict between BiH and Croatia. This finding was based on evidence
of the existence of a conflict between the HVO and the ABiH and of the HV's involvement, on the
side of the HVO, at all relevant times. 824 The Appeals Chamber thus dismisses this argument.
275.

In light of the foregoing, the Appeals Chamber concludes that the Appellants have failed to

show that the Trial Chamber erred in finding that the HV's presence on BiH territory, in
conjunction with its direct intervention in the HVO-ABiH conflict, rendered the conflict
international. Thus, the Appeals Chamber dismisses Prlic's sub-grounds of appeal 19.1 in part and
19.2, Stojic's sub-ground of appeal 54.1, Praljak's sub-grounds of appeal 1.1 in part, 1.2 in part, 1.3
in part, and 1.4 in part, Petkovic's sub-grounds of appeal 7.1.1 in part, 7.1.3, and 7.1.4 in part,
Corie's sub-ground of appeal 3.1 in part, and Pusic's ground of appeal 7 in part, to the extent that
these grounds of appeal concern the presence of HV troops on BiH territory and their direct and
voluntary participation in the conflict between the HVO and the ABiH.

821 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 532-533, 539-540 and references cited therein. With regard to the challenges to
the credibility of these Prosecution witnesses, the Appeals Chamber further recalls that "[i]n any event, there is no
general requirement that the testimony of a witness be corroborated if deemed otherwise credible". Popovic et al.
Appeal Judgement, paras 243, 1264; D. Milosevic Appeal Judgement, para. 215. See also Kordic and Cerke:
Appeal Judgement, para. 274.
82 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 534-535 and references cited therein.
823 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 521, 525.
824 See Trial Judgement, Vol. 3, paras 514, 518-544 and references cited therein.
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(b) Croatia's organisation, co-ordination, and planning of the HVO's military operations
(PdiC's Sub-ground 19.3, StojiC's Sub-ground 54.2 in part, Praljak's Sub-grounds 1.3 in part and
1.4 in part, PetkoviC's Sub-grounds 7.1.1 in part and 7.1.5 in part, CoriC's Sub:.ground 3.1 in part,
and PusiC's Ground 7 in part)
(i) Arguments of the Parties
276.

The Appellants challenge the Trial Chamber's finding that the HVO-ABiH conflict was

international due to Croatia's overall control over the HVO as evidenced by, inter alia, the HV and
HVO's joint organisation, co-ordination, supervision, and direction of such operations.F" Praljak
alleges that the Trial Chamber failed to specify exactly where and when Croatia participated in
planning or conducting military operations and how it exercised overall control over the HVO. 826
According to Pusic, for purposes of the Overall Control Test, the Trial Chamber was required to
find that the HVO's military operations were planned either by the Croatian government in Zagreb
or by the HV, which the Trial Chamber did not find. 827 Pusic submits that pursuant to the evidence
presented to the Trial Chamber, operational leadership on the ground remained with the HVO and
the material and logistical assistance provided by the HV to the HVO fell short of the Overall
Control Test. 828 To the extent that the Trial Chamber relied upon evidence of the Croatian President
Franjo Tudman's involvement in the dispute, Pusic relies on the Judge Antonetti Dissent, which
allegedly points to evidence that President Tudman was not always cognisant of the HVO's
activities. 829 Pusic also contests the Trial Chamber's finding that HV officers were actively
involved in the HVO's operations and asserts that evidence of the transfer of certain Croatian
officers to BiH does not, per se, suffice to demonstrate Croatia's overall control over the HVO. 830
277.

Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic argue that the mere presence of individual HV members in the

ranks of the HVO is insufficient to establish that 'the HV was operating at the behest of Croatia. 831
Petkovic further submits that the Trial Chamber erred in inferring that whole HV units were present

Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 662, 664-668 (also referring to his submissions in ground of appeal 15); Stojic's
Appeal Brief, paras 412-413, 4~7-419; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 35; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 429; Carie's
Appeal Brief, paras 71, 73-74; Corle's Reply Brief, para. 24; Pusic's Appeal Brief, paras 232-233. Carie reiterates, on
appeal, the argument raised in the Judge Antonetti Dissent from the Trial Judgement: that there was only one undated
exhibit evidencing HV involvement in the planning of the RVO's military operations, arguing that it was insufficient to
prove the HV's overall control over the HVO for the entire period covered by the Indictment. The Appeals Chamber
dismisses this argument as Corie has failed to identify the exhibit to which he refers. See CoriC's Appeal Brief, para. 71.
826 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 31; Appeal Hearing, AT. 373-374 (22 Mar 2017).
827 Pusic's Appeal Brief, para. 232.
828 Pusic's Appeal Brief, paras 232-233.
829 Pusic's Appeal Brief, para. 232 & fn. 375.
830 Pusic's Appeal Brief, para. 232.
831 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 413; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 21-22, 32; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 419,
421-423,425; Petkovic's Reply Brief, paras 85-86.
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in BiH from the presence of HV members in the HVO. 832 In this regard Stojic and Praljak argue that
even if some HV elements were "in the service of the HVO", the Trial Chamber erred in concluding
that this implied that they were there on the direct order of Croatia. 833 Further, Praljak argues that
the Trial Chamber failed to consider that some HV members joined the HVO voluntarily, especially
given that many of them were born on BiH territory where their families sti11lived.834 While Praljak
concedes that HV officers who integrated into the HVO remained HV officers and continued to
receive their salaries from Croatia, he alleges that the Trial Chamber overlooked the fact that this
was the same for those HV officers integrated into the ABiH and thus not indicative of Croatian
contro1.835 He adds that HV officers volunteering for both the HVO and the ABiH were temporarily
relieved of their duties in the HV. 836
278.

Prlic, Stojic, Praljak, and Petkovic further challenge the evidence on which the

Trial Chamber relied to find that the HV was actively involved in the planning and conduct of the
HVO's military operations.Y' In particular, they challenge as erroneous the Trial Chamber's
interpretation of the testimonies of: (1) constitutional expert Witness Ciril Ribicic; (2) Witness
Marijan Biskic of the HR H-B Ministry of Defence; and (3) Witness Ivan Beneta, an HV
Commander.V'' Stojic, in particular, claims that whether the HV and the HVO jointly conducted

military operations was beyond the scope of Ribicic' s expertise. 839 Prlic and Praljak assert that the
Trial Chamber erroneously rejected Biskic's claim that the Croatian Minister of Defence, Gojko
Susak, visited BiH in his personal capacity and not in his official capacity, as the Trial Chamber
found. 84o Praljak adds that even if Susak had travelled in his official capacity, such contacts
between Susak and the HVO were natural and logical, and did not prove the HV's involvement in
the HVO's operational planning.t" As to Beneta, they allege that the Trial Chamber distorted his
testimony by finding that HV commanders gave orders to HVO units, when in fact Beneta testified
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, paras 422,425.
Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 413, referring to Kordic and Cerkez Appeal Judgement, para. 359; Praljak's
Appeal Brief, para. 22. In this respect, Stojic contends that the only direct evidence of Croatian involvement in HVO
activities concerned the deployment by Croatia of a "logistical assistant" to the HVO, which falls short of
demonstrating overall control over the HVO. Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 413 & fn. 1040, referring to Ex. P00332.
834 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 21. Similarly, Stojic contends that the Trial Chamber disregarded evidence that HV
officers joined voluntarily and failed to consider whether they acted on the orders of Croatia. Stojic's Appeal Brief,
ara. 413.
35 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 22. See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 11.
836 Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 21-23. See also Praljak's Reply Brief, para. 11.
837 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 664-666; Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 414; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 26-28,
Appeal Hearing, AT. 372-373 (22 Mar 2017); Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 426.
83 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 664-666; Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 414; Praljak's Appeal Brief, paras 26-28;
Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 426.
839 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 414.
840 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 666; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 28. Praljak also submits that even if Susak was in BiH
in his capacity as Defence Minister, it does not mean that the HV was involved in planning and conducting HV-HVO
military operations. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 28, Appeal Hearing, AT. 374-375 (22 Mar 2017). See also Stojic's
Appeal Brief, para. 415.
84 Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 28.
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that the HV members integrated into the HVO were under HVO command.F''' Prlic and Praljak
additionally contend that the Trial Chamber erroneously relied on the testimony of Witness Peter
Galbraith, the United States Ambassador to Croatia during the relevant time, to find that the HV
wielded overall control over the HVO. 843 Finally, Prlic and Petkovic challenge the Trial Chamber's
reliance on adjudicated facts to find that the HV and the BVO jointly directed military
operations.F'" while Stojic also argues that the Trial Chamber erred in relying on evidence of
indirect political influence. 845
279.

The Prosecution responds that the Trial Chamber correctly found that Croatia had an active

role in jointly co-ordinating, planning, and conducting military operations in BiB with the HVO. 846
According to the Prosecution, the Appellants fail to show that the Trial Chamber's findings in this
regard were erroneous. 847 The Prosecution points, inter alia, to the Trial Chamber's findings that:
(1) the Croatian government assigned HV officers to the HVO; (2) the HV and BVO jointly
directed operations in BiH; and (3) HVO organs reported on their operations to CroatianIIN
authorities, while BV members in BiH reported to HVO officers.v'" The Prosecution also points to
evidence of Stojic's communications with Croatian Defence Minister Susak concerning the
re-assignment of BV members to the HVO, arguing that this proves that the HVO leadership was
composed, in essence, of HV officers who retained their positions in the BV while posted to the
HVO. 849 The Prosecution notes that, under the Overall Control Test, the Trial Chamber was not
required to find that the HV or the Croatian government issued specific orders to the HVO or
diirecte d any particu
. Iar re Ievant operations.
.
850

842 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 664-665; Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 414; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 27; Petkovic's
Appeal Brief, para. 426.
84 Prlic's Appeal Brief, paras 662-663; Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 21. Praljak also claims that the Trial Chamber
exclusively relied on the testimony of Peter Galbraith. Praljak's Appeal Brief, para. 21.
844 Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 663; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 426.
845 Stojic's Appeal Brief, para. 418. The Appeals Chamber also notes the argument raised by Prlic, Stojic, Praljak,
Petkovic, and Coric that the Trial Chamber erroneously failed to acknowledge that, in addition to the support provided
to the HVO, Croatia also provided, through the HV, material and technical equipment, supplies, training, and financial
assistance to the ABiH, which, in Prlic's, Stojic's, Praljak's, Petkovic's, and CoriC's view, undermines the finding of
overall control over the HVO. See Prlic's Appeal Brief, para. 667; StojiC's Appeal Brief, para. 417; Praljak's Appeal
Brief, para. 24; Petkovic's Appeal Brief, para. 428; CoriC's Appeal Brief, paras 70, 72. See also Appeal Hearing,
AT. 657 (24 Mar 2017).
846 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 415-417; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 382-387;
Appeal Hearing, AT. 308-311, 313-316, (21 Mar 2017); Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 18-22;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 289-295; Prosecution's Response Brief (Coric), para. 64; Prosecution's
Response Brief (Pusic), paras 213, 215.
847 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 415-417; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 382-387;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 18-22; Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 289-295;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Corio), para. 65; Prosecution's Response Brief (Pusic), paras 213, 215.
848 Prosecution's Response Brief (Prlic), paras 415-416; Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), paras 382-386;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Praljak), paras 15-18;'Prosecution's Response Brief (Petkovic), paras 289-290,292-293;
Prosecution's Response Brief (Corie), paras 64-65. See also Prosecution's Response Brief (Pusic), para. 215.
849 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 383.
850 Prosecution's Response Brief (Stojic), para. 382.
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